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vAbstract
We investigate the processing and representation of static visual patterns in the early visual system
of mammals (especially cats and primates). We demonstrate that neurophysiological and anatomi-
cal findings can motivate theoretical considerations about the neural processing and vice versa. We
explore “How?” and “Why?” questions in a close connection to each other. Methodologically this
means using biologically detailed “bottom-up” computational models and abstract “top-down” mod-
els in parallel or in combination. Specifically, we focus on the contrast- and orientation-processing
in the primary visual cortex (V1) with a strong emphasis on the dynamics of the neural activity
and synapses. We consider neural dynamics on three different time scales: (i) the fast time evolu-
tion of the cortical activity with a time constant of 16   20 msec; (ii) the intermediate modulation
of the recurrent cortical competition strength with a time constant in the order of 100   200 msec
(the approximate length of a fixation period); (iii) contrast adaptation by the slow modulation of the
dynamic nature of the synaptic transmission with a time constant of 5   10 sec.
Firstly, we explore how orientation selectivity could be generated in the primary visual cortex (V1)
(chapters 2, 3). Orientation selectivity is a remarkable and well-explored feature of the simple cells
in V1. However, there is still considerable debate about the neurophysiological and anatomical ori-
gin of the highly feature selective response of these cells. The major question concerns the extent
to which the simple cell properties are determined by the structure of their feed-forward connectiv-
ity versus the recurrent projections. In contrast to previous models, in which the initial orientation
bias is generated by convergent geniculate (feed-forward) input to the simple cells, and subsequently
sharpened by the lateral circuits, our approach is based on anisotropic intracortical excitatory con-
nections. We study the hypothesis that these recurrent projections provide both the initial orientation
bias and its subsequent amplification and therefore orientation selectivity is generated purely intra-
cortically. Our computational study shows that indeed the “intracortical hypothesis” is a plausible
alternative to the other existing hypotheses. The model predicts that the dynamics of the orientation
tuning could be indicative of the underlying neural mechanism. Therefore we investigate recurrent
dynamics in a cortical orientation hypercolumn in a more biologically detailed statistical neural field
model (chapter 3).
Secondly, we study why the recurrent cortical re-processing of the feed-forward input is important
for the representation of the image projected on the retina (chapter 4). We propose that the recurrent
lateral connections implement competition between orientation selective simple cells with overlap-
ping receptive fields. Then, we introduce the concept of “dynamic coding”, and investigate the short
term dynamics of the recurrent competition in the primary visual cortex in terms of information
processing. We find that information transfer is optimal in any increasing time window after stimu-
lus onset if the recurrent cortical amplification decreases. In the model, the initially strong cortical
competition decreases, and the role of the geniculate origin feed-forward projections becomes more
important. These geniculo-cortical projections carry a topographic representation of the image pro-
jected to the retina. Motivated by information theory, our results offer a compromise between the
“feed-forward” and the “recurrent” hypotheses for orientation selectivity. We suggest that both are
valid, however, in different phases of the cortical processing during a fixation period. In the initial
phase of processing, the recurrent competition is strong, and the salient orientation is signaled in
a winner-take-all fashion. In the second phase, cortical competition becomes weaker, allowing the
detection of multiple orientations. A detailed computational model provides experimentally testable
vi
predictions about the dynamics of cortical response to multiple orientations.
Thirdly, we study how and why contrast adaptation occurs in V1 (chapter 5). We find that the
adaptation of the transmitter release probability accounts well for all the puzzling experimental
data that is available about the neurophysiology of contrast adaptation. The good match between
our simulation results and the experimental data originates from the fact that the dynamic nature
of the synaptic transmission depends on the transmitter release probability. The adaptation rule
for the transmitter release probability is derived from the assumed functional objective of contrast
adaptation. We propose that contrast adaptation reduces the redundancy in the cortical response by
matching the activation function of single cortical neurons to the second-order signal statistics. We
also show that increasing the release probability in a low-contrast environment has the functional
advantage that it induces a cortical neuron to detect synchrony in its presynaptic spike trains, rather
than the presynaptic firing rates. This synchrony detection mode may be proper for noise filtering
if the contrast level is decreased because synchronous geniculate firing events are more likely to be
stimulus related.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Why the primary visual cortex?
The primary visual cortex (abbreviated as V1, and also referred to as area 17 or striate cortex) is the
first cortical area that processes the visual signals arriving from the retina. The feed-forward input
to V1 is preprocessed by the retinal ganglion and the relay cells of the lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN). The subcortical preprocessing in the retina and in the LGN includes detection of short scale
spatial and temporal changes in the illumination pattern, detection of color, and adaptation to simple
statistical properties of the visual world, like the mean luminance level.1
Retinal ganglion and geniculate cells have localized receptive fields with a shape similar to a
Mexican hat. Two types of retinal ganglion and geniculate cells can be distinguished based on their
receptive field profiles. The ON-center cells can be excited by illuminating the center part, and can
be suppressed by illuminating the annulus surrounding their receptive field center. The OFF-center
cells exhibit the opposite behavior. As a consequence of this center-opponent organization of their
receptive field profiles, these cells are mainly sensitive to local changes in the illumination pattern.
Diffuse illumination evokes almost no response. The activity pattern of the retinal ganglion cells is
mapped topographically to the primary visual cortex via the relay cells of the LGN.
The subcortical preprocessing of the visual signals hardly involves feature extraction. Informa-
tion theoretical studies propose that retinal ganglion cells eliminate simple and irrelevant—first and
second order—spatial and temporal redundancies from the sensory signal to obtain a compact but
sufficiently information rich representation of the visual input (Shapley and Enroth-Cugell, 1984; At-
ick and Redlich, 1990; Atick and Redlich, 1992). By lower order redundancies we mean the average
intensity level (e.g., lightness), variance (e.g., contrast) or correlations between two points in the
visual field (reflected in an unequal power spectrum).2 In other words, the task of these subcortical
preprocessing regions is to transmit maximal (or a minimally required) amount of information via
their limited channel bandwidth. Transmitting maximal information on an information bottleneck
enforces an efficient neural code that does not contain irrelevant or “boring” messages. This code
forms the basis for the extraction of the relevant and “interesting” content in the sensory input at
1For a detailed description of the anatomical structure and the physiology of the subcortical visual pathways see Kandel
et al. (1991).
2For further discussion of redundancy reduction see section 1.2 and, e.g., Atick and Redlich (1992).
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later cortical processing stages.
As a result of the subcortical preprocessing, the primary visual cortex receives a faithful and
ecological representation of the image pattern. The image pattern helps to recognize objects, shapes
and therefore it carries relevant information. The pattern is formed by the higher-order correlations,
i.e. constellations of different modalities between several points in the visual field or in time. The
word “ecological” here refers to the very important concept that the sensory processing systems are
not generally optimal, but they are adapted to our surrounding world and they also fit to our internal
needs. It is also suggested that the cortical representation is faithful: in contrast to the preceding
subcortical processing stages, the cortical processing does not reduce the dimensionality of the sig-
nal anymore, it is probably not compact (Field, 1994). Instead of removing further redundancies, the
visual cortex is more likely to extract and describe the remaining higher order redundancies, because
they constitute the relevant information. Note, however, that orientation selectivity, the most promi-
nent feature of the primary visual cortex, can be very well explained by the redundancy reduction
principle (Dimitrov and Cowan, 1998).
It is highly challenging to find general principles or optimality criteria for the cortical represen-
tation. One coding strategy could be to extract hidden interdependencies between picture elements
(like pixels) and obtain a transparent representation, in which the representing units or neurons are
highly specialized to certain features or objects in the visual environment. Entities like these objects
are likely to appear independently from each other, therefore this representation can be learned on
the basis of statistical independence (see next section for further discussion). This is called factorial
code.
The decomposition of the visual input into different submodalities and features—based on
these higher-order correlations—essentially starts in the primary visual cortex (V1). Specialized
groups of cells extract information about the different aspects of the visual scenes. Form, motion,
or depth (and their combinations) at each location of the visual field are processed by highly inter-
connected parallel pathways. These pathways are specialized to the different modalities, but they
strongly modulate each other via the extensive interconnectivity. Furthermore, neurons are special-
ized to features, such as orientation, corners or more compound patterns. The decomposition into
different modalities and features results in an overcomplete representation in the cortex. The dimen-
sionality of the representation in V1 increases by several factors compared to the retinal or geniculate
representation: 260 million neurons process the feed-forward input from 2 million LGN fibers. The
complexity of the extracted features increases from V1 towards higher visual areas (like MT), where
one can find the prototype of “grandma cells”, the face selective neurons. As a consequence, in
higher areas fewer neurons represent a given sensory signal.
The cortical representation is a surreal mosaic of knowledge pieces at different complexity
levels. The decomposition into “mosaic pieces” decreases the complexity of the neural representa-
tion and it is conducive to building new associations that may help to interpret the sensory signals.
A pattern of light intensities is transformed into neural activity patterns, where the activity of the
individual neurons or neuronal populations account for the presence of meaningful objects or com-
plex features. This representation reflects semantic aspects of the input. Naturally, there is a need
to combine or bind these little mosaic pieces into the coherent image we perceive. The anatomical
structures or core networks that are specialized to certain features or submodalities are strongly in-
terconnected. The binding of different features is established via recurrent interconnectivity. Due
to this interconnectivity, perception of a coherent image emerges. Furthermore, visual cues from
different submodalities can support the interpretation of others. (Several illusions arise from this
effect, e.g., when the luminance gradient indicates an illusionary three-dimensional structure.)
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Summarizing this brief introduction, the visual system decomposes and integrates the visual
scenes in parallel. The integrative processes maintain the illusion of perceiving coherent images,
while as a result of the decomposition principle, we are also able to analyze visual scenes at several
levels of complexity: we can identify objects, colors, motion, forms, or faces. The neural mech-
anisms of the image decomposition and integration are well hidden by our own nervous system.
Normally these mechanisms cannot be approached consciously. Introspection is usually a hopeless
method for understanding them. However, in certain situations, when there is an obvious discrep-
ancy between the actual reality as we know it and our perception, we can see behind the curtain. As
our reference system is the real world and not our neurophysiological reality, we call these effects
illusions. Illusions reveal some neural processing principles or connectivity structures that are other-
wise well hidden from our “eyes”. It is interesting to note that the visual system can be most easily
tricked with the help of weird, artificial stimuli. This indicates that the visual system is specifically
prepared (through evolution and learning) to interpret our natural environment (see also in section
1.2 and chapter 4).
Visual sciences are not even scratching the surface of the principles underlying the integrative
processes involved in perception. However, the decomposition strategy of the visual system, is quite
well described, although not too well understood. The representation in V1 and also in other early
visual cortical areas is relatively transparent in the sense that activity of single cells correlates well
with the presence of simple features in the visual stimulus. For instance, orientation selectivity, first
described by Hubel and Wiesel (1962), is a prominent property of several cells in V1. Orientation
selective cells respond strongly to edges or gratings with a certain orientation, but they remain inac-
tive if the orthogonal orientation is presented. Even though the discovery of orientation selectivity
was a revolutionary step to approach coding strategies in the neocortex, since then most of the re-
search has been descriptive rather than interpretive. Substantial knowledge has been gained about
the anatomical structures and neurophysiological mechanisms that are responsible for the generation
of orientation selectivity (see chapter 2 and Das (1996); Vidyasagar et al. (1996); Sompolinsky and
Shapley (1997) for reviews), but there have been very few studies aiming to understand the reason
for the presence of orientation or other feature selectivity in the visual cortex in terms of signal pro-
cessing. In some sense, the experimental description of the visual cortical function is well ahead of
our theoretical understanding of it. Motivated by and based on the huge amount of available experi-
mental data, several “bottom-up” computational models have been proposed. These models provide
a better understanding of the neural “wetware” by deducing higher-order function from anatomical
and neurophysiological observations. However, some of the basic questions are still open, including
the origin of orientation selectivity. Therefore, we explored a computational model to highlight a
new alternative hypothesis about the intracortical generation of orientation selectivity (chapters 2
and 3).
Certainly, research cannot continue without gaining some understanding of the principles of
cortical representation and without providing a quantitative description of the neural responses in
connection to the represented world. Recent experimental studies describing neural responses in
V1 have made this need even clearer. These measurements demonstrated that the response of the
orientation selective cells in V1 does not solely depend on the orientation of an edge within the
“classical receptive field”3, but it can be strongly modulated by patterns placed several degrees out-
side (e.g., Sillito et al., 1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Levitt and Lund, 1997; Polat et al., 1998). These
3The classical receptive field is the area from where neural firing can be evoked by localized visual stimulation.
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reports, however, contradict each other at several points. The discrepancies are mainly4 due to slight
differences in the interpretation of the neural responses and the stimulus setup in the individual ex-
periments. Stimulus setup is a sensitive issue because the parameter space explodes using compound
stimuli assembled from gratings or bars with different contrast, orientation, or spatial frequency. Un-
fortunately, there is no general theory that could guide and motivate certain setups and systematic
exploration of the neural response to the visual input. There is a strong need to point out “interest-
ing” directions in this large parameter space because the number of available recordings is strongly
limited by technical constraints.
One possible way to address the above questions and determine “interesting” directions in the
stimulus space for the visual cortex is a careful and quantitative statistical or information theoretical
(see next section) analysis of the recorded neural responses to statistically characterized stimulus
sets. This approach has been successfully applied especially in the examination of the sensory
systems of insects (see, e.g., Laughlin, 1994; Rieke et al., 1997), but interesting new research is
conducted in mammalian cortex too (e.g., Richmond and Optican, 1990; Sugase et al., 1999). The
other possible way is to reveal coding principles (such as the abovementioned factorial code) em-
ployed by the neocortex that may be optimal for sensory processing (for more detailed discussion
see next section and, e.g., Barlow, 1961; Linsker, 1989; Olshausen and Field, 1996). Following the
latter direction of research strategy, in the present thesis we deduce neurophysiological predictions
starting from optimality requirements for the cortical encoding. From high order function we pro-
ceed towards the biological reality. This approach is referred to as “top-down” modeling. In close
connection with our investigation into the origin of orientation selectivity (chapters 2 and 3), first
we explore the role of feed-forward and recurrent lateral connections in obtaining an efficient cor-
tical representation in time (chapter 4). Secondly, we study contrast adaptation (chapter 5) and we
derive a learning rule for the transmitter release probability at the geniculo-cortical synapses. Both
approaches are based on the principle of maximizing the mutual information between cortical input
and output.
1.2 Information theory meets sensory processing?
In the following we shortly discuss why classical information theory (Shannon and Weaver, 1949)
could provide a useful “toolbox” for investigating neural representation. In parallel, the basic ter-
minology is introduced. More comprehensive reviews can be found in (e.g., Atick, 1992; Rieke
et al., 1997).
The word “information” has a fairly complicated, multilayered meaning. What do we asso-
ciate with the word “information”? Excitement, novelty, learning, structure, semantics... To be sure,
it is scarcely a trivial task to give a mathematically exact and useful definition for “information”
that also fits our common sense interpretation. Therefore the most widely used formal measure of
information is not intended to be a formalization of our subjective concept of information. Shan-
non and Weaver (1949) introduced information theory for solving problems of telecommunication
systems. This information measure is called Shannon information. Surprising as it may sound, in-
formation theory has recently proven to be a powerful tool of investigation into the neural code and
the representation of sensory signals.
Let us put aside for a moment the promotion of Shannon information and imagine a phone
4Technical difficulties could also cause discrepancies in the results, but these are not in the scope of the current discussion.
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cable. Beyond doubt, there are several differences between a phone cable and the central nervous
system, but let us point out only one of them: the phone cable does not “care” whether we transmit
the Ulysses by James Joyce, the Berlin phone book, or this thesis through it. Clearly, some human
observers would find all of these three information streams absolutely boring or irrelevant, but some
may not. Shannon and Weaver (1949) introduced an objective measure of information from the
perspective of the phone cable. The measure ignores semantic aspects. Given a stochastic informa-
tion source (denoted here as a random variable S) with the probability structure P(S) and the set of
possible signals or alphabet  , the Shannon information of a signal s   is
I  s    log2 P  s  (1.1)
In the following discussion the term “signal” shall designate any type of representation of a message.
This could be an image, text, sound, or neural activity pattern. Shannon information indicates the re-
duction of uncertainty by communicating message s. The unit of information according to the above
definition is bit because the logarithm has a base of 2. For instance, telling the gender of somebody
we have met has an information content of 1 bit because the number of possible people is reduced to
the half (assuming that the male-female ratio in the set of the possible people is 1:1). Following our
example, telling the name of the person has a high information content, assuming that each individ-
ual has a relatively low likelihood. Shannon information is the measure of unexpectedness. The less
likely or more surprising an event or a message, the larger its information content.
The average information content of the possible signals is called entropy
H  S 	   ∑
s 

P  s  log2 P  s  (1.2)
The entropy of a signal source is the number of bits that are on the average necessary to encode the
signal. The signal transmission of the information is most efficient if it uses the same amount of bits
on the average as the entropy of the signal. If more bits are used for the encoding than it is necessary,
then the representation is redundant.
Entropy measures the average reduction in uncertainty by making one observation. If on the
average one observation reduces the possible set of signals to the half, then its entropy is 1 bit. The
entropy is maximal if every signal is equally likely. If some of the signals occur frequently, but others
only rarely, the observer could expect the frequent event with a good chance even before making the
observation. In this case the entropy is lower, and the efficacy of the communication between signal
source and the observer is suboptimal.
Now consider the case in which the signal s is a combination of n symbols ( s  s1    sn).
Images, e.g., are composed of individual but usually not independent pixels. In this case the signal
is a vector of the components, and its entropy satisfies
H  S 
n
∑
i  1
H  Si  (1.3)
The equality holds if and only if the individual components are statistically independent. Correla-
tions between the components (e.g., pixels) decrease the entropy and therefore the coding efficacy
because by observing one pixel one could infer the value of the other.
To sum up, the signal source can transfer information with the highest rate to the observer if
each signal is equally likely and the signal components are statistically independent from each other.
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If the number of bits available for transmitting a signal stream (e.g., a phone conversion) is limited,
then it is essential to obtain an optimal encoding of the given signal set (e.g., the human speech).
The maximal entropy that can be theoretically reached in an information channel is called channel
capacity
C  max
P s 

H  S ﬀ max
P  si 
ﬁ
n
∑
i  1
H  Si ﬃﬂ n log2 N  (1.4)
where N is the number of different symbols at each component of s. Based on this, one could
calculate, e.g., the capacity of 100 by 100 image matrixes if 256 different gray levels are available.
Similarly the capacity of written text that consists of N letters can be determined. Determining the
capacity of a coding scheme is essential to characterize the efficiency of the information transfer. It
turns out, e.g., that natural languages do not use the full capacity provided by the set of available
letters. If the random variable is discrete, then the channel capacity is constrained by the available
components and signals. Shannon information, and entropy can be extended for continuous random
variables. In the continuous case, the capacity is constrained by the maximal available signal-to-
noise ratio on the channel.
If the full channel capacity is not used, then the coding is redundant, less efficient. Given the
channel capacity, the redundancy of a signal source S is
R  1   H
 S 
C
 (1.5)
Redundancy gives a measure for the inefficacy of the signal transmission. One can distinguish
between two types of redundancy sources by reformulating the above definition
R 
1
C
ﬁ
C  
n
∑
i  1
H  Si  ﬂ
 !#" $
first % order &
1
C
ﬁ
n
∑
i  1
H  Si    H  S  ﬂ
 !#" $
higher % order
 (1.6)
The first term increases if the different symbols in the available alphabet are used with unequal
probability. This is referred to as first order redundancy. The second term increases if there are
interdependencies between the signal components (e.g., between pixels). This is referred to as higher
order redundancy. Natural languages are redundant both because of too frequent use of certain
letters, like “e”, and interdependencies between letters in a sequence (e.g., consonants are likely to
be followed by vowels).
What is the goal of neural coding?
Having introduced the basic terms of information theory, let us return to our original problem of
applying information theory in the context of neural representation. As it was emphasized before,
Shannon information ignores semantic aspects of the signals. Instead, it considers a stochastic signal
source with a given statistical structure P  S  and an information channel. Transmitting information
is problematic if the channel capacity is limited. This is called the “information bottleneck problem”.
Such limitation can arise from noise, constrained number of representational units and limited dy-
namic range of the activity (limited alphabet). Small subsystems of the nervous system could be also
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considered as units that are “blind” to semantics of the signal, and their only task is to transmit infor-
mation to each other in an effective manner (Atick, 1992). Based on this paradigm, Barlow (1961)
proposed that the goal of sensory coding is to completely reduce the redundancy that is present in
the stimulus. This is called minimal redundancy code.
Alternatively, Field has pointed out (Field, 1987; Field, 1994) that the goal of the cortical
encoding is to minimize the statistical dependency between neurons (the second term in Eq. 1.6)
in such way that the output entropy H  S  nonetheless remains constant. This code is called mini-
mum entropy or factorial code. If the neurons are statistically independent, decoding can be based
on looking at the activity of the individual neurons, without considering complex interdependency
patterns of firing.
Minimal entropy code alone does not reduce redundancy, and therefore it is not motivated
by an information bottleneck as the minimal redundancy code. Minimal entropy or factorial code
transfers the higher order interdependencies into first order redundancies. This means that the firing
histograms of single neurons are redundant, neurons are more likely to fire with a certain frequency.
In this code the entropy of the single components H  Si  is minimized (that is why it is called “mini-
mal entropy code”). Several studies indicate that the orientation selective simple cells form a sparse
and factorial representation of the natural world (Field, 1987; Olshausen and Field, 1996; Bell and
Sejnowski, 1997; Olshausen and Millman, 2000). In other words, minimal entropy code is obtained
in the primary visual cortex by the orientation selective cells.
Statistically independent components of natural scenes could be related to independent objects,
causes or semantic units. Therefore, a factorial representation could also be advantageous for higher
order cognitive function. Furthermore, after obtaining a factorial code, a subsequent simple gain
control mechanism can map the neural output such that it obtains maximal entropy given a limited
dynamic range of activity. If the interdependency between coding units is minimal, a smaller dy-
namic range is enough to gain a given amount of information about the signal. Combining factorial
code with a proper gain control minimizes the redundancy in the neural code.
The observation that factorial code allows to reduce the dynamic range of the neurons while the
information transfer is kept constant is used by Atick and Redlich (1990). They demonstrated that the
receptive field shapes of retinal ganglion cells can be explained by the minimal redundancy principle.
They suggest that redundancy can be reduced by reducing the channel capacity (the dynamic range of
neural response) subject to the constraint that the information gained about the sensory input is equal
to a given minimal required information. In other words, they propose that the neuronal channel
capacity should not be wasted for encoding the input noise. The optimal solution is a receptive
field, which decorrelates the sensory signal. Atick and Redlich (1990) have shown that considering
only second-order correlations is enough to explain receptive field properties of the retinal ganglion
cells. If output noise is also present, then the system increases correlations in the signal because
correlations distinguish signal from noise (the noise was assumed to be uncorrelated on the different
units).
Neural code and the (interactions with the) represented world
It is essential that the optimal coding strategy depends on the actual a priori distribution of the
encoded stimulus. Natural images are not random, they have an inherent structure. They form a
very small subset of all possible images, in other words, they are redundant (compared to what could
be communicated by photon-beams). It has been argued that the neural representation is matched
to this statistical structure (e.g. Field, 1987; Laughlin, 1981; Atick and Redlich, 1990; Atick and
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Redlich, 1992; Field, 1994; van der Schaaf and van Hateren, 1996). If the visual system is specialized
to our visual environment, understanding the structure of the visual world could guide us in the
understanding of the visual system (Gibson, 1966). Redundancy in the neural code can be minimized
by eliminating the redundancy in the sensory input. As first- and second-order correlations do not
carry relevant information it is an efficient coding strategy to remove them. However, higher-order
correlations make a visual scene, text, music meaningful for us. Extracting and describing these
correlations, for example by obtaining a factorial code, is therefore a better strategy then removing
them (Field, 1994).
In order to reduce or extract redundancies from natural stimuli, it is necessary to learn the
environment’s statistical structure. This continuously observed structure or redundancy becomes
part of our knowledge about the world. Here, we use the word “knowledge” with a wider meaning
that includes the hard-wired, genetically determined structures (obtained through the evolution) as
well as the the knowledge accumulated from personal experiences and learning. Our expectations,
our knowledge about the correlations in the outside world are crutches in the process of interpreting,
learning and detecting novelty. Even though white noise has the highest information content in
Shannon sense, it is meaningless for a human observer because our neural system is not able to cope
with such high information rate.
We would like to remind the reader that the main assumption in the previous discussion was
that neural subsystems need to communicate with each other in an efficient way, given a limited
channel bandwidth. To reach this goal one strategy is to remove the redundancies from the original
signal and obtain a compact code with minimal redundancy. Several studies indicate that subcortical
systems do remove low-order redundancies. The coding strategy for cortical processing is likely to
be different. It tries to transfer the complex interdependencies in the signal into simple first-order
redundancies. As a consequence, single coding units represent independent objects that are likely to
be meaningful. Note that once the higher order interdependencies are extracted, it is easy to reduce
the first order redundancy in single neurons’ activity. This can be done by a proper input-output
mapping that matches the prior probability distribution of the represented object.
To sum up, we have shortly illustrated that considering the one-way chain of signal-channel-
receiver, information theory can explain some important aspects of neural function in early sensory
systems. However, this framework is likely to be too restricted to approach the high level cortical
processing. It may be insufficient to analyze the high dimensional input space alone. Instead of
considering the statistical structure solely of the signal (i.e. the outside world), one may investigate
the structure of the interactions with the outside world. This extended framework could provide a
description of coding in a semantic space that is defined based on behavioral relevancy.
Our research presented in this thesis focuses on two aspects of optimal coding in the primary
visual cortex. Firstly, in the context of contrast adaptation we argue that the visual system adapts
continuously to the slowly changing environment. We propose that the functional role of contrast
adaptation is to eliminate the dependence of cortical activity on the root mean square (r.m.s.) contrast
that soon after a change becomes a source of redundancy. In parallel, we investigate the low-level
neural mechanism that could be responsible for “implementing” contrast adaptation. These bottom-
up and top-down approaches meet at the learning rule for the transmitter release probability. Sec-
ondly, we investigate the short term dynamics of the recurrent competition and neural activity in the
primary visual cortex in terms of information processing and in the context of orientation selectivity.
We consider a free-viewing scenario where the environment is explored by fixating subsequently at
different positions. This study is based on two key observations. (i) The coding strategy that max-
imizes information transfer depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the output. (ii) The SNR
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changes with time within the duration of a fixation period because with increasing time window, the
number of spikes available for encoding increases. It follows that the neural coding strategy should
be modulated on a fast time scale to fit to the decreased noise level. We refer to this principle as
“dynamic coding”. In the context of orientation selectivity in V1, we suggest that it is optimal to
decrease recurrent competition among different edge detectors tuned to different orientations after
stimulus onset (after the beginning of a fixation period). This results in a complexity based, hierar-
chical feature extraction. The hierarchical levels are distributed in time. The model predicts that in
the first phase of a fixation period, salient and typical features are processed. In the second phase,
less typical, detailed structures are represented.
1.3 Structure of the thesis
Each chapter is self-contained with an extensive review of the previous work and an introduction to
the discussed subject.
' In chapters 2 and 3, we explore a new hypothesis about the origin of orientation selectivity
in V1. According to our “intracortical hypothesis” anisotropic recurrent projections provide
both the initial orientation bias and its subsequent amplification. In chapter 2 we setup a rate
model for an orientation hypercolumn and study the emergent receptive fields and the aver-
age response dynamics. Our study shows that the emerging response properties are similar
to the response properties that are observed experimentally, hence the hypothesis of an intra-
cortical generation of orientation bias and sharp orientation tuning is a sensible alternative to
the notion of a feed-forward bias by convergent geniculo-cortical projection patterns that is
subsequently sharpened by the recurrent connections.
' In chapter 3, the intracortical hypothesis is further explored. Using a statistical neural field
approach we study the recurrent connectivity pattern and response dynamics in a greater bio-
logical detailness. We find that the anisotropy in the recurrent connections that is capable for
generating the orientation bias does not need to be extreme strong, and therefore it may not be
obviously reflected in the recurrent cortical patterns. Furthermore, we can account for the ex-
perimental observation that orientation tuning of the membrane potential sharpens gradually,
while the spiking activity shows an immediate sharply tuned response.
' In chapter 4, the role of recurrent cortical amplification and its short-term dynamics is studied
in terms of information processing. We propose that the recurrent cortical competition should
decrease after stimulus onset to obtain optimal amount of information about the feed-forward
signal in any increasing time window. The main motivation for the changing cortical compe-
tition comes from the observation that with increasing time window the signal-to-noise ratio
in the cortical neural activity increases because more samples are available for representation
and estimation. In the first phase of processing, only the most salient orientation is extracted
by the strong recurrent competition. In the second, less competitive phase, the representation
detailed structures and, therefore, multiple orientations becomes possible. Our information
theoretic hypothesis is studied in an abstract model for a recurrent network. A more detailed
model is also explored in order to give experimental predictions for the cortical response to
multiple bars.
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' In chapter 5, contrast adaptation, thus cortical dynamics on a longer time scale is studied.
Firstly, we propose that a novel form of synaptic plasticity may be responsible for contrast
adaptation. In contrast to the classical paradigm of modulating the synaptic strength that
scales the amplitude of the synaptic transmission, we suggest that adaptation of the dynamics
of synaptic transmission is the neural mechanism that explains all the available experimental
data. In our model the synaptic dynamics is changed via the transmitter release probability.
We further propose that switching between different modes of synaptic transmission has func-
tional advantages in the context of contrast adaptation. Secondly, we derive an adaptation rule
the transmitter release probability based on the hypothesis that contrast adaptation serves to
achieve the most efficient cortical representation of the feed-forward input arriving from the
lateral geniculate relay cells.
Chapter 2
Generating orientation selectivity
intracortically—a rate model
Abstract
We report results of numerical simulations for a model of generation of orientation selectivity in
macaque striate cortex. In contrast to previous models, where the initial orientation bias is generated
by convergent geniculate input to simple cells and subsequently sharpened by lateral circuits, our
approach is based on anisotropic intracortical excitatory connections which provide both the initial
orientation bias and its subsequent amplification. Our study shows that the emerging response prop-
erties are similar to the response properties that are observed experimentally, hence the hypothesis
of an intracortical generation of orientation bias is a sensible alternative to the notion of an afferent
bias by convergent geniculo-cortical projection patterns. In contrast to models based on an afferent
orientation bias, however, the “intracortical hypothesis” predicts that orientation tuning gradually
evolves from an initially nonoriented response and a complete loss of orientation tuning when the
recurrent excitation is blocked, but new experiments must be designed to unambiguously decide
between both hypotheses.1
2.1 Introduction
The emergence of orientation selectivity in the primary visual cortex of higher mammals has been
one of the most active areas of research during the past decades (for recent reviews see Das, 1996;
Sompolinsky and Shapley, 1997). Currently favored models assume convergent thalamic feed-
forward projections from elongated regions of the thalamic visual field representation which are
complemented by strong intracortical recurrent connections. According to those ideas, the afferent
projection generates an orientation bias which is subsequently amplified by intracortical circuits.
While the role of intracolumnar recurrent excitation and inhibition in the generation of tuned re-
sponses has been clarified at least to some extent, the origin of the initial orientation bias, suggested
to be a property of the geniculo-cortical projection, is debatable.
1This chapter is based on (Adorja´n, Levitt, Lund and Obermayer, 1999).
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The idea of an afferent orientation bias goes back to Hubel and Wiesel (1962) who proposed
that simple cells in cat striate cortex are orientation selective because they receive segregated ON-
and OFF-input from appropriately elongated areas of the LGN retinotopic map. According to their
hypothesis, the axis of elongation of the afferent projection determines orientation preference while
the aspect ratio of the receptive-field determines the specificity of the response. Estimates of the
aspect ratio of the cortical cells’ anatomical receptive-fields, however, are in conflict with the sharp
tuning of simple cells (Chapman et al., 1991; Pei et al., 1994; Reid and Alonso, 1995; Sompolinsky
and Shapley, 1997) and - as a purely feed-forward model - Hubel and Wiesel’s hypothesis could
not account for response properties such as the contrast invariance of the tuning width (Sclar and
Freeman, 1982) or the sensitivity of the orientation tuning curve to changes in the strength of lateral
inhibition (Tsumoto et al., 1979; Sillito et al., 1980; Eysel et al., 1990; Sato et al., 1996; Crook
et al., 1997; Crook, Kisva´rday and Eysel, 1998).
The fact that the lateral intracortical excitatory contribution to a cortical cell’s synaptic input
in layer 4 is much bigger (80%   95%) than the afferent LGN input (see, e.g. Peters et al., 1994), the
results of experiments blocking inhibition, and evidence for cross-orientation suppression from phys-
iological studies (Hata et al., 1988; Bonds, 1989; DeAngelis et al., 1992) motivated the extension
of Hubel and Wiesel’s hypothesis to include lateral inhibition between cortical cells. In particular
cross-orientation inhibition was thought to be a good candidate for sharpening orientation tuning, and
model studies (see, e.g. Wehmeier et al., 1989; Wo¨rgo¨tter and Koch, 1991; Sabatini, 1996) demon-
strated that an initially weak orientation bias can indeed evolve into a sharply tuned response by these
kinds of interactions. A number of studies have reported finding cross orientation inhibition (Hata
et al., 1988; Bonds, 1989; Douglas et al., 1991; DeAngelis et al., 1992; Pei et al., 1994) and blockade
of cross orientation inhibition reduces orientation selectivity (Eysel et al., 1990; Wo¨rgo¨tter and Ey-
sel, 1991; Crook et al., 1997; Crook, Kisva´rday and Eysel, 1998). On the other hand, Ferster (1986)
reported the lack of any cross-orientation hyperpolarization, and showed that IPSPs evoked by visual
stimulation were actually strongest at the preferred orientation. Furthermore, the absence of cross-
orientation shunting inhibition was also shown (Douglas et al., 1988; Ferster and Jagadeesh, 1992).
When Berman et al. (1992) suggested that the measured small changes in membrane conductance
and the measured small hyperpolarization are not sufficient to cancel strong monosynaptic afferent
inputs and Nelson et al. (1994) reported that blocking inhibition within a single cell does not affect
its orientation tuning, it became clear that an essential ingredient was missing from these models of
generation orientation specificity.
These findings led to the current set of hypotheses concerning the origin of orientation se-
lectivity, which include strong recurrent lateral excitation in addition to iso- and cross-orientation
inhibition (Douglas and Martin, 1991; Ben-Yishai et al., 1995; Douglas et al., 1995; Somers et al.,
1995; Mundel et al., 1997; Carandini and Ringach, 1997). According to these hypotheses, recurrent
iso-orientation excitation selectively amplifies the weak afferent signal while iso-orientation and
cross-orientation inhibition are required for the control of the amplification and for the sharpening
of the initial orientation bias respectively. These models were, finally, able to reconcile a large body
of data and lead to a consensus about the role of local lateral interactions in orientation tuning.
Returning to the evidence for an afferent vs. a cortical origin of the initial orientation bias,
experimental results for cat and ferret (Chapman et al., 1991; Reid and Alonso, 1995; Ferster et al.,
1996) seem to support the idea of thalamic feed-forward generation of an orientation bias. Pei et al.
(1994), Volgushev et al. (1995), and Ringach et al. (1997a), on the other hand, describe many cells
with an initially nonspecific response which evolves to a sharply orientation tuned response after
approximately 10 msec, contradicting observations of immediate, strongly tuned afferent EPSPs
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Figure 2.1: Hypotheses about orientation selectivity: (i) convergence of the feed-forward connec-
tions from an elongated region in the LGN is solely responsible for orientation selectivity; (ii) recur-
rent inhibition sharpens the feed-forward orientation bias; (iii) cortical amplifier models, recurrent
excitation and inhibition sharpens the feed-forward orientation bias; (iv) the “intracortical hypothe-
sis”, the initial orientation bias is generated and sharpened by the anisotropic recurrent connections.
(Ferster et al., 1996). Also, inhibitory blockade experiments indicate circular rather than elongated
excitatory receptive-fields (Tsumoto et al., 1979; Sillito et al., 1980). Indirect evidence for a cortical
component of the orientation bias, also comes from recent developmental studies (Kim and Bonho-
effer, 1994; Bonhoeffer and Goedecke, 1996). Reverse suture experiments performed in kittens and
young ferrets left the visual cortical orientation map unchanged, even when the eyes never had com-
mon visual experience. If monocular deprivation results in a complete reorganization of the afferent
projection as has been reported by (Antonini and Stryker, 1993) then it is difficult to explain (but see
Wolf et al. (1996) for an attempt) that “connecting” or “reconnecting” of fibers after reverse suture
can lead to the restoration of the same biases in the afferent projections and to virtually identical
cortical orientation maps.
Given the abovementioned contradictory evidence, the fact that orientation selectivity in pri-
mates has not yet been extensively addressed, and the fact that nearly all previous model studies
consider only an afferent origin of the orientation bias motivated us to explore an alternative hy-
pothesis, namely that both the initial orientation bias and the subsequent amplification are generated
by the same specific lateral excitatory recurrent connections. Thus we focus on the mechanisms
underlying the initial symmetry breaking in the orientation domain which may—in principle—be
small (Ben-Yishai et al., 1995) but which in reality has to be large enough to robustly overcome
noise. The goal of this study is twofold. Firstly, the predictions of the “intracortical hypothesis”
are explored and the receptive-field properties—orientation selectivity, spatial frequency tuning, and
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spatial receptive-fields—are derived. Secondly, we look for experiments to test our “intracortical
hypothesis”. The goal of our study is then to show that—given the current evidence—intracortical
generation of orientation selectivity is a viable alternative to the “afferent” hypothesis and needs to
be explored seriously.
In the following section we describe the structure of our model and provide the model parame-
ters. Section 2.3 contains the results of our numerical simulations with respect to the contrast depen-
dence of orientation tuning, the dynamics of the response, the role of lateral excitation and inhibition
in orientation selectivity, and with respect to the spatial frequency tuning and spatial structure of the
receptive-fields. Section 2.4 contains a critical discussion of model assumptions, a comparison of
model predictions with experimental data, a comparison with other models of orientation selectiv-
ity, in particular with models which assume an afferent orientation bias, and a discussion of some
experimentally testable model predictions. The model is based on the tuning properties of simple
cells in layer 4Cα of macaque striate cortex, for which an anatomical substrate for the generation of
orientation selectivity has recently been suggested (Yoshioka et al., 1994). A preliminary study on
the “intracortical hypothesis” was published in (Bauer et al., 1997).
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Overview
As a basis of our modeling study we chose orientation selective cells in layer 4Cα of the striate cortex
in the macaque monkey. This seems an appropriate choice for three reasons. (i) Orientation selective
cells are found for the first time in mid and upper layer 4C (Blasdel and Fitzpatrick, 1984; Hawken
and Parker, 1984) and they coincide with the emergence of lateral axon projections from the ex-
citatory spiny stellate neurons reaching up to 500 to 1500 µm along one axis from the cell bodies
(Lund, 1987; Anderson et al., 1993; Yoshioka et al., 1994), which may actually serve as an anatom-
ical substrate for generation of orientation selectivity. (ii) A recent report suggests that orienta-
tion tuning for some cells in primate layer 4Cα is not established immediately after response onset
but gradually develops after an initial nonoriented response within the first 10-15 msec (Ringach
et al., 1997a, and personal communication). This phenomenon has also been observed in cat striate
cortex (Dinse et al., 1991). In contrast Celebrini et al. (1993) reports immediately tuned cortical
response, but a more detailed modeling study (Adorja´n et al., 1998) gave a possible solution for this
contradiction. (iii) No attempt has yet been made to explain the emergence of orientation selectivity
in macaque striate cortex, although its architecture differs in several important ways from the pri-
mary visual areas of cats and ferrets. It is possible that the mechanisms underlying the emergence of
receptive-field properties differ between species.
Our computational model consists of three layers: the visual field layer, the magnocellular
layer of the LGN, and a cortical layer which corresponds to the upper region of 4Cα of primary
visual cortex (Fig. 2.2). We chose to consider only monocular ON-cells, and have neglected ON-
OFF interactions to simplify our model. We have done so because it has already been demonstrated
that blocking the ON pathway does not alter orientation or direction selectivity of V1 cells (Schiller,
1982; Sherk and Horton, 1984). Furthermore, cross-correlation studies (Tanaka, 1983; Reid and
Alonso, 1995) provide strong evidence that inputs from the LGN to the individual subfields of V1
simple cells are essentially segregated to the same type (i.e. ON to ON and OFF to OFF). Thus, ON-
OFF interactions seem unlikely to be required for generation of orientation selectivity. Parameters
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Figure 2.2: The structure of the connectionist model for generating orientation selectivity intracorti-
cally.
are taken from measurements at 5 ( eccentricity in the visual field representation. To simplify notation
we will identify model neurons of the same kind by the location of their receptive-field center in
visual space, and not by their anatomical locations in each layer.
2.2.2 Stimuli
Stimuli are stationary spots or gratings which are presented to the visual field layer. The luminance
values ls for a spot stimulus are given by
ls )x * 1
&
c + exp     x1   u1  2 , s21  exp     x2   u2  2 , s22   (2.1)
where u - u1  u2  is the position of the spot’s center in visual field, c its Weber contrast (  Lmax  
Lmin  , Lmin  ), and x . x1  x2  are visual field coordinates. A stationary sinusoidal grating lg is given
by
lg )x 	 1
&
c + cos  2pi f + d )x

α 

(2.2)
where c 0/ 0 1 1 2 denotes Michelson contrast (  Lmax   Lmin  ,  Lmax
&
Lmin  ), α the orientation, f the
spatial frequency, and d 3x

α  x1 sinα   x2 cosα. If not mentioned otherwise, all the simulations
with sinusoidal gratings were made at the optimal spatial frequency of the geniculate M-cells.
2.2.3 The magnocellular layer
The receptive-field profiles S of the geniculate M-cells are described by a Difference of Gaussians
(DoG) model (Rodieck, 1965) and the afferent input R 4u  to a geniculate M-cell at location u in
the magnocellular layer is given by the convolution of the stimulus ls 5 g in the visual field layer
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with the receptive-field profiles S. Parameters of the receptive-field profiles were taken from (Spear
et al., 1994) and were corrected for 5 ( eccentricity (see Appendix A.1). They are listed in Table 2.1.
Properties of geniculate M-cells (Spear et al., 1994)
Peak center sensitivity kc in [inpa (% c) % 1 deg % 2] 2077.64
Center radius rc in [deg] 0.103
Peak surround sensitivity ks in [inp (% c) % 1 deg % 2] 14.75
Surround radius rs in [deg] 1.16
Optimal spatial frequency fopt in [cycl/deg] 0.59
Maximal response Mmax in [spikes sec % 1] 43.00
Contrast gain G in [spikes sec % 1 (% c) % 1] 1.82
Activity gain 1 , b [inp % 1] 0.064
Contrast threshold cminM in [% ] 1.36
Activity threshold TM [inp] 7.77
Geniculo-cortical connectivity
Radius of the geniculate axonal arbor rax in [µm]
(Freund et al., 1989; Blasdel and Lund, 1983) 400
Radius of the dendritic arbor of cortical cells rdend in [µm] (Lund, 1980) 100
Architecture of upper 4Cα
Magnification factor (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974) in [deg/mm] 0.4
Number ratio of excitatory to inhibitory cells (Lund, 1987) 8:2
Number ratio of excitatory to inhibitory synapses (Beaulieu et al., 1992) 83:17
Number ratio of afferent to lateral excitatory synapses (Peters et al., 1994) 6:94
Number ratio of synapses terminating on excitatory to synapses
terminating on inhibitory cells (Freund et al., 1989; Anderson et al., 1994) 9:1
Activity gain β 0.13
Activity threshold TC 0.003
Excitatory connection strength WC  e 6 e  i 78 3.73
Inhibitory connection strength WC  i 6 e  i 78 -24.5
Specificity of excitatory connectivity (see Fig. 1b) in [ %deg ] -1.6
Specificity of inhibitory connectivity (see Fig. 1b) in [ %deg ] -0.06
aArbitrary scalable unit indicating the afferent input on a postsynaptic geniculate M-cell
Table 2.1: Summary of model parameters used in this study.
Because the emergence of the orientation selective response is much faster than the temporal
modulation of the usually used stimuli, the output O of the magnocellular layer is assumed to be
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instantaneous, and it is calculated via a transfer function gM,
O  gM  R *-9
0 if R  TM
R % TM
R % TM : b otherwise

(2.3)
whose parameters TM and b were determined according to Appendix A.2.
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2.2.4 The geniculo-cortical connectivity
The total afferent input A into a cortical cell is given by the convolution of the outputs O of the
geniculate M-cells with a circularly symmetric cone shaped weight kernel with radius rA,
WA  d <;
rA % d
rA
+
3NA
r2Api
if d  rA
0 otherwise 
(2.4)
whose integral is equal to the total number NA of afferent synapses2, and d is the distance from
the cell’s receptive-field center in the visual field coordinate system. rA is given by the radius of the
region of overlap between the axonal arbor of a geniculate M-cell (rax = 400µm, (Freund et al., 1989;
Blasdel and Lund, 1983)) and the dendritic arbor of a cortical spiny stellate cell (rdend = 100µm,
(Lund, 1980)). Because rax >?> rdend, we obtain rA  rax   rdend  300µm in cortical coordinates
and — given a cortical magnification factor of 0  4 ( , mm — rA  0  12 ( in visual field coordinates.
Note that there is no afferent orientation bias to an individual cortical cell because its receptive-field
is circular symmetric.
2.2.5 The cortical layer
Our model of a cortical orientation cycle (orientation hypercolumn) consists of 300 neurons of
which 80% are excitatory and 20% are inhibitory (Fitzpatrick et al., 1987; Lund, 1987; Beaulieu
et al., 1992). The diameter of the hypercolumn is approximately 500µm which leads to a maximum
distance between receptive-field centers in visual space of approximately 0  2 ( for cells located in
the same orientation hypercolumn. The diameter of a cortical cell’s receptive-field is approximately
0  2 (   0  3 ( , thus receptive-fields of cells within one orientation hypercolumn overlap heavily.
For the purpose of the model we assume that cells whose receptive-fields lie along one axis
in visual space belong to one “orientation column” (Fig. 2.3a) and are laterally connected by strong
excitatory interactions. Inhibitory connections follow the same tendency in a less specific way.
The strength of interaction between units from different orientation columns falls off with the angle
between their axes (Fig. 2.3b). As will be seen later, the orientation of the axis in Fig. 2.3a determines
the preferred orientation of its cells, and the interactions shown in Fig. 2.3b then correspond to iso-
orientation excitation, iso-orientation inhibition, and weak cross-orientation inhibition. This choice
of cortical connectivity in the orientation domain is reasonable given the physiological experiments
which indicate highly specific iso-orientation excitation as well as strong iso-orientation inhibition
(Ferster, 1986; Douglas et al., 1991), and the experiments showing the importance of inhibition in
the emergence of the orientation selective response (Tsumoto et al., 1979; Sillito et al., 1980; Sato
et al., 1996) or the presence of lateral inhibition arriving from oblique or orthogonally oriented
cells (Hata et al., 1988; Bonds, 1989; Eysel et al., 1990; Wo¨rgo¨tter and Eysel, 1991; DeAngelis
et al., 1992; Pei et al., 1994; Crook et al., 1997; Crook, Kisva´rday and Eysel, 1998). We will show
in section 2.3 that the model with this set of parameters fits to available experimental data and that
these results are robust to changes in the specific choice of these parameters (cf., Figs. 2.7, 2.8).
The overall distribution of different types of synapses targeting different cells is listed in Table 2.1.
Excitatory connections originate either from the magnocellular LGN layer or from other cortical
26 %of the total number of synapses, which was arbitrarily set to 1000.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Cartoon of an orientation hypercolumn. Filled and empty circles denote the centers
of receptive-fields in visual space of cells from two orientation columns with a difference ∆Θ in
preferred orientation. The maximum distance between field centers is
=
0  2 ( and corresponds to the
hypercolumn diameter at 5 ( eccentricity. receptive-field (dotted and dashed circles) diameters are
approximately 0  3 ( . (b) Percentage P  p

∆Θ  (Eq. 2.8) of excitatory, e @ e and e @ i, (solid line)
and inhibitory, i @ e and i @ i, (dotted line) lateral connections as a function of the difference ∆Θ
of orientation preference, as used in most of the numerical simulations. The particular choice of the
lateral connectivity pattern was motivated by the available experimental data (see text) as well as
by the numerical simulations which are shown later. The synaptic load is calculated by multiplying
the number of synapses at the given difference in the preferred orientations ∆Θ with the weight
of a single synapse making contact with an excitatory or an inhibitory neuron. A typical set of
parameters is: synaptic weights WC: e @ 6 e, i 7 =3.73, i @ 6 e, i 7 = -24.5, slope of the percentage
of the lateral excitatory and inhibitory connections P  p 5 0 A% P  p 5 15 BC15
B
as a function of the difference in
preferred orientation: e @
6
e, i 7 -1.6 %deg and i @ 6 e, i 7 -0.06
%
deg .
cells, while inhibitory synapses are made only between cortical cells. All three types of connections
may terminate on excitatory or inhibitory cells.
Cortical neurons are modeled as continuous-valued units, whose state m is interpreted as a
“membrane potential”. Let θ denote the preferred orientation of a cell as given by the orientation of
the axes in Fig. 2.3a, index i the position of its receptive-field center along each axis, p 
6
exc

inh 7
the type of the cell, and t the time. Then we obtain for the membrane potential m:
d
dt m
 p 
Θ 5 i  t *
  m
 p 
Θ 5 i  t 
&
I

(2.5)
where the synaptic input
I  A
&
L (2.6)
is the sum of the afferent input A (section 2.2.4), and the lateral input
L  Θ

q

t 	 ∑
p 5 j 5Θ D
NC  p  q EΘ   Θ F E  WC  p  q  gC  m  Θ F  p  j  t G (2.7)
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NC  p  q EΘ   Θ F E  is the number of synapses from a cortical cell of type p targeting a cortical cell
of type q whose difference of preferred orientation is
E
Θ   Θ
F
E
. WC  p  q  is the strength of a sin-
gle connection between cells of type p and type q. The percentage of the excitatory or inhibitory
connections as a function of difference in preferred orientations ∆Θ (Fig. 1b) is
P  p

∆Θ 	 NC  p 6 e  i 7  ∆Θ ∑∆Θ NC  p 46 e  i 7  ∆Θ 
 (2.8)
The cortical transfer function
gC  x *IH
J K
0 if x  TC
β  x   TC  if TC L x L TC
&
β % 1
1 otherwise
(2.9)
describes the transformation between the membrane potential and the output firing frequency. The
strength NCWCβ of the recurrent amplification is being changed in section 2.3.2 by varying the
strength of the different synapses WC (cf., Figs. 2.7, 2.9) at a fixed number of connections NC (see
Table 2.1) and a fixed β (β  0  13)3. The threshold TC was set to the geniculate input which a cortical
cell in upper 4Cα receives at threshold contrast (cminC  2%) (Hawken and Parker, 1984), TC  0  003.
The maximal activity of the cortical cells is 1.
2.2.6 Implementation
The model was implemented in C on a standard Unix workstation. The afferent input to a single
cortical cell was integrated in space using the extended Simpson’s rule (Press et al., 1994). The
system of ordinary differential equations, Eq. 2.5, was integrated using fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method (Press et al., 1994) with a time step of 0  5 (in arbitrary unit).
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Orientation bias and orientation tuning
In our model, all cortical cells receive geniculate input from a circular symmetric region of the mag-
nocellular layer, hence the geniculate input to individual cortical cells does not provide an orientation
bias. The orientation bias is generated by the anisotropic lateral interactions. The excitatory cou-
pling is strongest between cells whose fields are located on a particular axis in the visual field (cf.
Fig. 2.3) such that the sum of the total geniculate input arriving to all such coupled cells depends
on the orientation of the stimulus (columnar orientation bias). In the model these strongly coupled
cells have the same preferred orientation and form one “orientation column”. The orientation bias
of the summed geniculate input to such an orientation column is determined by the orientation of
the axis on which the cells’ receptive-fields lie. This columnar orientation bias is sharpened by the
same recurrent connections, thus the generation of the initial orientation bias and the sharpening of
the orientation tuning are inseparable processes.
3β was chosen small enough such that the steady state activity of the network assuming a transfer function with no
saturation is always less than 1 for all possible values of I (Eq. 2.6)
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Figure 2.4: (a) Orientation tuning curves of excitatory (solid line) and inhibitory (dotted line) cells
for three different values of stimulus contrast. The tuning width (half width at half height) is ap-
proximately 23 ( for both cell types and is independent of contrast. (b) Cortical amplification factor
(steady state activity divided by the afferent geniculate input) as a function of contrast for three dif-
ferent stimulus orientations. Stimuli were gratings with optimal spatial frequency. Parameters were
taken from Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.3.
Fig. 2.4a shows orientation tuning curves of a cortical cell for a grating stimulus of optimal
spatial frequency but varying contrast. Tuning width is independent of contrast (cf. Sclar and Free-
man, 1982) and is approximately equal for excitatory and inhibitory cells, as long as the specificity
of the excitatory (e @ e and e @ i) and inhibitory (i @ e and i @ i) connections in the orientation
domain is independent of the type of the target cell. Tuning widths (half width at half height) are
approximately 23 ( for the parameters chosen but may vary with the connection specificity and the
strength of the lateral interactions (see section 2.3.2). If the recurrent excitation is strong enough,
the tuning width is to a large extent determined by the specificity of the lateral interactions. The
tuning width no longer depends on the strength of the orientation bias, i.e. , the network operates in
its “marginal phase” (Ben-Yishai et al., 1995). If the strength of the lateral excitation falls below a
critical value, the tuning width becomes bias dependent (cf. Fig. 2.9).
Fig. 2.4b shows that the cortical amplification factor, defined as the steady state cortical re-
sponse divided by the afferent geniculate input, remains constant with respect to stimulus contrast
for strong enough recurrent excitation. This result indicates that a recurrent network exhibits either
contrast invariant orientation tuning or saturation in the contrast response function, but not both if
linear summation of the synaptic inputs and a piecewise linear transfer function is assumed. This
result has been confirmed analytically by Bartsch et al. (1997). Hence additional mechanisms have
to be invoked to explain the saturation of the contrast response curves, a finding which contradicts
claims put forward in previous modeling studies (Todorov, Siapas and Somers, 1997).
2.3.2 The role of lateral inhibition
A large number of experiments in the past have suggested that lateral inhibition plays at least two
roles in the emergence of orientation selective cells: it controls runaway excitation and it leads to the
sharpening of the orientation tuning.
Blocking inhibition on a large cortical site with the GABAA antagonist bicuculline broadens
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Figure 2.5: Orientation tuning curves and half width at half height as a function of (a) the strength
WC of all inhibitory connections, (b) the strength WC of inhibitory connections for ∆Θ > 30 ( , with
all other WC set to -24.5, and (c) the strength WC of inhibitory connections targeting on a single cell,
with all other WC set to -24.5. The dotted vertical line in (a, bottom) indicates the strength above
which the cortical response begins to saturate. The tuning curves (top) are plotted at five different
parameter values, as indicated in the insets. Stimuli were gratings with optimal spatial frequency
and c  60% contrast. Parameters were taken from Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.3.
or diminishes the orientation selective cortical response, depending on its concentration (Tsumoto
et al., 1979; Sillito et al., 1980; Sato et al., 1996). We simulated the effect of these experiments by
reducing the strength WC of all inhibitory connections. The model then predicts a broadening of the
tuning curve if the strength of inhibition is reduced to 70%or less (Fig. 2.5a (top)), but in contrast
to experimental findings, the broadening of the tuning curve is mainly due to the fact that cortical
cells saturate because they are driven into the flat region of their transfer function. Since real cortical
cells saturate way below their maximum firing rate - with (Sillito et al., 1980) and without (see,
e.g. Ohzawa et al., 1985) the presence of bicuculline - there must be additional mechanisms for the
control of runaway excitation.
Inactivation of small cortical sites by micro-iontophoresis of GABA broadens orientation tun-
ing when inactivation and recording sites have different preferred orientation (Eysel et al., 1990;
Crook et al., 1997; Crook, Kisva´rday and Eysel, 1998). To emulate the local inactivation experi-
ments we changed the strength WC of inhibition between cells whose difference in preferred orien-
tation was larger than 30 ( . The strength of inhibition is changed sequentially corresponding to the
different levels of inhibitory blockade in the real experimental setup. The numerical simulations
showed that the selective blockade of cross-orientation inhibition leads to an increased response
at the null-orientation and/or to a decreased response at the optimal orientation. The tuning curve
broadens significantly if the strength of inhibition is reduced to 30%or less (Fig. 2.5b), and activ-
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ity now remains below the saturation level of the cortical cells. Iso-orientation inhibition, which
remains active, is still sufficient to control runaway excitation.
Intracellular blockade of inhibition elevates the activity at every orientation by the same amount,
but does not affect orientation tuning at simple cells (Nelson et al., 1994). We simulated this exper-
iment by changing the strength WC of the inhibitory connections afferent to a single excitatory cell.
The simulation results (Fig. 2.5c) indeed show a small elevation of the activity level, but the tuning
width remained constant, because the cell is driven by sharply tuned recurrent excitation from the
unaffected cells.
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Figure 2.6: Total excitatory and total inhibitory input to a simulated cortical cell as a function of
time for grating stimuli of null and optimal stimulus orientation and for different strengths of the
excitatory connections: WC  3  4 (left); WC  3  73 (middle); WC  3  9 (right). Gratings had optimal
spatial frequency and c  60% contrast. Parameters were taken from Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.3.
Fig. 2.6 center shows the time course of the total excitatory and the total inhibitory input to a
cortical cell for optimal and for null stimuli at the recurrent excitatory strength WC  3  73 generally
used in our simulations. A fast unspecific rise of excitation is followed by the onset of inhibition.
As inhibition rises, the activity of excitatory cells tuned to the null orientation decays while the
activity of cells tuned to the optimal orientation grows. Finally, a tuned response emerges. Thus the
model predicts a non-oriented initial response and a gradual sharpening of orientation tuning, similar
to what has been reported by Pei et al. (1994) and Volgushev et al. (1995) for cat area 17, and for
macaque V1, layer 4Cα (Ringach et al., 1997a, and personal communication). This prediction differs
from the predictions of models assuming a Hubel and Wiesel style afferent orientation bias which
provides tuned input immediately (cf. Somers et al., 1995). Figs. 2.6 left and right show how the
time-course of excitation and inhibition changes if the strength of the lateral excitatory connections
decreased from WC  3  73 to WC  3  4 or increased to WC  3  9. If the lateral excitation is weak
(Fig. 2.6 left) then the afferent nonspecific input becomes dominant and it invokes long nonspecific
response. The emergence of the tuned response is delayed and the tuning width decreases. In
contrast, at stronger lateral excitation (Fig. 2.6 right) the initial nonspecific response is very short.
Tuning is established faster, but because the steady state activity is higher, the time to reach the
steady state increases, as the tuning becomes sharper.
Since the strengths WC and the local projection pattern of the excitatory and inhibitory connec-
tions are free parameters, we explored the sharpness of orientation tuning (half width at half height)
and the maximal steady state activity as a function of the strength of the excitatory and inhibitory
connections (Fig. 2.7) and for different lateral connectivity schemes (Fig. 2.8). NCWCβ is approxi-
mately the slope of the postsynaptic membrane potential as a function of the presynaptic firing rate
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Figure 2.7: (a) Orientation tuning width (half width at half height) as a function of the strengths WC
of excitatory and inhibitory connections. Gray values indicate tuning widths between 15 ( and 45 ( .
The dots mark the area in parameter space where the responses of the cells saturate (the black region
in b), at least at the optimal orientation. The white arrow marks the connection strengths which are
typically used for the numerical simulations presented throughout this paper. (b) The maximal steady
state cortical activity as a function of the strengths WC of excitatory and inhibitory connections. The
gray values indicate the maximal steady state cortical activity. Stimuli were gratings with optimal
spatial frequency and c  60% contrast. The parameters were taken from Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.3.
if the postsynaptic membrane potential is close to the reversal potential (see Section 2.5). In both
figures the tuning width and the cortical activity is coded by brightness values. In Figs. 2.7a and 2.8a
dots indicate the region in parameter space for which the response of the cells saturates (equivalent
to the black region where the maximal steady state activity is 1 in Figs. 2.7b and 2.8b).
The phase diagram shows three regimes for the model (cf. Sompolinsky and Shapley, 1997).
If the recurrent excitation is not strong enough then the cortical response is not orientation selective
and very weak. Towards stronger recurrent excitation, when the network amplifies the afferent input
tuned response emerges (cf. Douglas et al., 1995). The tuning is sharpest if the depolarizing load (the
geniculate and the lateral excitatory input) is just at the limit when it still can be balanced by the hy-
perpolarizing effects (lateral inhibition and the leakage) (cf. Tsodyks and Sejnowski, 1995). In other
words, given a certain lateral inhibition strength, sharpest tuning emerges at the strongest lateral ex-
citation when the cortical response still converges to a steady state. Note that because the number of
excitatory connections is much larger than inhibitory ones (see Table 1), and the excitatory connec-
tions are less distributed among the orientation columns (they are more specific), balanced excitation
and inhibition requires stronger inhibitory connections. Sharply tuned responses emerge when the
effective strength of the single excitatory connections fulfill WC  e
6
e

i 78
=
3  1
&
0  03 + WC  i
46
e

i 7M ,
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a linear relationship. Thus the model predicts that sharp orientation tuning is robust against changes
in the lateral activity as long as excitation and inhibition remain approximately balanced. If the visual
cortex operates at high recurrent lateral excitatory and inhibitory load (cf., e.g. Peters et al., 1994)
then the model predicts, that at a high, but not complete reduction of lateral activity, orientation
tuning remains sharp. As a consequence, the cooling experiment by Ferster et al. (1996) is not nec-
essarily decisive evidence for the afferent origin of the orientation tuning, assuming that inactivation
of cortical activity was effective but not complete. Increasing the excitatory connection strength
leads to saturation at optimal orientation, hence to broader tuning 4. For reasons mentioned in the
previous paragraph, close to the optimal tuning width the time to reach the steady state grows with
the specificity of the response (data not shown). The phase diagram remains similar if iso-orientation
inhibition is increased and cross-orientation inhibition is decreased (data not shown), but stronger
excitation is needed to establish a tuned response and the region in parameter space for which cells
do not saturate shrinks.
Figs. 2.8a shows the orientation tuning width as a function of different lateral connectivity
patterns. The slopes of the excitatory and inhibitory connection percentages as a function of angular
difference were taken as free parameters. The connectivity patterns are indicated in Fig. 2.8c for
nine representative examples which cover the range of slopes shown in Figs. 2.8ab. Sharply selective
response emerges in a wide regime where the slope of the percentage of connections as a function of
angular difference for the excitatory connections is changed from   6  6 %deg to   0  2
%
deg and the slope
for the inhibitory connections is changed from   0  2 %deg to
&
0  4 %deg . In a relatively large part of this
regime the response saturates (dotted area) which again hints at the necessity to consider additional
mechanisms to control runaway excitation for these lateral connectivity schemes. Sharpest tuning
is achieved for fairly specific excitatory connectivity patterns and a slight dominance of iso- vs.
cross-orientation inhibition. If the specificity of excitatory connections is decreased, stronger cross-
orientation inhibition is required for a tuned response. If excitatory cells are connected in a highly
specific pattern, then stronger iso-orientation inhibition is needed to control runaway excitation.
If the excitation is too localized in the orientation domain then cell groups with close preferred
orientation mutually suppress each other, and no tuned response emerges. Furthermore, extremely
specific lateral inhibitory and excitatory couplings separate the different orientation columns and
give rise to multimodal, periodic response patterns in the orientation domain (Carandini and Ringach,
1997) (data not shown).
2.3.3 Spatial frequency tuning and spatial receptive-fields
Fig. 2.9a shows plots of the half width at half height of the orientation tuning curves as a function
of spatial frequency of the grating stimuli. Figs. 2.9b, c, d show the spatial frequency tuning curves
for the afferent geniculate input to a single cell (thick line) and for the output at different stimulus
orientations (∆α  15 ( , top to bottom). Orientation and spatial frequency tuning were investigated
for four different lateral patterns of excitatory connections: highly specific (h) and strong (s) connec-
tions covering a distance of 500µm, less specific (l) but strong (s) excitatory connections covering
a distance of 500µm, highly specific (h) but weak (w) connections covering a distance of 500µm,
4Since cells have not been observed to saturate at their maximum firing frequency, mechanisms other than recurrent
excitation and inhibition must be present to control runaway excitation if excitatory connections are too strong. The prob-
lem is connected to the problem of how to explain the saturation of the cortical neurons’ contrast-response function (see,
e.g. Albrecht and Hamilton, 1982). Candidate mechanisms include adaptation effects at the synaptic summation or spike
generation, but they are still a matter of controversy.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Orientation tuning (half width at half height) as a function of the specificity of the
lateral excitatory and inhibitory connections. The free parameters were the slopes P  p 5 0 N% P  p 5 15 B 15
B
of
the percentages of excitatory and inhibitory lateral connections as a function of angular difference.
Gray values indicate tuning widths between 15 ( and 45 ( , similar to Fig. 2.7. The arrow in (a)
indicates the connectivity pattern which was typically used for the numerical simulations presented
throughout this paper; dots mark the region in parameter space for which cells begin to saturate
(the black region in b). (b) The maximal steady state cortical activity as a function of the strengths
WC of the specificity of the lateral excitatory and inhibitory connections. The gray values indicate
the maximal steady state cortical activity. Stimuli were gratings with optimal spatial frequency and
c  60% contrast. Parameters are given in Table 2.1, and Fig. 2.3. (c) Instead of labels in (a, b), to
give an intuitive understanding of the varied parameters, we plotted nine representative connection
percentage configurations of the excitatory (solid line) and inhibitory (dotted line) lateral connections
as a function of angular difference. The plots correspond to the parameter values from the upper left
corner via the midpoints to the lower left corner of the plots in (a, b).
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Figure 2.9: (a) The width of the orientation tuning curves (half width at half height) as a func-
tion of spatial frequency for four different cortical patterns of lateral connections. Parameters were
(maximal connection distance; slopes of percentage of the excitatory and inhibitory connections as
a function of the difference ∆Θ in preferred orientation; the strength of excitation and inhibition
WC) 500 µm, -1.6 %deg , -0.06 %deg , 3.73, -25.4 (h, s); 500 µm, -0.06 %deg , -0.06 %deg , 4.33, -25.4 (l, s);
500µm, -1.6 %deg , -0.06
%
deg , 3.33, -25.4 (h, w); 1500µm, -1.6 %deg , -0.06 %deg , 3.33, -25.4 (h, w). (b,c,d)
Spatial frequency tuning curves for the afferent geniculate input to a single cell (thick line) and for
the output at different stimulus orientations (∆α  15 ( , top to bottom). The figures (b,c,d) show
results for the (500 µm, l, s), (500 µm, h, w), and (1500 µm, h, w) set of parameters, respectively. All
spatial frequency curves are normalized to their maximum and the geniculate afferent input is shifted
vertically up by 0.1 for clearer visualization. Stimulus contrast was c  60%; other parameters were
taken from Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.3.
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and highly specific (h) but weak (w) connections covering a distance of 1500µm. Here “specificity”
relates to the slope of the percentage of connections as a function of the difference ∆Θ in preferred
orientation; “strength” relates to the total amount of lateral excitation WC exerted by a single cell
onto its targets.
While the preferred orientation is independent of spatial frequency, the width of orientation
tuning may change (Fig. 2.9). As long as the total lateral excitation is strong enough the tuning width
remains constant (Fig. 2.9a, dotted and dash-dotted line). For weaker lateral excitation (Fig. 2.9a,
dashed and solid line), however, the width of the orientation tuning curve decreases with increasing
spatial frequency as the initial columnar orientation bias grows. In this case the orientation tuning
width and the cortical amplification depend on the initial orientation bias. This is in accordance with
data obtained for cat (no measurements exist yet for layer 4C cells in macaque V1) (Webster and
De Valois, 1985; Vidyasagar and Sigu¨enza, 1985; Hammond and Pomfrett, 1989). Note that this
model prediction confutes previous claims by Troyer et al. (1998) that cortical amplifier models can
not exhibit spatial frequency dependent orientation tuning. This effect is most pronounced for long
lateral couplings (Fig. 2.9a, solid line) which integrate over a larger area in the visual field and for
which a tuned response to lower frequencies can emerge even at weak excitation.
If the lateral excitation is sufficiently strong (Fig. 2.9b dash-dotted line) the peak frequency is
independent of stimulus orientation and the tuning curve follows the spatial frequency tuning curve
of the total afferent input A (thick line). Although the specificity of the excitatory connections is low
in this example, the increased value of the total excitation preserves tuning width for a wide range
of spatial frequencies. In this region of parameter space the Fourier spectrum is polar-separable,
i.e. it can be decomposed into an orientation tuning curve multiplied by a spatial frequency tuning
curve. While polar-separable receptive-field profiles in the frequency domain have been reported for
a large group of visual cortical simple cells in cat area 17 (Webster and De Valois, 1985), no detailed
experiments have yet been done in macaque V1.
For the case of weak lateral excitation (Figs. 2.9c,d) the shape of the spatial frequency tuning
curves depends on stimulus orientation. The peak spatial frequency decreases if stimulus orientation
differs from the optimal value leading to non polar-separable tuning curves. Note that in contrast to
models using elongated geniculo-cortical projection patterns, the spatial frequency tuning curves of
the cortical cells affected by the lateral input, and differ from the spatial frequency tuning of their
total geniculate input. Fig. 2.9c also shows that below a critical frequency, whose value depends on
the spatial extent of the lateral interactions, the initial orientation bias is too small to be amplified
and no orientation tuning emerges. As a consequence of this low frequency cutoff, spatial frequency
tuning of cortical model cells is sharper than the tuning of the afferent geniculate cells (cf. De Valois
et al., 1982; Hawken and Parker, 1987). The larger the spatial extent of the lateral interactions, the
lower is the critical value for the spatial frequency, and the spatial frequency tuning of cortical cells
eventually approaches the tuning properties of the LGN (Fig. 2.9d).
In summary, the strength of the recurrent excitation determines if the orientation tuning de-
pends on the initial orientation bias, hence it determines if the two-dimensional spatial frequency
spectra are polar-separable. The specificity of the recurrent connections determines the orientation
tuning width and the range of the anisotropic recurrent excitation affects the size of the initial colum-
nar orientation bias and thus the robustness of the orientation selectivity.
In the following, we describe the receptive-field profiles of the modeled cortical cells by two
different experimental paradigms (cf. Jones et al., 1987; Jones and Palmer, 1987a; Jones and Palmer,
1987b). Simulating the first paradigm, the receptive-field profile was calculated (Figs. 2.10a,d) by
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presenting stationary sinusoidal gratings5 with various values of horizontal (k1) and vertical (k2)
spatial frequency components, and the total input I (Eq. 2.6) arriving to a modeled cortical cell was
calculated. The corresponding receptive-field profile pattern in spatial domain (Figs. 2.10b,e) was
then computed by inverse Fourier transformation. In the second paradigm, the total cortical input
I was calculated for small, circular symmetric Gaussian spots which were presented at different
locations in the visual field (Figs. 2.10c,f).
The resulting receptive-field profiles resemble simple cells and are composed of an elongated
excitatory center flanked by two elongated suppressive domains. receptive-field size in the grating-
paradigm decreases for higher contrast but the receptive-fields remain larger than when measured in
the spot-paradigm (cf. Jones and Palmer (1987a) for cat area 17)6. This effect is a consequence of
the finite thresholds of the thalamic and cortical transfer functions. At low contrast geniculate and
cortical cells do not respond to high spatial frequencies and the total input of the cells remains below
threshold. Consequently, receptive-fields are small in the frequency domain and become large when
transformed back to the spatial domain. At higher stimulus contrast the cells operate mainly in the
linear regime of their transfer function and respond also to higher frequencies. Therefore, as the re-
sponse profile in the frequency domain increases, the resulting receptive-field in the spatial domain
shrinks (cf. Schumer and Movshon, 1984; Jagadeesh and Ferster, 1990), and the receptive field pro-
file becomes closer to the profiles determined by spot stimuli. The aspect ratio of the receptive-fields
(length / width) is similar for both experimental paradigms and it is independent of stimulus contrast,
but the receptive-field profiles determined by spot stimuli predict a broader width of the orientation
tuning curve at low spatial frequencies (Volgushev et al., 1996) because they are smaller than the
receptive-fields obtained by the grating-paradigm. The diameter of the receptive-field determined
by the spot paradigm is 0.2-0.4 ( , and it fits to the experimental data (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974; Blas-
del and Fitzpatrick, 1984). The differences in the receptive-field profiles and orientation selectivity
obtained by the different measurement methods indicate that simple cells cannot be fully described
by linear spatial filters. Rectification by the transfer function changes the response to gratings of
different spatial frequencies and thus the receptive-field structure in the space domain.
The inhibitory subfields in the receptive-field profiles are generated by lateral inhibition, and
the model predicts that blocking inhibition erases the subfield structure (Sillito, 1975). Similarly, the
elongation of the receptive fields is generated by the anisotropic lateral excitatory connections, thus
the model predicts that by blocking lateral excitation, the receptive-field profiles become more and
more circular. The model also predicts that the local distortions in the visuotopic map investigated
systematically by Das and Gilbert (1997) could be due to the strong lateral recurrency. The thalamo-
cortically defined receptive-field shape can be changed and shifted by the recurrent connections.
Strong recurrent excitatory connections result in a shift of the receptive-fields towards the “center of
mass” of the strongly connected group of activated cells. Hence small clusters of cells with similar
orientation preference emerge, which are characterized by strongly overlapping receptive-fields.
Additionally to test whether our simplifying assumption of neglecting ON-OFF interactions
5As the simulated experiment assumed linearity, we took into account only the significant response to a cosine grating
with zero phase with respect to the cell’s receptive-field center and neglected the small response to sine grating which is
only due to the nonlinear rectification of the modeled cells, and in the case of an idealistic linear cell should be zero. This
approximates the original experiment and implicitly takes into account the model assumption that the cortical cells targeting
the investigated modeled cell occupy a point symmetric region in the visual field with respect to the cell’s receptive-field
center. Hence, the receptive-field profile of that cell is expected to be point symmetric as well.
6No measurements exist yet for the two-dimensional spatial profile of layer 4C cells in macaque V1.
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Figure 2.10: Contour plots of the spatial receptive-field for an excitatory cell which is tuned to
Θ O 90 P . The contour lines mark intervals of 10% of the maximal positive input value. Solid
and dashed contours denote excitatory and inhibitory subfields, respectively. (a,d) receptive-field
profiles in frequency domain was measured via grating stimuli of different spatial frequencies and
orientations. Contours indicate lines of constant total input for cosine gratings with different spatial
frequencies along the horizontal (k1) and the vertical (k2) axis. Stimulus (Michelson) contrast was
c O 4% in (a) and c O 60% in (d). (b,e) receptive-field profiles in spatial domain. The patterns
were computed by an inverse Fourier transform of the patterns shown in (a,d). (c,f) Receptive field
profiles in spatial domain calculated by small spot stimuli with c O 60% (c) and c O 100% (f) Weber
contrast. Spot size was s1 O 0 Q 04 P , s2 O 0 Q 04 P (Eq. 1). The stimulus contrast was chosen such that
the maximum total input for a bar contrast of 60% (100% ) roughly corresponds to the maximum
total input for a grating contrast of 4% (60% ). Note the different scale factors in (b,e) and (c,f).
modifies qualitatively the behavior of the modeled simple cells we calculated the receptive-field
profiles including OFF pathways too (data not shown). In the simulations the OFF geniculate cells
project to a cortical simple cell from a circularly symmetric ring which overlaps slightly with the
inner ON center. The simulations lead to receptive-fields very similar to those calculated only with
the ON pathway. The included OFF projections do not alter the cells’ nonlinear behavior, because it
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is a simple consequence of the firing threshold.
2.4 Discussion
We have investigated a model for the generation of orientation preference and tuning and demon-
strated that it is not essential to have orientation biased afferent inputs to individual cortical cells;
rather cortical cells can acquire an orientation bias via anisotropic excitatory lateral intracortical con-
nections. Our model predicts that if the orientation bias is both generated and amplified via recurrent
excitation and inhibition, the emergent response properties are quite similar to the response proper-
ties which are observed experimentally. Because tuning properties are determined to a large extent
by recurrent amplification it is not surprising that model predictions are quite similar also to the
predictions of cortical amplifier models based on a Hubel and Wiesel style afferent orientation bias.
Therefore, the hypothesis of an intracortical orientation bias due to lateral excitatory connections is
a sensible alternative to the notion of an afferent bias due to elongated geniculo-cortical projection
patterns, and experiments must yet be designed to decide between both hypotheses. In the following
we will discuss model assumptions and model predictions in more detail.
2.4.1 Model assumptions
We tried to involve as few mechanisms as seemed to be necessary to explain orientation selectivity,
which allowed us to have an understanding of the behavior of a “clear-cut” system instead of having
mixed effects originating from a mixture of assumptions. (i) For this we did not include an additional
afferent orientation bias, which—as we discuss later (see Section 4.2)—is very likely to be present.
This restriction allowed to demonstrate that anisotropic lateral excitatory connectivity itself is suf-
ficient to generate the initial orientation bias and sharp tuning. (ii) To avoid assumptions regarding
the arrangement of ON and OFF center geniculate cells in the projective field to a simple cell in
visual cortex the presented model framework contains only ON geniculate projections. However,
additional simulations showed (see Section 3.3) that OFF projections arranged in a circular sym-
metric ring around the ON geniculate center—in accordance with biological findings (see Section
2.1)—do not alter the emergence of sharply orientation tuned response, but rather increase robust-
ness of tuning. (iii) The cortical circuit is modeled within a mean-field-framework. The drawback
of this approach is that it is hard to relate the state variables directly to physiological properties of
real neurons. To avoid over-interpretation of the neural activity dynamics, neural activity and time
is given in arbitrary units in our presentation. The mean-field approach was motivated by compu-
tational efficacy and it gave the possibility of direct comparison of our phase-diagrams to previous
results (Ben-Yishai et al., 1995; Sompolinsky and Shapley, 1997). The simplified simple cell model
also demonstrated clearly the necessity for additional mechanisms for contrast saturation and gain
control. Exploration of dynamics of orientation tuning and contrast processing within a spiking
framework have been done in our accompanying studies (Adorja´n et al., 1998; Stetter et al., 1998).
2.4.2 Intracortical vs. afferent origin of the orientation bias
In a recent study of orientation selective cells in macaque V1 Ringach et al. (1997a) report ori-
entation tuning dynamics which leads from an initially orientation nonspecific to a sharply tuned
response within 10-15 msec for some cells in layer 4Cα. This study provides a strong indication for
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our hypothesis that intracortical factors play an important role in generating orientation selectivity
in macaque monkey V1. While the large stimuli they used may have recruited influences from be-
yond the core orientation-selective mechanism of their cells, this study nonetheless provides strong
evidence for our hypothesis that intracortical factors play an important role in generating orientation
selectivity in macaque V1. We note, however, that other factors, such as delays in propagation of
different synaptic potentials which might manifest themselves as different response timings across
the receptive-field (Reid et al., 1991; Livingstone, 1998), could be responsible for the temporal dy-
namics of orientation tuning.
Although LGN receptive-fields are rarely perfectly nonoriented (Smith et al., 1990), given the
need for retinotopy and the substantial overlap amongst individual geniculo-cortical terminal fields,
it is hard to imagine how these slight orientation biases of single LGN cells could be reflected in
the aggregate postsynaptic input to cortical neurons. While such a mechanism might well serve to
generate orientation selectivity in other species, it seems less likely in the primate. It seems odd
to us that one portion of the thalamic input zone (layer 4Cβ) should lack orientation selectivity,
while another (4Cα) has it in abundance. This difference is accompanied by a difference in lateral
connectivity supporting our suggestion that it is the lateral intrinsic cortical connections that might
generate orientation selectivity in the primate.
A much larger body of physiological data are available for cats and ferrets but experimental
data are partially contradictory. Pei et al. (1994) and Volgushev et al. (1995) report orientation
tuning dynamics with an initially unspecific “bump” of excitatory input followed by an amplification
of the optimally oriented cells’ output and a shutdown of the activity of cells tuned to the null
orientation. Other groups, however, report highly orientation specific EPSPs for cats (Ferster, 1986;
Douglas et al., 1991). The experimental results, however, should be interpreted with some care.
Douglas et al. (1991) showed sharply direction specific excitation on cortical cells in cat primary
visual cortex, although, as they mention, the cell received non direction specific input from the LGN.
This indicates that it may not has been possible to fully separate the small afferent excitation from
the intracortical contributions. Furthermore, small nonspecific EPSPs present for a few milliseconds
do not necessarily evoke spikes (Adorja´n et al., 1998), hence it could be difficult to detect an initially
unspecific response via single cell spike trains (Celebrini et al., 1993). Cross-correlation techniques
(applied for monkeys) (Ringach et al., 1997a; Ringach et al., 1997b) on the other hand should be
more reliable because they accumulate nonspecific neural responses and thus show more realistic
orientation tuning dynamics. Strongest evidence for an afferent orientation bias in cat is provided
by the study of (Ferster et al., 1996), although Vidyasagar et al. (1996) questioned whether all local
intracortical circuits and all cortical afferents to area 17 were truly silenced by the cooling procedure.
In summary, the experimental facts remain somewhat ambiguous for cat and are very sparse
for primates, hence our model study should be regarded as an alternative hypothesis to the idea of an
afferent orientation bias which now needs to be explored experimentally. Though one major outcome
of our modeling study is that the predictions of the “intracortical hypothesis” are quite similar to the
predictions of the previous cortical amplifier models there are important differences. R i S The tuned
response gradually emerges after stimulus onset with a nonspecific small initial excitatory response
which depends on the strength of lateral excitation (Fig. 2.6). R ii S The orientation tuning completely
vanishes when the recurrent excitation is perfectly blocked. R iii S The receptive-field profiles in the
spatial frequency domain are polar-separable and the spatial frequency tuning of the cortical cells
follows the geniculate input to cortical cells if lateral excitation is strong. The response profiles in
the spatial frequency domain are non polar-separable and the cortical spatial frequency tuning is
different from the spatial frequency tuning of the geniculate input to cortical cells at weak lateral
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excitation (Fig. 2.9).
It could well be that different species have implemented orientation selectivity in different
ways; after all, the rabbit generates orientation specificity within its retina (Bloomfield, 1994). It
could also be that elongated convergence of geniculate arbors and anisotropic lateral connections
parallel to the preferred orientation are both present in different species, and jointly contribute to
the emergence of an orientation bias. This would explain the existence of orientationally biased
EPSPs and at the same time explain the results of the developmental experiments (Kim and Bonho-
effer, 1994; Bonhoeffer and Goedecke, 1996) via the existence of a cortical “trace”. The addition
of an afferent bias as long as the orientation preferences are similar would serve as a cooperative
mechanism. If the recurrent lateral excitation is strong, and thus the orientation tuning width is inde-
pendent from the initial orientation bias, it would increase the robustness of the tuning to noise. If the
lateral excitation is not strong enough to ensure bias independent tuning width, an additional afferent
orientation bias would sharpen the tuning. The addition of an afferent bias which is different from
the lateral bias would weaken the orientation bias a cortical cell receives; depending on the strength
of the lateral excitatory feedback this would decrease the noise robustness and/or increase the tuning
width. However, this case is unlikely to happen because during development of the cortical maps,
cells with similar tuning properties tend to build strong connections.
2.4.3 Sidestep connections and orientation bias
Layer 4C in macaque striate cortex contains spiny stellate cells with axon collaterals which project
laterally along one axis and which terminate in one or several patches (Lund, 1987; Anderson
et al., 1993; Yoshioka et al., 1994). Cells of this kind are absent in lower 4Cβ where neurons lack
orientation selectivity, but are found in mid 4C and upper 4Cα where orientation selectivity emerges
(Blasdel and Fitzpatrick, 1984; Hawken and Parker, 1984). The number of cells with sidesteps in-
creases from the middle to the upper part of the layer and correlates with increasing distance of the
lateral spread of the sidesteps, and with increasing number of orientation selective cells and with
sharpness of orientation tuning. If these cells are indeed responsible for the orientation bias, lat-
eral sidesteps have to link neurons with co-oriented and co-axially aligned receptive-fields. Studies
on stepped connections (Bolz and Gilbert, 1989; Schwartz and Bolz, 1991; Bosking et al., 1997)
support this idea in general but the data relate to different species (cat, tree-shrew) and to different
layers (5, 6 and 2/3). No data of this kind exist yet for layer 4C in macaque V1, hence the above
assumptions should be regarded as model predictions. Note, however, that in the model the width of
the orientation tuning curve depends on the range of the lateral sidesteps for weaker recurrent exci-
tation (Fig. 2.9) which could explain the observation that increasing distance of the lateral sidesteps
in upper layer 4Cα correlates with increase in sharpness of orientation tuning in depth of the layer.
Are lateral sidesteps, similar to the axon collaterals actually found in layer 4C, necessary to
explain the generation of an intracortical orientation bias? “Sidestep” axon collaterals in upper layer
4Cα project laterally over a distance of 1500 µm from the injected point i.e. 3 mm total diameter
which corresponds to a distance of 1.2o in the visual field at 5o degrees eccentricity. This corresponds
to four times the diameter of a receptive field of a non-oriented unit. This offset leads to a fairly
large and robust bias. Depending on the magnitude of neuronal noise, however, a less strong bias
may also suffice, for example a bias generated by a lateral offset of receptive fields which is of
the order of the receptive-field scatter in layer 4C (300-400 µm, (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974; Blasdel
and Fitzpatrick, 1984)). If this is the case the anatomical correlate of the orientation specific lateral
excitatory connections would be harder to detect.
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For the lateral connectivity our model predicts that those cells are connected together by strong
lateral excitatory connections whose receptive fields as determined by the thalamic input alone are
shifted along the axis of their preferred orientation. In other words, (i) the projection patterns of cor-
tical excitatory cells mapped back to the visual field coordinate system are elongated and (ii) cells
with parallel elongation in their projection patterns are more likely to be connected by excitatory con-
nections. Note, that the shape of the patches of the strongly connected cells or the lateral connectivity
pattern is not necessarily similar to the shape of the area they cover in the visual space, because of the
slight scatter in the cortical retinotopy (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974; Blasdel and Fitzpatrick, 1984; Das
and Gilbert, 1997). The functional consequences of the anisotropy of the projection pattern are: (i)
orientation bias is generated intracortically so that the preferred orientation of the cells is parallel to
the axis of elongation and (ii) the lateral excitation is highly orientation specific.
One approach to test whether sidestep projections could subserve generation of orientation
selectivity would be to use small injections of the retrograde tracer cholera toxin, injecting small
points in layer 4C, and examining the pattern of retrogradely labeled cells both in the LGN and
within cortex. This could indicate the aspect ratio of connectional fields providing input to a point
in 4C. Furthermore, LGN afferents terminate in both the alpha and beta divisions of layer 4C, while
orientation selectivity is essentially restricted to the middle and upper portions of the layer. Thus, if
our model is correct, one might expect to find the kinds of local circuits we describe to be missing
from the lower portion of layer 4C. Electrophysiological studies might also be used to test our model.
We have earlier cited pharmacological studies that inactivated inhibitory circuits within cortex. If
suitable methods could be found to selectively inactivate cortical excitatory circuits, while leaving
excitatory geniculo-cortical transmission unaffected, one could distinguish between the afferent and
intracortical hypotheses. We have earlier suggested that blocking local cortical excitation might also
make local receptive-fields more circular in shape, and could eliminate the local distortions in the
retinotopic map of visual space. One could also measure whether cells in 4C are capable of respond-
ing to multiple orientations at a single retinotopic position (Carandini and Ringach, 1997). Such
studies could also provide evidence to distinguish between purely afferent and recurrent intracorti-
cal hypotheses.
Chapter 3
Generating orientation selectivity
intracortically—a statistical neural
field approach
Abstract
We apply the recently proposed statistical neural field approach (Gro˝bler et al., 1998; Barna et al.,
1998) for modeling orientation selectivity in the primary visual cortex. Firstly, we demonstrate
that the neural field approach is a powerful tool for modeling neural structures with specific lat-
eral connections. Secondly, we test in a biologically more plausible way our hypothesis (Adorja´n,
Levitt, Lund and Obermayer, 1999) that orientation bias and tuning in macaque striate cortex can
be generated by the same lateral interactions (see previous chapter and Adorja´n, Levitt, Lund and
Obermayer, 1999). The spiking neural model shows that (i) contrast invariant tuning emerges, and
(ii) the tuning dynamics of the membrane potential and the firing rate are in accordance with obser-
vations which until now seemed to be contradictory (Celebrini et al., 1993; Pei et al., 1994; Ringach
et al., 1997a; Pernberg et al., 1998).1
3.1 Introduction
The emergence of orientation selectivity in the primary visual cortex of higher mammals has been an
active area of research during the past decades. In contrast to previous models, where the initial ori-
entation bias is generated by convergent geniculate input to simple cells and subsequently sharpened
by lateral circuits, we showed that the initial orientation bias can be both generated and amplified
intracortically via the same anisotropic recurrent excitatory and inhibitory connections (previous
chapter and Adorja´n, Levitt, Lund and Obermayer, 1999). This is referred to as the “intracortical
hypothesis”.
The “intracortical hypothesis” addresses the geometrical relation between the recurrent cortical
1This chapter is based on (Adorja´n et al., 1998).
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Figure 3.1: The structure of the connectionist model for generating orientation selectivity intracorti-
cally.
connectivity and the receptive field positions of the simple cells in V1. It suggests that the recurrent
excitatory coupling is strongest between cortical cells whose receptive fields are located on a partic-
ular axis in the visual field (cf. Fig. 2.3) such that the sum of the total geniculate input arriving to all
such coupled cells depends on the orientation of the bar or grating stimulus (columnar orientation
bias). This anisotropy generates the initial orientation bias that is further amplified and sharpened
by the same lateral circuitry. Here we re-investigate the “intracortical hypothesis” in a framework
that allows the modeling of large scale neural networks with realistic geometrical arrangement of
the recurrent connections. We study how anisotropic the recurrent connectivity should be in order
to generate an initial orientation bias that is strong enough to overcome the inherent noise in the
network.
Furthermore, the present investigation focuses also on the dynamics of the membrane potential
and the spiking activity as a function of orientation. Our previous study highlighted that the initial
orientation unspecific activation after stimulus onset could be an indication of the strong intracortical
involvement in the generation of orientation selectivity (cf. section 2.4.2 and Fig. 2.6). The present
statistical neural field model is based on a more realistic leaky integrator single cell model that
allows the investigation of the membrane potential and the spiking dynamics. We attempt to provide
an explanation for the experimental data that show immediate and sharp tuning of single cell spiking
activity (Celebrini et al., 1993; Pernberg et al., 1998), but shows a gradual sharpening of orientation
tuning of the membrane potential (Pei et al., 1994; Pernberg et al., 1998), and the spiking dynamics
that is measured for several trials (Ringach et al., 1997a).
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3.2 The statistical model
The three layer computational model (Fig. 3.1) represents the visual field, the spatial filtering by
the lateral geniculate (LGN) cells, and a layer of orientation selective simple cells in the thalamic
recipient zone in upper layer 4 in primate visual cortex. Stimuli are stationary sinusoidal gratings
with a diameter of 0 Q 6 P . The feed-forward input to the cortical layer is modeled by the rectified
convolution of the stationary sinusoidal stimulus with the circular symmetric receptive field profiles
parameterized according to (Spear et al., 1994). For the feed-forward input to the cortical layer we
use the same model with the same parameters as in the previous chapter and in (Adorja´n et al., 1998).
The cortical layer in the current neural field model consists of excitatory and fast inhibitory
neuron populations with number ratio of 4:1, and a density of 10000 neurons per mm2. Each neuron
has 5000 synaptic connections from which 10% originate from feed-forward projections. Following
(Ventriglia, 1974; Gro˝bler et al., 1998; Barna et al., 1998) we describe the population activity of
neurons as well as the propagation of spikes in terms of probability density functions (p.d.f.). (A
similar statistical framework for modeling orientation selectivity has been recently developed inde-
pendently (Nykamp and Tranchina, 2000).) For a neuron of type s at each spatial location r in the
neural field the probability density gs R rZ u Z t S of being at a sub-threshold membrane potential u at time
t is described via a single compartmental model. When a cell fires, it emits as many “spikes” as it
has synaptic terminals. The probability density f αs R rZ t S of spikes emitted by a neuron of type s being
at a position r in the neural field at time t traveling at direction α is then determined as following.
The spikes propagate radially in all directions and diffuse in space simulating the effect of different
propagation delays of action potentials. Synaptic connections are modeled by absorption of spikes
at each point in the neural field, changing the membrane potential, hence the probability density of
the neurons at this point. A novel feature of the current model framework is that specific recurrent
connections are implemented by anisotropic spike emission and absorption distributions (see section
3.2.3).
In the following sections we describe the neural field model for the cortical layer in detail.
The model parameters are endetailed in table 3.1. The model parameters correspond to a membrane
time constant of 14 msec for excitatory and 7 Q 7 msec for inhibitory neurons. In the model the
EPSP amplitude is 0 Q 1 [ 0 Q 4 mV, and the IPSP amplitude is 0 Q 5 mV at resting potential. The model
with the enlisted passive physiological parameters approximate well the behavior of regular-spiking
(excitatory) and fast-spiking (inhibitory) neurons (McCormick et al., 1985; Komatsu et al., 1988;
Stratford et al., 1996).
3.2.1 Neurons
The time evolution of the probability density gs R rZ u Z t S of being at a sub-threshold membrane poten-
tial u at time t is
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Property Exc. Inh.
Resting potential Erest [Vm] [ 65 [ 65
Membrane capacitance C [nF] 0 Q 5 0 Q 2
Leakage conductance γleak [nS] 35 26
Firing threshold Θ [mV] [ 40 [ 30
Absolute refractory period T refr [msec] 3 2
Membrane potential diffusion constant Du [mV2/msec] 4 4
Postsynaptic resting potential Es f s [mV] [ 5 [ 80
Maximal excitatory postsynaptic conductance γ¯es [nS] 0 Q 55 0 Q 8
Maximal inhibitory postsynaptic conductance γ¯is [nS] 7 Q 5 4
Time to peak τpeak [msec] 1 1
Velocity of spike propagation v [mm/msec] 0 Q 5 0 Q 5
Radial diffusion constant Dr [mm2/msec] 0 Q 034 0 Q 034
Number of cells 32000 8000
Number of excitatory synapses 4000 1000
Number of inhibitory synapses 4000 1000
Table 3.1: Summary of the model parameters of the statistical neural field model.
The left-hand side describes the inter-spike dynamics that balances with a source and a sink term.
The sink term corresponds to the rate of spike emission (firing) n R rZ u Z t S
ns R r Z u Z t S	O<g
εs R r Z u Z t S
d
gs R r Z u Z t S if εs R r Z u Z t Sih 0 and u j Θs
0 otherwise, (3.2)
where Θs is the firing threshold. The source term corresponds to the rate of returning from the
refractory period is
bs R r Z u Z t S Olk
t
m
∞
dt nk
∞
m
∞
du n ns R r Z u nNZ t noS
d
δ R u [ U rets S
d
δ R t [pR t n\ T refr SSZ (3.3)
where T refr is duration of the absolute refractory period and U rets is the reset potential.
Analogous to a leaky integrator model, the rate of change εs R r Z u Z t S in the sub-threshold mem-
brane potential u is
Csεs R r Z u Z t S	Oq[ ∑
s f
γs f s R r Z t S
d
R u [ Es f s Sr[ γleak
d
R u [ Erest SQ (3.4)
The postsynaptic conductance γs f s R r Z t S is calculated by the convolution of the presynaptic events
with the alpha-function Eq. 3.7. Noise is taken into account by the additive diffusion term. The rate
of firing n R rZ u Z t S is proportional to the probability of firing at membrane potential u and the rate of
returning from the refractory period is given by b R rZ u Z t S .
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Figure 3.2: The excitatory and inhibitory recurrent connectivity. The anisotropy of the recurrent
connections from each spatial element is denoted by the angle of the overlaid bars. The bars are
inverted only for visualization reasons. Gray values indicate the number of recurrent connections
originating from the spatial element marked by a white dot. The image is obtained by calculating
the propagation of a spike population (Eq. 3.5) emitted by the element marked by a white dot with
the anisotropic emission λ Rsα [ EL R r Sts S and the absorption σ Rsα [ EL R r Sus S distributions. For this
simulation the neural activity was set to zero to obtain the connectivity pattern only for one spatial
element.
3.2.2 Spikes
The dynamics of the probability density f αs R rZ t S for the spikes at the direction α, position r and time
t is
∂ f v α w
s f
R r Z t S
∂t \
drift
_ `Ga b
R vs f ∇ S f v α ws
f
R r Z t Sx[
diffusion
_ `#a b
Dr
2 d
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[ σ vAy
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r w
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f v α w
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a bG_ `
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\ λ vAyα m EL v r w y w
s f
d
k
∞
m
∞
du n ns f R r Z u nNZ t S
a bG_ `
emission
Q (3.5)
The change in probability density, a drift with velocity v R α S and a diffusion in space which ac-
counts for different propagation delays balances the rate of spike absorption and spike emission.
The velocity of the spikes emitted by population s is vs; the radial diffusion constant is Dr. The
anisotropic recurrent connections are determined according to the absorption σ vAyα
m EL
v
r w
y
w
s f
and the
emission λ
vzy
α m EL
v
r w
y
w
s f
distribution as described in the next section.
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Figure 3.3: Probability of recurrent excitatory (solid line) and inhibitory (dashed line) connections
vs. difference in projection anisotropy. The excitation is highly specific with respect to the projection
field anisotropy EL R r S . In contrast, inhibitory connections are not specific.
3.2.3 Recurrent connectivity
The main assumption and hypothesis of the current work is that orientation selectivity is generated
purely intracortically by the anisotropic recurrent connections. Here we describe how the specific
anisotropic connectivity pattern is implemented in the neural field framework.
A label EL R r SﬀO|{ 0 QQQ 180 } that determines the orientation of the anisotropy of the neurons’
projection pattern is assigned to each discrete element at different positions r (see the bars in Fig.
3.2). We assume that (i) the projection patterns mapped back to the visual field coordinate system
of the cells are elongated and (ii) cells with parallel elongation in their projection patterns are more
likely to be connected by excitatory connections. The resulting connection maps for discrete spatial
element is showed in Fig. 3.2. Note again, that the connection map is defined and plotted in the
visual field coordinate system that is equivalent to the cortical coordinate system if and only if the
retinotopy is perfect.
We assume less anisotropic lateral inhibitory connections, and stronger inhibitory interactions
between cells whose projection fields are orthogonal to each other. Because the generated orienta-
tion map is smooth, and the number of connections decreases exponentially with distance from the
cell body we effectively obtain approximately equally distributed, non orientation specific recurrent
inhibition. The connection specificity as a function of elongation of the projection pattern EL R r S is
shown in Fig. 3.3. The excitatory connections are highly specific, while the inhibitory connections
are unspecific. By simulations we will demonstrate (section 3.3) that the two assumptions about the
connection anisotropy have the following consequences: the preferred orientation of the cells will
be parallel to the orientation of the elongation of their projection patterns, and lateral excitation will
be orientation specific.
In the neural field model assumption (i) relates to the emission coefficients λ Rsα [ EL R r Sts S , as-
sumption (ii) to the absorption coefficients σ Rsα [ EL R r Sts S . The emission distribution λ Rsα [ EL R r Sus S
decreases sharply for the excitatory and smoothly for the inhibitory connections with increasing
difference between the emission direction α and the orientation of the elongation of the connec-
tion patterns EL R r S (i.e. the preferred orientation). For excitatory connections the absorption and
emission distributions are similar, whereas for inhibitory connections the absorption coefficients
σ Rsα [ EL R r Sus S grow with increasing sα [ EL R r Sts . Note that the sharp spike emission distribution
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excitation is blurred by the random diffusion process described by Eq. 3.5.
3.2.4 Synapses
A spike emitted by population s
n
that travels in the neural neural field (according to Eq. 3.5) evokes
a postsynaptic potential if the target population s absorbs it. The number of absorbed spikes per
neuron is
as f s R r Z t S*O
1
φs R r S d ws f s d k
2pi
0
σ
vAy
α m EL
v
r w
y
w
s f
f
v
α w
s f
R r Z t S dα Z (3.6)
where φs is the density of neurons at point r, ws f s is the connection probability (∑s ws f s O 1) be-
tween neurons of types s
n
and s. The postsynaptic conductance is the convolution of the synaptic
interactions as f s R r Z t S with the alpha-function
γs f s R r Z t S*O
γ¯s
f
s
τs f s d
k
∞
0
as f s R r Z t [ t n S
d
t n
d
e1
m t f ~ τs
f
s dt n Z (3.7)
where γ¯s f s is the maximal conductance, and τs f s is the time to peak. The postsynaptic current is
determined based on the postsynaptic conductance (Eq. 3.4).
3.2.5 Discretization
The discretization of the state space is done such the that the first two moments of the distribution
functions f αs and gs is invariant of scaling. This can be done e.g., by choosing the discrete time step
∆t to be the single scaling factor that determines the other discretization units (∆x, ∆u) such that
the diffusion rates Du and Dr are constant for all ∆t. The scaling rules are such that in the limit of
∆t  0 the other discrete units converge also to zero, and the continuous model is obtained. The
interested reader can find scaling rules and the proofs in (Barna et al., 1998; Gro˝bler et al., 1998).
For the present simulations the discretization units are the following: ∆t O 0 Q 08 msec; ∆x O 0 Q 1 mm;
∆u O 1 Q 4 mV.
3.2.6 Interpretation of the populational activity
The neural field model describes the statistical behavior of neural populations, and not individual
neurons. It follows, that the neural activity is described in terms of the probability of firing. The
probability of firing in a 3 msec intervals divided by 3 msec is interpreted as the expected firing
rate. The leaky integrate-and-fire dynamics (Eq. 3.4) of a single cell is calculated in parallel to the
stochastic model for each discrete spatial element. These “representative” cells receive the same
recurrent and feed-forward input as the cell population in the discrete spatial element. This way we
have access to single cell behavior also. Note that the calculated membrane potential in time, is not
exactly the average, but the deterministic version of the stochastic diffusion equation for the density
function that describes the neurons (Eq. 3.1).
3.3 Computational results
In the following we investigate the emergent orientation selectivity map, and its relation to the as-
sumed anisotropy of the recurrent connections. We show that the emergent orientation selectivity
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Figure 3.4: The orientation tuning curves of three discrete spatial elements at different Michelson
contrast levels.
is contrast invariant. Then we compare the populational neural activity with the membrane poten-
tial of an “representative” single neuron in a discrete element. Our simulations reveal that although
the cortical units receive a prominent none orientation specific excitation from the LGN, the firing
activity of the most cells is highly orientation specific.
3.3.1 Emergent orientation selectivity
Figure 3.4 shows the orientation tuning curves of cell populations in three discrete spatial elements at
different contrasts. The tuning curves were determined by presenting a series of eight gratings with
different orientations. Here the time averaged expected firing rate of the excitatory cell population is
plotted. Stimuli of 150 msec duration were interleaved by 15 msec blanks. The majority of the spatial
elements with receptive fields overlapping the stimulus patch showed sharp contrast invariant tuning.
The shape of the tuning curves is different for different locations because of the inherent scatter in
the connection pattern. The initial elongation map (bars in Fig. 3.2) obtains only a smoothness
constraint, otherwise it lacks regularities. The spike diffusion is also stochastic. The orientation
tuning curves may also differ slightly for different contrasts because of the noise in the neural state
dynamics Eq. 3.1.
For different locations r the emergent preferred orientation PO R r S (Fig. 3.5 right, bars) and
orientation selectivity index OSI R r S (Fig. 3.5 right, shading) are determined from the average firing
rate resp R r Z αi S of model neurons for grating stimuli with orientations αi OR i [ 1 S
d
22 Q 5 P . The
preferred orientation (PO) is the circular mean of the spike distribution as a function of orientation.
The orientation selectivity index (OSI) relates to the angular variance (Batschelet, 1981) of this
distribution.
PO R r S	O arctan  y¯
x¯ 
; OSI R r S	O  x¯
2
\ y¯2
Eαi { resp R r Z αi S]\ a }
Z (3.8)
where x¯ O 1
n ∑i resp R r Z αi S cos R 2
d
αi S and y¯ O 1n ∑i resp R r Z αi S sin R 2
d
αi S , and Eαi denotes the aver-
aging over different orientations. In the definition of the orientation selectivity index a O 2 in the
denominator relates to the significant activity level such that the OSI  0 if Eαi { resp R r Z αi Sﬃ}* a.
Our simulations reveal that the connection anisotropy EL R r S and the emergent preferred orientation
PO R r S are strongly correlated (circular correlation coefficient = 0 Q 86) (Fig. 3.6).
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Figure 3.5: Left: The average cortical firing rate (shading) in the model as a response to sinusoidal
grating patches with different orientations. Right: The emergent preferred orientations (bars) and the
orientation selectivity index (shading). The preferred orientation is showed only for spatial elements
with OSI(r) h 0.5.
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Figure 3.6: The relation between the assumed connection anisotropy EL R r S and the emergent pre-
ferred orientation.
3.3.2 Orientation tuning dynamics
The firing dynamics of an “average” cell at 100% contrast (Fig. 3.7, top) show immediate tuned
response without any spikes at off optimal or null orientations. The dynamics of the expected firing
rate for a neural population in spatial element (Fig. 3.7, bottom) show that the initially poorly specific
expected firing rate is around 0 Q 1 [ 2 Hz. These simulation results indicate that non orientation-
specific cortical activity with a very low probability is sufficient to establish sharply orientation
tuned response via the specific recurrent amplification. In the model the dynamics of the emergence
of orientation tuning are in accordance with experimental observations from a relatively small sample
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Figure 3.7: The dynamics of neural activity. The stimuli are 100% contrast sinusoidal gratings with
different orientations as indicated at the top of the figure. The bars denote the stimulus onset, the
gaps between the bars are blank periods. The orientation tuning curves in Fig. 3.4 are calculated
for the same three locations. Top The dynamics of the expected firing rate. Bottom The membrane
potential dynamics of the “representative” neurons from the three locations.
of neurons
(Celebrini et al., 1993; Pernberg et al., 1998) which show immediate emergence of tuned re-
sponse and with experiments which use a large sample of observations to detect the small initial
non-specific response (Ringach et al., 1997a). In contrast to the firing dynamics, the membrane po-
tential dynamics show a pronounced initial non-specific EPSP (Fig. 3a, inlet) similar to observations
for cat (Pei et al., 1994; Pernberg et al., 1998).
3.4 Conclusions
In a neural field modeling framework we further tested our “intracortical hypothesis” introduced in
the previous chapter and in (Adorja´n, Levitt, Lund and Obermayer, 1999). The investigation focused
on (i) the relation between the geometry of the recurrent connectivity pattern and the emergent
orientation selective simple cell response; (ii) the orientation tuning dynamics.
Here we extended the original neural field model (Gro˝bler et al., 1998; Barna et al., 1998) that
it includes specific recurrent connections. In the model definition, we used the immediate conse-
quence of the assumption for the intracortical hypothesis that recurrent excitatory connections are
anisotropic with an elongation parallel to the preferred orientation. From the connection anisotropy
it follows that from the drifting direction of a spike the type of emitting and the target neuron can be
inferred.
The neural field modeling framework allowed us to investigate in good spatial resolution the
emergent orientation maps in relation to a geometrically detailed and realistic recurrent connectivity.
In the model only a moderate connection anisotropy is assumed (cf. Fig. 3.2). Results show that this
small anisotropy can provide a strong enough initial orientation bias even in a noisy environment. It
follows that a possible experimental test has to take into account the bouton density maps of cortical
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neurons with a great precision in the visual field coordinate system. This latter requirement may be
an important if there is a small scatter in the retinotopy. Comparing the first principle component of
the synapse distribution with the preferred orientation of the injected cortical cell would be an exact
and easy method to apply.
Furthermore, we investigated the orientation tuning dynamics of populational spiking activity
and the membrane potential of single cells. Our study reveals that the gradual sharpening of the
orientation tuning of the membrane potential and the immediate sharp tuning of the spiking activity
of single cells do not contradict to each other. In the model the non-specific excitation arriving from
the LGN causes the initial unspecificity of the membrane potential orientation tuning. In most cases
this unspecific excitation remains below threshold. However, random fluctuations may drive a small
portion of neurons beyond threshold. The probability of this unspecific initial firing of a group of
neurons with a certain connection anisotropy depends on the stimulus orientation and constitutes the
initial orientation bias. This bias is then further amplified and sharpened by the specific recurrent
excitatory connections and by the recurrent inhibition.
In conclusion, we have shown in biologically plausible model that incorporates noise and ir-
regularities in the recurrent connections that it is possible to generate orientation selective response
purely intracortically. The simulations offer a possible explanation for the experimental data re-
garding the orientation tuning dynamics of cortical cells in V1. These experimental results would
be hard to explain assuming orientation bias originating from convergence pattern of geniculate
cells to cortical cells, as it was assumed in the previous works (Ben-Yishai et al., 1995; Douglas
et al., 1995; Somers et al., 1995).
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Chapter 4
Dynamic coding: from the salient
towards the details
Abstract
The role of recurrent cortical amplification in the generation of orientation selective response in
the primary visual cortex (V1) is still a controversial issue. Model studies have shown that strong
recurrent cortical interactions support sharp contrast invariant orientation tuning, but have the disad-
vantage that complex stimuli cannot be represented reliably in the activity pattern across a cortical
hypercolumn. Weak recurrent cortical interactions—on the other hand—allow for the reliable rep-
resentation of complex stimuli, but do not lead to the sharp and contrast invariant orientation tuning
which is observed experimentally.
Here we propose that these problems can be resolved if the strength of recurrent cortical inter-
actions is dynamic and changes on the time scale of a typical eye fixation period. In our “dynamic
cortical amplifier” model, the recurrent cortical competition is strong in the initial phase signaling
the salient orientation in a winner-takes-all fashion. In the second phase, when the strength of re-
current connections decreases, finer details of a complex stimulus can be represented reliably. This
provides a compromise between the “feed-forward” and the “recurrent” hypotheses for orientation
selectivity. The model predicts that the signaling of a lower intensity edge is delayed if it is masked
by an edge with higher intensity.
We then show that decreasing the recurrent competition with time naturally follows from func-
tional considerations, i.e. from the requirement that the mutual information between stimuli and
representations is maximal for any time interval beginning with stimulus onset. The key observa-
tions are that the signal-to-noise ratio of cortical representations increases with time (because more
spikes are available) and that the optimal strength of the recurrent connections (w.r.t. information
transfer) decreases with output noise. Consequently the model predicts that the information content
per spike (or the SNR for a fixed time window) decreases with time for a flashed static stimulus in ac-
cordance with recent experimental studies. The neural system thus adapts to its own internal changes
by modifying its coding strategy, a phenomenon which one may refer to as “dynamic coding”.1
1This chapter is based on (Adorja´n et al., 2000). Special thanks to Lars Schwabe who provided the results for the de-
tailed computational model. The idea of information maximization in increasing time windows was inspired by the several
discussions with Christian Piepenbrock.
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Figure 4.1: The model hypothesis. After stimulus onset (at the beginning of a fixation period) the
recurrent competition is high and it attenuates on a short time scale. The fast modulation of the re-
current competition can be motivated by the necessity to be able to represent multiple features, and
at the same time establish a robust and contrast invariant sharpening of the feed-forward signal. We
propose that the contrast invariant sharpening is established in the first phase of the cortical process-
ing in which the recurrent competition is strong. In the second phase, weakening of the recurrent
connection strength allows the representation of multiple orientations in the second phase of the
response. Decreasing the recurrent cortical competition follows naturally from functional consider-
ations, i.e. from the requirement that the mutual information between stimuli and representations is
maximal for any time interval beginning with stimulus onset. We argue, that the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) changes as the time window for the representation increases and that the optimal strength of
the recurrent connections (w.r.t. information transfer) decreases with output noise.
4.1 Introduction
In the last four decades there has been a vivid and highly polarized discussion about the role of the
recurrent competition in the primary visual cortex (V1) (see (Sompolinsky and Shapley, 1997) for
review). The main question is whether the recurrent excitation sharpens a weakly orientation tuned
feed-forward input, or the feed-forward input is already sharply tuned, hence the massive recurrent
circuitry has a different function. Strong cortical recurrency implements a highly nonlinear mapping
of the feed-forward input and obtains robust, sharply tuned cortical response even if only weak or
no feed-forward orientation bias is present (Ben-Yishai et al., 1995; Somers et al., 1995; Adorja´n,
Levitt, Lund and Obermayer, 1999). However, such a competitive network in most cases fails to
process multiple orientations within the classical receptive field and may signal spurious orientations
(Carandini and Ringach, 1997). Also, strong local competition can prevent long range modulation
of the tuning curve shapes from outside the classical receptive field. This motivates the concept that
the primary visual cortex should rather map its input in a less competitive (more linear) fashion,
but requires sharply orientation tuned feed-forward input to the primary visual cortex (Hubel and
Wiesel, 1962; Troyer et al., 1998).
Although previous models for orientation selectivity in V1 vary on a wide scale, they have one
common feature: each of them assumes that the synaptic strength and the excitability of the cortical
cells is constant on the time scale on which the network operates, that is during a fixation period
(200 [ 300 msec). Given the phenomenon of fast synaptic dynamics and slow intracellular adaptation
this, however, does not need to be the case. Here we show, that short term synaptic dynamics of the
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recurrent excitatory synapses allow a cortical network to operate in both—competitive and linear—
regimes. It is likely that decreasing recurrent competition can be implemented also by intracellular
adaptation mechanisms, however this hypothesis has to be further investigated.
The major hypothesis of the current study is that the recurrent competition attenuates gradually
after stimulus onset (see Fig. 4.1). We make the hypothesis that such a fast modulation of the
recurrent cortical competition is advantageous for two reasons. (i) The network is capable to sharpen
the feed-forward signal and also able to represent multiple features. (ii) In contrast to all previous
studies that tried to assemble the neurophysiological “puzzle” into a coherent image and aimed to
understand cortical dynamics from a mechanistic point of view, we extend our view to functional
aspects of short term dynamics of the visual cortical response. We propose that decreasing recurrent
competition obtains maximal information transfer in any time interval beginning with the stimulus
onset. In other words, decreasing the initially strong recurrent competition naturally follows from
functional considerations.
Firstly, we show in a detailed bottom-up computational framework (section 4.2) that such a
network can establish sharp orientation tuning from a broadly tuned feed-forward input, while it is
still capable to respond correctly to multiple orientations. We compare the response of a detailed cor-
tical amplifier model with and without fast synaptic plasticity at the recurrent excitatory connections
to single and multiple bars within the classical receptive field. The model makes testable predictions
about the time course of representation of complex stimuli.
Secondly, we relate this dynamical property to function by considering the transmission of
information with noisy cortical units about a static input (section 4.3). We find that if the neural
activation function changes with time from a highly competitive to a more linear mode, then the in-
formation transfer in any increasing time interval after stimulus onset is largely increased compared
to the information transfer achieved by a static neural activation function. The fast modulation of
the recurrent connection strength is motivated by fast changes of the internal state of the cortical
network and not by the stimulus dynamics. Fast modulation of the coding strategy establishes a
dynamic code.
4.2 Dynamic cortical amplifier
4.2.1 The model setup
To investigate our first hypothesis, we set up a model for an orientation-hypercolumn in the primary
visual cortex with similar structure and parameters as in (Carandini and Ringach, 1997). The impor-
tant novel feature of our model is that fast synaptic depression is present at the recurrent excitatory
connections. Neurons in the cortical layer receive orientation tuned feed-forward input from the
LGN. Cortical neurons are, furthermore, connected to each other via highly orientation specific ex-
citatory and non-specific inhibitory connections. The resulting recurrent kernel has a shape similar
to a Mexican-hat in orientation space. Cortical cells tuned to similar orientations excite each other
and effectively inhibit cells tuned to the orthogonal orientation. The recurrent and feed-forward
excitatory synapses exhibit fast depression due to the activity dependent depletion of the synaptic
transmitter (Abbott et al., 1997; Tsodyks and Markram, 1997). The model structure is depicted in
Fig. 4.2.
The membrane potential V R θ Z t S (Eq. 4.1) of a cortical cell tuned to an orientation θ decreases
due to leakage and recurrent inhibition Iinh, and increases due to the recurrent excitation Iexc and the
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Figure 4.2: The structure of the model. A visual stimulus is represented in the orientation (feature)
space. This abstract stimulus representation allows us to investigate cortical feature representation
on a general level and to avoid making strong assumptions about the early visual processing which
is not a subject of the current study. The “intensity” of an orientation can be interpreted as contrast
or other properties, like spatial frequency that modify the strength of the geniculate response. The
feed-forward input from the LGN to the cortical simple cells is calculated by convolving the stimulus
with the broad orientation tuning curve of the summed geniculate input to a cortical cell. (Note that
this figure is only a sketch.) The feed-forward signal is re-amplified via the dynamic recurrent
connections.
geniculate input ILGN
τm
∂
∂t V R θ Z t S]\ V R θ Z t SO I
LGN
R θ Z t S]\ Iexc R θ Z t S[ Iinh R θ Z t S , (4.1)
τm (15 ms, McCormick et al. (1985), Stratford et al. (1996)) is the membrane time constant. The
recurrent excitatory and inhibitory cortical inputs are given by
Iα R θ Z t SO k0
pi
2
m
pi
2
Jα R θ Z θ nCZ t S exp  [ ∆ R θ n Z θ S
2
2σ2α 
R f R θ nCZ t S]\ η S dθ n (4.2)
where ∆ R θ
n
Z θ S is a pi periodic circular difference between the preferred orientations, Jα R θ Z θ
n
Z t S are
the excitatory and inhibitory connection strengths (with α lŁ exc Z inh  , and f is the presynap-
tic firing rate. The maximal excitatory and inhibitory synaptic efficacies (Jexcmax O 0 Q 2 mV  Hz and
Jinhmax O 0 Q 8 mV  Hz) are determined such that they remain in a biologically realistic regime and the
network operates in a highly competitive regime after stimulus onset and obtains a contrast invariant
orientation tuning. The excitatory synaptic efficacy Jexc is time dependent due to the fast synaptic
depression, while the efficacy of inhibitory synapses Jinh is assumed to be constant. The recurrent
excitation is sharply tuned σexc O 7 Q 5 P , while the inhibition has broad tuning σinh O 90 P . The re-
current connectivity structure is determined in accordance with neurophysiological and anatomical
data (for review see chapter 2 and, e.g., Sompolinsky and Shapley (1997)). The mapping from
the membrane potential to firing rate is approximated by a linear function with a threshold at 0
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Membrane time constant τm (Stratford et al., 1996) 15 ms
Recurrent excitatory strength Jexcmax 0 Q 2 mV  Hz
Recurrent inhibitory strength Jinhmax 0 Q 8 mV  Hz
Recurrent excitatory width σexc 7 Q 5 P
Recurrent inhibitory width σinh 90 P
Activity gain β 0 Q 13 Hz  mV
Feed-forward orientation tuning width σLGN 18 P
Feed-forward synaptic recovery time constant τLGNrec 120 ms
Cortical synaptic recovery time constant τCtxrec 850 ms
Feed-forward transmitter release probability pLGN 0 Q 35
Cortical transmitter release probability pCtx 0 Q 55
Table 4.1: Summary of model parameters used in this study.
( f R θ SO βmax R 0 Z V R θ SS , β O 15 Hz  mV). Gaussian-noise η with variances of 6 Hz and 1 Q 6 Hz is
added to the input intensities and to the output of cortical neurons respectively.
The orientation tuning curves of the feed-forward input ILGN are Gaussians (σLGN O 18 P )
resting on a strong additive orientation independent component. This feed-forward orientation tuning
would correspond to a geniculo-cortical connectivity pattern with an approximate aspect ratio of 1:2.
The orientation independent component is included to account for the non-zero volume of the feed-
forward receptive field profile that is reflected in the strong geniculate background (or DC) activity
(Kaplan et al., 1987). Both, the orientation dependent and independent components increase with
contrast.
Considering a free-viewing scenario where the environment is scanned by saccading around
and fixating for short periods of 200 [ 300 ms we model stationary stimuli present for 300 ms. The
stimuli are one or more peaks in the feature space. These peaks correspond to overlayed bars or
gratings with different orientations in real space. The exact translation from the abstract feature
space to the geometrical arrangement of bars or gratings in a real space depends on the exact model
for the retinal and geniculate receptive field profiles and the activation functions.
Note that in the current study we want to demonstrate that fast dynamics of cortical activity can
be explained purely by the non-stationarity of the noise on the cortical code. Therefore here we do
not consider factors which make the feed-forward input dynamic on a short time scale, like dynamic
visual stimuli, micro-saccades, ocular drift and tremor.
Feed-forward and recurrent excitatory synapses exhibit fast depression. Fast synaptic depres-
sion is modeled by the dynamics of the expected synaptic transmitter or “resource” ¯R R t S for each
synapse. The amount of the available transmitter decreases proportionally to the transmitter release
probability p and to the presynaptic firing rate f (see appendix C.2), and it recovers exponentially
(τLGNrec O 120 ms, τCtxrec O 850 ms, pLGN O 0 Q 35 and pCtx O 0 Q 55),
d
dt
¯R R t SO
1 [ ¯R R t S
τrec
[ f R t S p R t S ¯R R t SOq[ ¯R R t S
τeff R f R t SGZ p R t SS \
1
τrec
Q (4.3)
The change of the membrane potential on the postsynaptic cell at time t is proportional to the released
transmitter pR R t S . The transmitter release probabilities and the recovery time constants are chosen
from an experimentally observed range (Abbott et al., 1997; Tsodyks and Markram, 1997). The role
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Figure 4.3: The feed-forward input (a), the response of the cortical amplifier model with static
recurrent synaptic strength (b) and a network with fast synaptic depression (c) if the stimulus is
single bar with different stimulus intensities. The cortical response is averaged over the first 100 ms
after stimulus onset.
of the cortical synaptic parameters are further discussed in section 4.2.2. The excitatory connectivity
strength between neurons tuned to orientations θ and θ
n
is expressed as Jexc R θ Z θ
n
Z t S	O Jexcmax pRθθ f R t S .
Similarly this applies to the feed-forward synapses. In the present model fast adaptation of the
geniculo-cortical synapses accounts for the transient nature of the geniculate input. The exponential
decrease in the feed-forward input defines a time window for the cortical processing in which the
cortex receives strong feed-forward input and it prevents the emergence of oscillations in the cortical
response. Note that the strength of the recurrent competition is independent of the strength of the
feed-forward input, therefore fast adaptation at the recurrent excitatory synapses cannot be substi-
tuted by fast adaptation at the geniculo-cortical synapses. Fast synaptic plasticity at the feed-forward
synapses has been investigated in more detail in previous studies (Artun et al., 1998; Adorja´n,
Piepenbrock and Obermayer, 1999), see also chapter 5.
4.2.2 Computational results
In the following, we compare the predictions of the dynamic cortical amplifier model with fast
synaptic depression at the recurrent excitatory connections with the classical static cortical amplifier
model. In both cases fast synaptic depression is present at the feed-forward connections limiting the
duration of the effective feed-forward input to 200 [ 400 ms. Figure 4.3 shows the orientation tuning
curves at different stimulus intensities. The feed-forward input is noisy and broadly tuned (Fig.
4.3a). Both models exhibit contrast invariant tuning (Fig. 4.3b, c). The half-width at half-height
of the cortical tuning curves is basically independent of the stimulus intensity, while it increases
strongly for the feed-forward input. If fast synaptic depression is present at the recurrent excitation,
the cortical network sharpens the broadly tuned feed-forward input in the initial response phase.
Once sharply tuned response is established, the tuning width does not change, only the response
amplitude decreases in time.
The predictions of the two models differ substantially if multiple orientations are present (Fig.
4.4). First, we test the cortical response to two peaks in feature space separated by 60 P with different
intensities (Figs. 4.4a, b). If the recurrent synaptic weights are static and strong enough (Fig. 4.4a),
then only one orientation is signaled. The cortical network selects the feed-forward input with the
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Figure 4.4: The response of the cortical amplifier model with static (a,c) and fast depressing recurrent
synapses (b, d). In both models the feed-forward synapses are fast depressing. In the left column the
feed-forward input is shown, that is same for both models. Two types of stimuli were applied. The
first stimulus consists of a stronger (α l 30  ) and a weaker peak (α  30  ) in feature space (a, b).
The second stimulus consists of three equal intensity peaks with orientations that are separated by
60  (c, d). In the middle column the cortical response is shown averaged for different time windows
(  0 o 30 ms dotted;  0 1 80 ms  dashed;  200 1 300 ms solid line). In the right column the cortical
activity profile is plotted as a function of time. Gray values indicate the activity with bright denoting
high activities.
highest amplitude in a winner-takes-all fashion. In contrast, if synaptic depression is present at the
recurrent excitatory synapses, both peaks in feature space are signaled in parallel (at low release
probability, Fig. 4.4b). First, those cells fire which are tuned to the orientation of the peak with the
stronger intensity and a sharply tuned response emerges at a single orientation—the network oper-
ates in a winner-takes-all regime. The synapses of these highly active cells then become strongly
depressed and cortical competition decreases. As the network is shifted to a more linear operation
regime, the second orientation is signaled too. Note that this phenomenon—together with the ob-
served contrast invariant tuning—cannot be reproduced by decreasing the static synaptic weights in
the cortical amplifier model. In our dynamic cortical amplifier model the recurrent synaptic efficacy
changes inhomogeneously in the network depending on the activity. Only the synapses of the highly
active cells depress strongly and therefore sharply tuned response can be evoked by a peak with weak
intensity. Fast synaptic depression thus behaves as a local self-regulation that modulates competition
with a certain delay. This delay and therefore the delay of the rise of the response to the second peak
depends on the effective time constant τeff  f  t G p  τrec   1  p f  t  τrec  of the synaptic depression
at the recurrent connections. If the depression becomes faster due to an increase in the release prob-
ability p, then the delay decreases. The delay also scales with the difference between the intensities
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of the two peaks. The closer to each other they are, the shorter the delay will be (compare Figs. 4.4b,
d right column). For further detailed explorations see (Schwabe, 1999).
In Figs. 4.4c, d cortical response to three peaks in feature space with equal intensities is pre-
sented. In this case cells tuned to the presented three orientations respond in parallel if fast synaptic
depression at the recurrent excitation is present (Figs. 4.4d). The cortical network with strong static
recurrent synapses again fails to signal faithfully its feed-forward input. Additive noise on the feed-
forward input introduces a slight symmetry breaking and the network with static recurrent weights
responds strongly at the orientation of only one of the presented peaks (Fig. 4.4c).
In summary, our simulations revealed that a recurrent network with fast synaptic depression
is capable to obtain robust sharpening of its feed-forward input and it also responses correctly to
multiple orientations. A clear experimentally testable prediction of the model is that the response
to a flashed bar with lower contrast can be delayed by masking it with a second bar with higher
contrast (Fig. 4.4b, right). We also suggest that long range integration from outside of the classical
receptive field could emerge in a similar fashion. In the initial phase of the cortical response strong
local features are amplified. In the second longer phase, the recurrent cortical competition decreases,
and the long-range modulatory recurrent and the feed-forward input has a stronger effect compared
to the local recurrent excitation. In the following, we investigate whether this strategy is favorable
in terms of information transfer in time.
4.3 Dynamic code
In the previous section we investigated the role of recurrent cortical amplification in a detailed com-
putational model for a cortical hypercolumn. We concluded that both, contrast invariant orientation
tuning and representation of multiple orientations can be achieved by a recurrent cortical network
if the strength of the recurrent amplification attenuates after the beginning of a fixation period in a
free-viewing scenario or alternatively after stimulus onset. We suggested and explored fast synaptic
depression as a plausible neurophysiological mechanism that may implement the fast weakening of
the recurrent competition between active neurons. Alternatively, intracellular adaptation of excita-
tory neurons could also be considered (Schwabe et al., 2000). New experiments and computational
studies could help to decide between these possibilities.
In the present section the role of recurrent cortical competition is investigated from the func-
tional point of view. Here we also consider the natural situation for our visual system: in a free-
viewing scenario the visual world is explored by fixating at different positions by fast saccades.
Fixation periods interleaved with saccades result in a series of visual stimuli that are flashed onto the
retina for the length of a fixation period (∆T  200  300 msec). Restricting our study for the rep-
resentation of static stimuli, we aim to prove that under certain conditions, weakening the initially
strong competition between orientation selective cells (feature detectors) is optimal in the terms of
information transmission in time.
The key observation is the following. The internal state of the nervous system changes in time
and the coding strategy may adapt to the internal changes in order to fit to some optimality criteria
(that may also change): the neural code is dynamic. Therefore neural adaptation is not necessarily
driven only by environmental alterations, but also may be a consequence of alterations in the internal
conditions. If the coding strategy changes fast, this may have the consequence that the fine temporal
structure of the spike pattern becomes relevant for coding. This gives a relation of the here introduced
“dynamic code” to the established concept of “temporal code”.
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Specifically, here an important aspect of the internal neural state, the noise level on the rep-
resenting cortical neurons is considered. We assume that the entire activity pattern from stimulus
onset until time t constitutes the neural code about a static stimulus. The spike timing has a limited
precision (e.g., Holt et al., 1996), but the capacity of the encoding neurons increases with time be-
cause as the duration of the coding interval increases, more spikes are available for representation.
In other words, the noise on the neural code (the output noise) is non-stationary. Note that this is
entirely independent of the actual neural code and therefore it is true for rate code, as well as for fine
time-scale temporal code. This dynamic nature of the output noise was neglected in previous stud-
ies. Here we demonstrate that if the time interval ∆T that is available for encoding is larger than the
average inter-spike-interval, then the non-stationarity of the output noise has important implications
on neural coding and the short term dynamics of neural activity.
We assume that in the chain of the encoding and read-out mechanisms, the read-out mecha-
nism has a memory that is long enough for taking into account several input spikes. This requires
the presence of long-term (∆T  average inter-spike-interval) integrative mechanisms in the corti-
cal circuits.2 After stimulus onset a larger and larger time window is available for representation,
consequently the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases. In other words, at the very beginning of a
fixation period only a few spikes are accessible for encoding, the uncertainty about the stimulus is
high. Towards the end of a fixation period the increasing number of spikes can give a representation
with a higher fidelity. Note again that the SNR increases simply because the average spike count in-
creases with time, and—independently of the neural code!—more spikes are available for estimating
the message encoded by the neurons.
As the noise on the cortical code changes with time during a fixation period, the optimal way
of processing the feed-forward visual signal also changes. Using the information transfer as a qual-
ity measure and given the above assumptions here we address the following question: What kind
of input-output mapping dynamics maximize the information transfer in any increasing time inter-
val beginning with the stimulus onset, given a signal distribution and the output noise dynamics?
Optimal information transfer in any increasing time interval beginning with the stimulus onset has
a clear evolutionary advantage. For instance reaction times shorter than a fixation period can save
life in some situations. This opens us a space for speculation that the visual system of evolutionary
advanced species (for which visual signals are important) is also close to be optimal in the above
sense. We proceed with an information theoretical investigation that gives predictions and highlights
possible design principles that determine the short-term dynamics of visual cortical processing.
Let us sum up our conceptually essential assumptions and proposals:
 The entire activity pattern within a period that is longer than the average inter-spike-interval
constitutes the neural code about a stimulus within a fixation period. It follows that the signal-
to-noise-ratio increases significantly with time because more spikes are available for represen-
tation.
 The optimality criteria for the neural code is the information transfer in any increasing time
interval beginning with the stimulus onset.
 The stimulus is static. It follows that we can study short-term neural dynamics that is purely
a consequence of internal changes. (Neural dynamics as a consequence of changing stimulus
have been investigated by numerous previous works.)
2Quantitative experimental and theoretical studies are still have to be done for visual cortical neurons to justify or falsify
this essential assumption.
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On our way of estimating the optimal dynamics of the cortical transfer function we make
some technical simplifications. Firstly, we constrain the possible mapping functions to a family of
functions parameterized with a single parameter. Namely, we model the competitive visual cortical
mapping by the “soft-max function”. The inverse temperature parameter β can be interpreted as
the strength of recurrent competition. The particular choice of this function family was motivated
by our original question: How strong is the recurrent cortical competition in V1? The soft-max
function with high competition parameter well approximates a cortical amplifier circuitry, while it
also accounts for the pure feed-forward scenario if the competition parameter is low. The inverse
temperature β has been interpreted similarly as a parameter for the recurrent competition strength
in a previous study (Piepenbrock and Obermayer, 1999). Secondly, the optimal dynamics of the
recurrent competition level β

t  is approximated here by the a competition level that is optimal for
an output noise variance at time t as if the competition was static in the interval of  0 o t  . A future
study could give a more exact approximation for the competition dynamics.
In the following, we describe and motivate the abstract soft-max model for the recurrent corti-
cal network. For the soft-max model we study the information transfer dynamics for two different
output noise models. Firstly, the noise on the neural code is modeled as additive Gaussian on an es-
timate for the firing rate. Secondly, the encoding neurons are modeled as Poisson-firing units. This
latter is a more realistic approach.
4.3.1 The abstract model
Instead of the detailed, bottom-up model for the recurrent cortical network in V1, here we use a sim-
plified abstract framework. The simplification was necessary for two reasons. First, the estimation
of information transfer requires to obtain a large amount of input/output samples that is computa-
tionally demanding and cannot be easily produced by a detailed numerical model. Second, it was
necessary to formalize the visual cortical mapping such that the strength of the recurrent competition
can be related to some simple parameters in the model. It follows, that we need a mapping function
that accounts well for the function of the recurrent network of an orientation hypercolumn in V1, it is
easy to compute and it has a parameter that clearly determines the level of the recurrent competition.
Switching this competition parameter from low towards high values provides the transition from the
purely feed-forward to the recurrent processing of the feed-forward input.
The cortical activity y as a function of the input x is modeled here as
y

t * g

x  t x n

g

x  t # t 	.u

t ] n

u

t # t i (4.4)
where the mapping g : X  Y is deterministic and n

u

t G t  is an additive or multiplicative noise
process. The static input x represents the feature intensities and it is interpreted here as the feed-
forward input to cortical neurons in orientation space, thus xi is the intensity at orientation i. The
mapping g

x  t  refers to the transformation of the feed-forward input x by the recurrent network,
u  g

x  t  is the expectation value for the neural activity and n

u

t G t  is the inherent noise on the
cortical neurons’ activity. The input-output mapping and the noise are functions of time t with t  0
at the stimulus onset.
We model the input-output mapping by the “soft-max function”
gi  x  t * µ  t 
exp

β

t  xi 
∑i exp  β  t  xi   (4.5)
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Cortical units with different preferred orientations but with overlapping receptive fields are indexed
by i. The expected spike count in the entire network is µ

t  . The β parameter can be interpreted as the
level of recurrent competition. As β  0 the network operates in a more linear mode, while a highly
nonlinear winner-takes-all mode arises if β  ∞. In all cases the average activity in the network is
constrained that has been suggested to minimize metabolic costs (Baddeley, 1996). Furthermore, it
has been already argued that the recurrent network with orientation specific connections implements
competition between the feature detectors via a divisive operation (e.g., Carandini, Heeger and
Movshon, 1997; Lee et al., 1999). Thus the soft-max function fits to our initial requirements.
For the sake of simplicity here we assume that the neural code is the spike count in the increas-
ing time intervals after stimulus onset. Note, however, that our results rely purely on the fact, that
noise on the neural code decreases as the time window for encoding increases because more spikes
are available for representation. This is true for any neural code that is formed by spike patterns in
increasing time windows, only the time course of the noise depends on the particular alphabet that
is formed by the spike patterns.
We investigate two noise models. First, the output u is interpreted as the firing rate that sums
up to µ

t * 1 independent of the time after stimulus onset. In that case n

u

t G t * n

t  represents
the noise on the rate estimation and it is assumed to be Gaussian with a standard deviation of σ

t  .
As the time window with a width of t for representation increases, σ

t  decreases by a factor that
is proportional to the square root of t because the estimate for the spike count can be based on
more samples. Second, a more realistic model is studied. The cortical spiking is assumed to follow
Poisson statistics with a mean of gi  x  t  . The non-stationarity of the noise arises from the fact that
the mean of the summed spike count µ

t  in the entire network increases with time proportionally to
the instantaneous firing rate.
To estimate the information transfer, we need to define a model for the input distribution. If the
visual processing is adapted to process optimally our visual world, we need to define a realistic model
for the stimulus distribution in order to reach proper conclusions. Edges are shown to be largely
independent components of the natural scenes (Olshausen and Field, 1996; Bell and Sejnowski,
1997). The input to the orientation selective visual cortical cells depends on the orientation of the
edge in the receptive field. It follows, that a factorizing distribution is a realistic model for the input.
The prior distribution of the different orientation intensities is assumed to be
p

x *
1
Z
Πi exp 
 xαi
ξ  for x   0  (4.6)
where the exponent α determines the sparsity of the probability density function, Z is a normalizing
constant and ξ determines the variance. For different α values, the variance is kept constant by
the proper choice of ξ. If α  2, the input density is the positive half of a multivariate Gaussian
distribution. With α  2 the signal distribution becomes sub-Gaussian and with α ¡ 2 it becomes
super-Gaussian (sparse). An experimental study indicates that edges in natural scenes form a sparse
distribution (Ruderman, 1994), therefore the our stimulus distribution model with α ¡ 2 mimics the
best the real world situation.
The input distribution together with the cortical mapping and the noise model constitutes the
framework to model cortical mapping and estimate information transfer. In the following we present
calculations for a cortical mapping model, where the both, the input and output spaces are three-
dimensional (D  3). (Note that the complexity of the mutual information estimation increases
exponentially with the number of dimensions.)
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Figure 4.5: Estimation of the optimal competition parameter β if the input and the output space are
three-dimensional. The output units fire according to a Poisson process with a mean spike count
of 7. For this particular example the stimulus distribution is sparse α  0  5. Top row: The two-
dimensional projection of the three-dimensional input and output distribution. The output distribu-
tion is illustrated here only for the optimal competition level: β  11  2. The dimensions refer to
different features/feature detectors. Each dot in the input distribution represents an input with given
feature intensities. The input can interpreted as the feed-forward representation of a part of an image
that falls into the cortical neurons’ receptive fields. The spike count of the output neurons (different
feature detectors) is also represented by a dot that falls into a little square that is centered at the
observed spike count. (Note that the dots are jittered around each spike count coordinate only for
demonstration reasons.) Bottom row: The mutual information (I  X  Y r H Y ¢ H Y £X  ); the out-
put entropy H Y  (dotted line) and the conditional uncertainty H Y £X  (solid line); the competition
parameter β as a function of learning steps. Note that the β does not saturate as a function of the
learning step because we increase the learning rate on β exponentially. This speeds up the conver-
gence of the mutual information. The incorporation of this improvement into our learning algorithm
was motivated by our preliminary calculations that showed long flat plateau of mutual information
as a function of β. The learning procedure is described in detail in appendix B.
4.3.2 Optimizing the recurrent competition dynamics
We approximate the optimal transfer function dynamics as follows: (i) We consider only a function
family the soft-max function that accounts well for cortical mapping and parametrized by a single
competition parameter β. The dynamics of β is estimated here. (ii) We assume that the spike count
in increasing time windows after stimulus onset forms the neural code. (iii) For each noise level
n

u

t # t # t ¤¥ 0  ∆T  we estimate the optimal competition βt as if the input-output mapping was
static in the  0  t  interval. βt gives only an approximation for the optimal competition dynamics β  t  .
An additive Gaussian noise on the estimated firing rate and a Poisson firing process are considered.
For the Gaussian noise the variance of the estimated firing rate decreases with time. For the Poisson
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Figure 4.6: Information transfer if the output noise is additive Gaussian. (a) The optimal competition
parameter β as a function of the standard deviation of the additive Gaussian noise for different
stimulus distributions. Small α parameter means sparse (super-Gaussian) input prior. The x-axis can
be identified also with time because of the inverse relationship between the standard deviation of the
spike count and the length of the time period since the stimulus onset. (b) The information transfer
as a function of the standard deviation of the additive Gaussian noise. This could be also interpreted
as the cumulative mutual information as a function of time after stimulus onset. The information
transfer is independent of the sparsity parameter α because the signal distributions have the same
variance. (c) The information transfer as a function of the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise
for optimal dynamic (solid line), static small (dotted line) and static large (dashed line) competition.
The sparsity parameter is α  0  5. If the competition is static high, then after an early fast rise,
the information transfer saturates because the network is not able to represent multiple features. If
the competition is static low, the cumulative mutual information reaches its maximal value only
slowly. The ratios between the optimal and static setups (d) reveal that the dynamic modulation
of the competition results in a maximum 20% increase in the information transfer. Note that these
results for Gaussian noise are very similar to results achieved for Poisson spiking Fig. 4.7.
spiking model, the mean spike count in the entire network increases with time. In both cases the
signal-to-noise ratio increases.
The estimation procedure of the optimal competition is described in detail in appendix B.
Here we describe the course of our learning algorithm for the Poisson spiking case. Figure 4.5
shows the stochastic estimation of the optimal β for a sparse a priori stimulus distribution (α  0  5)
and for a time interval where the mean spike count µ is 7. The two-dimensional projections of
the input- and output-distributions are shown in the top row of the figure. Each dot in the input
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distribution represents an input pattern that is represented as intensity values along the different
feature dimensions. In the context of early visual processing the input can be interpreted as the feed-
forward representation of the part of an image, that falls into the cortical neurons’ receptive fields.
The spike count of the output neurons (different feature detectors) is also represented by a dot that
falls into a little square that is centered at the observed spike count. (Note that the dots are jittered
around each spike count coordinate only for demonstration reasons.)
In the bottom row, the first graph shows the mutual information (I  X  Y ¦ H Y ¢ H Y £X  ) as
a function of the learning step. With the first steps the mutual information grows fast and then it
saturates early. The estimation of β is stopped if the mutual information is converged. Note that
the β does not saturate as a function of the learning step because we increase the learning rate on
β exponentially. This speeds up the convergence of the mutual information. The incorporation of
this improvement into our learning algorithm was motivated by our preliminary calculations that
showed long flat plateau of mutual information as a function of β. The output entropy H Y  and the
conditional uncertainty of the output H Y £X  are plotted as a function of learning step in the middle
graph in the row. Plotting the two components of the mutual information separately shows that with
increasing competition (increasing β) the conditional uncertainty decreases faster then the output
entropy. This explains why does the mutual information increase with recurrent competition in the
case of Poisson spiking.
4.3.3 Information transfer in time—Results
Figure 4.6a shows the optimal competition parameter β as a function of the standard deviation of the
additive Gaussian noise for different input distributions. The input distribution is parameterized by
the sparsity parameter α (Eq. 4.6). The standard deviation is inversely related to time, therefore the
x-axis can be also interpreted as the time axis. The calculations show that high additive noise requires
strong competition between the feature detectors, while low competition is optimal if small noise is
present. In the early phase of processing the noise on the neural code is high because only a few
spikes are available for representation. Our calculations show that in this initial phase high recurrent
competition is optimal with respect of information transfer. In the later phase of processing more
spikes are available for the representation if the readout mechanism can integrate its input sufficiently
long. It follows that the signal-to-noise ratio increases. Our calculations show that in this case, i.e.
in the later phase of processing, low recurrent competition is optimal. If the recurrent competition
is modulated dynamically, then mutual information is increased by 20% compared to what can be
archived by static low or static high competition (Fig. 4.6c,d).
The calculations also revealed that at a sparser stimulus distribution higher competition is bet-
ter. Intuitively, sparse distribution means that it is unlikely that two features are simultaneously
present. Therefore the optimal representation strategy is to assign all the resources to a single neuron
which represents the most salient feature. If the noise is additive or Poisson, this strategy increases
the SNR of the neuron’s response. Assigning all the resources (all spikes that are available due to
metabolic or neurophysiological constraints) to very few neurons results in a highly transient re-
sponse (cf. Figs. 4.3, 4.4). In the view of our information theoretical results one can interpret this
early transient rise of activity as a mechanism to “counteract” the low SNR that is a consequence of
the short available time for the representation. In the later phase of neural representation more time
and therefore more resources are available for representation. In this later phase the activity can be
distributed among the different feature detectors. Competition turns to be cooperation.
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Figure 4.7: Information transfer if the output noise is multiplicative with a Poisson spiking statistics.
(a) The optimal competition parameter β as a function of the expected spike count for different
stimulus distributions. Small α parameter means sparse (super-Gaussian) input prior. The x-axis can
be identified also with time because assuming a constant overall network firing rate, the expected
spike count is proportional to time. (b) The information transfer as a function of the expected
spike count of the Poisson spiking units. This could be also interpreted as the cumulative mutual
information as a function of time after stimulus onset. Note that our constraint on the variance of
the signal distribution cannot ensure entirely that the mutual information remains independent of the
sparsity parameter α. This is different here compared to our results for the case of Gaussian noise.
(c) The information transfer as a function of the expected spike count of the Poisson spiking units
for optimal dynamic (solid line), static small (dotted line) and static large (dashed line) competition.
The sparsity parameter α  0  5. If the competition is static high, then after an early fast rise, the
information transfer saturates because the network is not able to represent multiple features. If
the competition is static low, the cumulative mutual information reaches its maximal value slowly.
The ratios between the optimal and static setups (d) reveal that the dynamic modulation of the
competition results in a maximal 50% increase in the information transfer. Note that these results
for Poisson spiking units are very similar to results achieved for additive Gaussian noise Fig. 4.6.
Similar results are obtained for the more realistic Poisson spiking model (Fig. 4.7). The opti-
mal recurrent competition decreases with the expected spike count or equivalently with time. Our
results are in accordance with previous theoretical results obtained for the limit cases of the ex-
pected spike counts (Brunel and Nadal, 1997). The dynamically modulated competition leads to a
50% improvement if compared to static low, or high competition (Fig. 4.7d, dotted and dashed lines
respectively).
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In the Poisson spiking model output entropy and the conditional uncertainty are monotonic
decreasing functions of the recurrent competition parameter β (cf. Fig. 4.5). The mutual information
increases because the conditional uncertainty decreases faster with increasing competition than the
output entropy does. This is different for the Gaussian noise model, where the output entropy as
a function of recurrent competition has a maximum at finite β and the conditional uncertainty is
independent of the competition because of the additive nature of the noise. An intuitive explanation
can be given for the different behaviors of the output entropies in the two noise models. For the
Poisson spiking process high competition leads to an output distribution that is constrained onto
the different axes that span the output space. In other words the distribution becomes effectively
one-dimensional and therefore its volume and its entropy decreases towards zero. (Note that at high
competition all neurons except one are inactive and their spike count has a zero variance assuming
Poisson firing statistics.) The collapse of the output distribution to lines is a consequence of the
multiplicative nature of the Poisson noise and it is not true if the noise is additive Gaussian. For
the Gaussian noise model, increased competition distributes the centers of the Gaussian blobs that
represent the mean firing rate of the single units. This increases the output entropy.
This theoretical study has important implications about the response dynamics and the dynam-
ics of the SNR at visual cortical neurons. These predictions motivated by information theory are very
similar to what have been obtained with the detailed computational study presented in section 4.2.
Unfortunately there are hardly any experimental studies available which explore neural response dy-
namics and the time course of SNR in a free-viewing scenario or with flashed stimulus. Our results
should be considered as model predictions that call for further experimental tests. For both noise
models high competition in the initial phase of response leads to sharp onset transient. The neuron
that represents the salient feature in the receptive field is very active, while other units are silent. In
the later phase of the response, the activity is more distributed among units and may become lower
to keep the energy consumption of the network constant over time. The transient increase in the
early phase of cortical response is explained here by the objective to maximize information transfer.
In the early phase, when only a few spikes can represent the input signal, high competition among
the units maximizes the SNR. As the time window for representation increases, the activity becomes
more distributed among the units: in the larger time window more spikes are available, therefore
the network is capable to efficiently represent more complex input patterns. As a consequence of
this strategy, the SNR—calculated for fixed length short sliding window—decreases with time af-
ter stimulus onset.3 This is in full accordance with recent experimental observations obtained for
primate visual cortical neurons (Heller et al., 1995; Wiener et al., 1999).
4.4 Discussion
In the present contribution we studied a yet unexplored aspect of short-term dynamics of synaptic
strength and neural activity. We proposed that the neural processing strategy adapts to the internal
variations of the nervous system itself: dynamic neural code emerges. We focused on the adaptation
of visual cortical neurons to the non-stationary output noise on the time scale of a fixation period.
Note that dynamic modulation of the neural code can be motivated by more complex, cognitive
function related internal changes in the nervous system, for instance by modulations in attentive
states.
3Note the difference between the SNR calculated for fixed length time windows and increasing time windows beginning
with the stimulus onset.
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β=200.0; Time ≈ 0−10 ms β=100.0; Time ≈ 10−20 ms
β=20.0; Time ≈ 20−100 ms β=1.0; Time ≈ 100−200 ms
Original
Figure 4.8: This is how we imagine neural representation of and image in V1. This schematic il-
lustration shows four snapshots of the cortical representation at different moments within a fixation
period. The original image is filtered with elongated, simple cell like receptive field profiles with dif-
ferent elongation orientations. The filtered image at a certain orientation represents the feed-forward
input to an orientation selective simple cell in V1. The input to units with all orientations at neigh-
boring positions is mapped by a soft-max function with a time dependent competition parameter β
that is indicated at each image. The result can be interpreted as the neural output. The neural activity
is then back-projected to the neurons’ receptive field profiles. The result of this back-projection is
shown in the figures.
4.4.1 Model conclusions
Making the assumption that the entire neural activity pattern after stimulus onset carries the in-
formation about the stimulus, we suggested that the SNR of the neural code decreases on a short
time scale. In the initial period of response after stimulus onset, only a few spikes are available for
encoding because the dynamic range of the neural activity is limited. As the time window for repre-
sentation becomes wider, more and more spikes can “describe” the input in a more precise manner.
We have demonstrated that given this time course of the noise on the neural representation, maximal
information transfer in any time window after stimulus onset can be achieved if the competition be-
tween feature detectors is initially high and then decreases with time. Intuitively this means that the
network first extracts the salient and typical features, which carry the most information on average
about the input. Details are processed in the second phase. Obtaining maximal information about
the stimulus in any period could be essential for survival because it allows for fast reaction times.
Therefore it is not unlikely that it is developed evolutionary. Similar processing strategy in primate
temporal visual cortex has been demonstrated experimentally recently (Sugase et al., 1999).
The general question of maximizing information transfer in time if the noise on the output
units is non-stationary was studied here in the context of orientation selectivity in the primary visual
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cortex. We have set up a computational model for a cortical hypercolumn. In the model simple
cells are connected recurrently with orientation specific, fast adapting excitatory and non-specific,
static inhibitory connections. Due to the fast synaptic depression at the lateral excitatory connections
the initially strong recurrent competition decreases. In our recent study we propose spike frequency
adaptation of regular spiking neurons as an alternative mechanism that could implement this dynamic
coding strategy (Schwabe et al., 2000). Our theoretical results show, that decreasing the recurrent
cortical competition after stimulus onset follows naturally from the requirement that the mutual in-
formation between stimuli and representations is maximal for any time interval beginning with stim-
ulus onset. Furthermore, the dynamic recurrent network obtains both contrast invariant sharpening
of the feed-forward input and the faithful representation of multiple features. The dynamic recurrent
amplifier model forms a compromise between the “feed-forward” and the “recurrent” hypotheses
for orientation selectivity and may resolve contradictory experimental results regarding the role of
recurrent cortical processing in the generation of orientation selective response. Sharp contrast in-
variant orientation tuning is generated in the initial phase of cortical response when the recurrent
connections are strong enough. In that phase the salient feature is signaled in a winner-takes-all
fashion. Finer details are signaled reliably in the second phase cortical response.
The predicted time course of the visual cortical representation of an image is depicted in Fig.
4.8. These schematic calculations demonstrate that attenuation of the competition between edge
detectors obtains a hierarchical extraction of features on different levels of complexity. The hier-
archical levels are distributed in time. First the salient features, the “keywords” of the image are
extracted. Details are processed only in the later phase. Similar strategy could be employed in ar-
tificial communication systems where a signal has to be transmitted online through a channel with
limited capacity.
4.4.2 Model assumptions
The key assumption in the current study is that the entire activity pattern within a period that is
longer than the average inter-spike-interval constitutes the neural code about a stimulus. To justify
this assumption, new experiments have to be designed to explore the read-out mechanisms in the
cortical information channels. Given the constraints on the maximal firing rate and the imprecision
of spike timing, here we proposed a relatively complex dynamic code. The exploration of possible
read-out processes was out of the scope of the current study. On the one hand, the here derived
dynamic code is optimal in the sense of information transfer and therefore potentially allows for the
most efficient readout. On the other hand, neurophysiological constraints at the read-out mechanism
could make suboptimal encoding easier to access.
Another important aspect of our investigation is that we considered a “free-viewing” scenario
with “saccading eye movements” modeled as a series of visual stimuli that are flashed onto the retina
for the duration of a “fixation period”(200  300 ms). We made the assumption that the stimuli and
the feed-forward input to the primary visual cortex are static in order to be able to present a clear-cut
model for the short term cortical dynamics that is only due to the time course of the output noise.
Inclusion of dynamic stimuli and the phasic transient input that arrives from the geniculate X-cells
could be a focus of some future studies.
We showed that optimal information transfer is obtained if the recurrent competition is strong
in the beginning of a fixation period and then it is attenuated. Fast synaptic depression due to the
depletion of synaptic resources could be a neurophysiological mechanism to implement this cod-
ing strategy. In other words, strong recurrent competition arises because initially larger amount of
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synaptic transmitter is available. Towards the end of a fixation period the synaptic resources are
used up and therefore the recurrent competition attenuates. It follows however, that the synapses of
previously active neurons have to recover very fast during a saccade to ensure strong competition in
the beginning of the next fixation period. However, this is unrealistic because the time constant for
transmitter recovery is in the range of a few hundred milliseconds (Abbott et al., 1997; Tsodyks and
Markram, 1997). This paradox can be easily resolved if we consider that the edges with different ori-
entations form a sparse distributed representation of natural scenes (Field, 1994; Ruderman, 1994).
This means that it is relatively unlikely that neurons receive strong feed-forward input in subsequent
fixation periods and neurons that have been previously silent can obtain an efficient strong com-
petition. Furthermore, experimental studies reveal that the saccade and the flashed stimulus elicited
neural responses in V1 are very different (Leopold and Logothetis, 1998). This observation allows to
speculate that there are “reset” mechanisms present that are controlled over motor feed-back initiated
by a saccading eye-movement.
4.4.3 Model predictions
The model has important predictions about the fast neuronal activity dynamics in V1 and about the
dynamics of perception of flashed static stimuli. Our simulations suggest that the visual cortical
signaling of a low intensity edge is delayed if it is masked by a second higher intensity edge. Further
simulations (Schwabe, 1999) showed that the delay scales with the intensity difference between the
two edges. Averaging over the entire activity course within a fixation period, we also found that in
accordance with the experimental results (Hata et al., 1988; Bonds, 1989; DeAngelis et al., 1992)
masking suppresses the activity strength. To sum up, our model predicts that a masking stimulus
modulates both the strength and the dynamics of the cortical response. This prediction could be di-
rectly tested by measuring single cell activity extracellularly in the primary visual cortex for flashed
bar and cross shaped stimulus. Psychophysical investigations could also test for our model hypoth-
esis. Our model predicts that if a mixture of static features is flashed for a short interval, then only
the salient is perceived even though the weaker feature presented alone is perceived correctly within
that period. Our results also suggest that long-range integration arriving from outside the “classical
receptive” field happens in the second phase of processing similar to the signalling if weak intensity
details within the classical receptive field.
The model has important predictions with respect to the fast dynamics of information trans-
fer in visual cortical neurons. Mutual information is the most general qualitative measure of the
“quality” of representation. However, it is hard to estimate if only a limited number measurements
are available. An approximative view about information transfer can be gained, e.g., by considering
only the signal-to-noise ratio. We suggest that a transient rise of activity emerges in the initial phase
of cortical processing because of the high competition between cortical cells. As a consequence
the mutual information rises fast and the SNR is high. In the second phase, the competition be-
tween feature detectors decreases, the network represents the unusual and small details if they are
present. Representing complex mixtures of different features requires the distribution of activity.
This leads to a decrease in the SNR if it is measured for the activity within a fixed width sliding
time window. This is in accordance with a current experimental observation (Wiener et al., 1999).
Note that the SNR and the cumulative mutual information between input and output increases if the
cortical activity for a time window with increasing length is taken into account (see Figs. 4.6, 4.7).
The simulations show that a fast rise is followed by a slow saturation that has been also observed
experimentally (Heller et al., 1995).
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Chapter 5
Contrast adaptation and infomax in
visual cortical neurons
Abstract
In the primary visual cortex (V1) the contrast response function of many neurons saturates at high
contrast and adapts depending on the visual stimulus. We propose that both effects—contrast satu-
ration and adaptation—can be explained by a fast and a slow component in the synaptic dynamics.
In our model the saturation is an effect of fast synaptic depression with a recovery time constant of
about 200 msec. Fast synaptic depression leads to a contrast response function with a high gain for
only a limited range of contrast values. Furthermore, we propose that slow adaptation of the trans-
mitter release probability at the geniculo-cortical synapses is the underlying neural mechanism that
accounts for contrast adaptation on a time scale of about 7sec. For the functional role of contrast
adaptation we make the hypothesis that it serves to achieve the best visual cortical representation
of the geniculate input. This representation should maximize the mutual information between the
cortical activity and the geniculo-cortical input by increasing the release probability in a low con-
trast environment. We derive an adaptation rule for the transmitter release probability based on this
infomax principle. We show that changes in the transmitter release probability may compensate for
changes in the variance of the geniculate inputs—an essential requirement for contrast adaptation.
Also, we suggest that increasing the release probability in a low contrast environment is beneficial
for signal extraction, because neurons remain sensitive only to an increase in the presynaptic activ-
ity if it is synchronous and, therefore, likely to be stimulus related. Our hypotheses are tested in
numerical simulations of a network of integrate-and-fire neurons for one column of V1 using fast
synaptic depression and slow synaptic adaptation. The simulations show that changing the synaptic
release probability of the geniculo-cortical synapses is a better model for contrast adaptation than the
adaptation of the synaptic weights: only in the case of changing the transmitter release probability
our model reproduces the experimental finding that the average membrane potential (DC compo-
nent) adapts much stronger than the stimulus modulated component (F1 component). In the case of
changing synaptic weights, however, the average membrane potential (DC) as well as the stimulus
modulated component (F1 component) would adapt. Furthermore, changing the release probability
at the recurrent cortical synapses cannot account for contrast adaptation, but could be responsible
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for establishing oscillatory activity often observed in recordings from visual cortical cells1.
5.1 Introduction
The contrast response function of simple cells in the primary visual cortex (V1) saturates at high
stimulus contrast and neurons show a high gain at a limited range of contrast only. The contrast
response function of most neurons in V1 adapts to slow changes in the visual environment by shifting
the part of the contrast response function with the highest gain towards the most typical contrast
level presented in the preceding few seconds. The contrast response function shifts towards higher
contrast values following a prolonged presentation of high contrast preferred stimuli. It shifts to
the opposite direction if the preceding stimuli had low contrast for several seconds. This adaptation
makes it possible to efficiently map the widely changing input signals to an output with a limited
dynamic range. Contrast adaptation is essentially a cortical phenomenon. Lateral geniculate cells
that provide the main feed-forward input to V1 partially (Shou et al., 1996) or do not adapt to contrast
in cat (Ohzawa et al., 1985; Bonds, 1991; Ahmed et al., 1997) and monkey (Sclar et al., 1989).
During the last decade several ideas emerged to explain contrast adaptation, but none of them
was fully consistent with the experimental data. On the one hand, a group of studies suggests that
plasticity of excitatory synaptic efficacy or weights2 is responsible for contrast adaptation (Barlow
and Fo¨ldia´k, 1989; Todorov, Siapas, Somers and Nelson, 1997; Chance et al., 1998). On the other
hand, the dynamical properties of the cellular response change after contrast adaptation and modula-
tion of synaptic weights cannot account for these effects. To resolve the abovementioned contradic-
tions, we propose the new hypothesis that contrast adaptation is the result of changing the dynamic
properties of the synapses. In particular, we suggest that the slow modulation of the transmitter re-
lease probability plays a key role. Furthermore, we suggest that the transmitter release probability
changes in order to maximize the mutual information between the geniculate input and the cortical
output, that is, according to the infomax principle.
Let us first review the experimental results in detail. One possible mechanism for contrast
adaptation is the intracellular adaptation of neurons. However, fatigue of cortical cells is unlikely to
be the origin of contrast adaptation, because adaptation is not effected by altering the firing rate of a
neuron (DeBruyn and Bonds, 1986; Vidyasagar, 1990). Recurrent inhibition is not likely to be a key
factor in contrast adaptation either, because no significant alterations in membrane conductance are
found after contrast adaptation or with increasing stimulus contrast (Carandini and Ferster, 1997)3.
This indicates that shunting (divisive) inhibition does not play an important role in cortical gain
control and thus in contrast adaptation. Carandini and Ferster (1997) concluded that a decrease in
tonic excitation rather than an increase in inhibition accounts for contrast adaptation. This view
concurs with other experimental results showing that local inactivation of GABAergic inhibitory
synapses has no effect on contrast adaptation (DeBruyn and Bonds, 1986; Vidyasagar, 1990; McLean
and Palmer, 1996), whereas blocking glutamate (excitatory) autoreceptors that mediate synaptic
depression decreases the degree of adaptation (McLean and Palmer, 1996). Furthermore, adaptation
1This chapter is based on (Stetter et al., 1998; Adorja´n and Obermayer, 1999; Adorja´n, Piepenbrock and Obermayer, 1999)
2Throughout this paper by the term “synaptic weight” or “synaptic strength” we mean every synaptic parameter that scales
only the amplitude of the postsynaptic current. This could be, the quantal size, the absolute amount of released vesicles or
the maximal postsynaptic conductance. We distinguish these physiological parameters from those that modify the synaptic
behavior in a more complex manner like the transmitter release probability.
3The issue of lateral inhibition is still controversial. Recent data (Borg-Graham et al., 1998) show large stimulus evoked
changes in the input conductance and suggest that conductance changes may have been underestimated in the past.
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depends on the stimulus pattern: it is strongest if the adapting and the testing stimuli are the same
(Movshon and Lennie, 1979; Saul and Cynader, 1989a; Saul and Cynader, 1989b; Carandini, Barlow,
O’Keefe, Poirson and Movshon, 1997; Carandini et al., 1998). These observations strongly indicate
that plasticity of excitatory synapses, rather than the inhibitory synapses, plays a key role in contrast
adaptation.
Following this idea, several modeling studies proposed adaptation of the excitatory synaptic
weights for contrast adaptation. Recently, short term synaptic depression was suggested (Todorov,
Siapas, Somers and Nelson, 1997), although the time constant for synaptic depression (200-800 msec)
(Tsodyks and Markram, 1997; Abbott et al., 1997) is one magnitude smaller than the time constant
for contrast adaptation (5-10 s) (Ohzawa et al., 1985). However, changing the synaptic efficacy
on a longer time scale (Chance et al., 1998) cannot account fully for contrast adaptation either.
Surprisingly, the dynamics of the neural response change with contrast adaptation. Two puzzling
phenomena have been reported. First, the response delay increases after high contrast adaptation
(Saul, 1995). Second, the average membrane potential (DC component) adapts stronger to con-
trast than the stimulus driven modulation of the membrane potential (F1 component) (Carandini and
Ferster, 1997). Adaptation by changing the synaptic weights (Todorov, Siapas, Somers and Nel-
son, 1997; Chance et al., 1998) cannot explain these effects.
In summary,

i  contrast adaptation is more likely to be due to a decrease in tonic excitation
than an increase in recurrent inhibition and

ii  contrast adaptation seems to involve activity depen-
dent synaptic plasticity that

iii  changes the dynamical properties of synaptic transmission rather
than the synaptic strength. The dynamic properties of the synaptic transmission depend strongly on
the transmitter release probability and therefore it could be the synaptic property that is modulated
during contrast adaptation. Furthermore, a series of in vitro experiments demonstrated that presy-
naptic modulation of the transmitter release is a very likely mechanism for adaptation in cortical
cells (Finlayson and Cynader, 1995). These considerations motivated us to explore the hypothe-
sis that changing the transmitter release probability of the excitatory synapses accounts for contrast
adaptation.
The second hypothesis of this paper is that the response of cortical neurons should maximize
the information throughput from the retina to the primary visual cortex. This assumption is moti-
vated by the experimentally observed nature of contrast adaptation. On the time scale of τ § 7sec
cortical neurons adapt to the slowly changing average contrast of the visual environment by shifting
the sensitive regime of their transfer function to the input values with the highest probability density.
Maximizing the mutual information (Shannon and Weaver, 1949) between input and output makes
optimal use of the limited encoding bandwidth in a similar way. Contrast adaptation eliminates the
dependence of the cortical activity on the global contrast level that soon after a change represents
redundant information. This increases the neuronal sensitivity to the local contrast fluctuations with
the most likely amplitude or, in other words, to the image pattern that carries the important informa-
tion. Light adaptation is likely to serve a similar goal by making the activity of the retinal ganglion
cells independent of the mean luminance (Shapley and Enroth-Cugell, 1984). The early visual sys-
tem adapts to the first (mean luminance) and to the second order (global contrast) statistics of the
actual visual environment in a two stage process keeping the information mostly about the higher
order statistics (image pattern).
We derive the adaptation rule for the transmitter release probability from the infomax principle:
it maximizes the information content of the cortical activity about its input and therefore reduces the
redundancy in the neural activity. Note again that this is a sensible goal only if the coding capacity of
the cortical units is limited, that is, their output is noisy and its intensity range is constrained. Clearly,
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an ideal noiseless neuron could encode an infinite amount of information independent of its transfer
function. In contrast, a noisy neuron without adapting to the most typical contrast level would
redundantly respond with similar, hardly distinguishable firing rates to most of the visual stimuli.
Cortical representation is improved by matching the high gain part of the transfer function to the most
likely input signals. This principle of matching the neuronal transfer function to the distribution of
signals was first explored experimentally by Laughlin (1981). The principle of removing redundancy
present in the natural visual signals in order to obtain an efficient neural representation in the early
visual system was investigated by several studies before (Barlow, 1961; Barlow and Fo¨ldia´k, 1989;
Linsker, 1989; Atick and Redlich, 1990).
In section 5.2 we set up a computational model for a small segment (one orientation column)
of V1 with cortical simple cells represented by integrate-and-fire units with fast depressing synapses
(Abbott et al., 1997; Tsodyks and Markram, 1997). In section 5.3.1 we derive an adaptation rule for
the transmitter release probability of the geniculo-cortical synapses. The adaptation rule is based on
an infomax principle to maximize the mutual information between the geniculate input and the cor-
tical output activity. Furthermore in section 5.3.2, by discussing an analytical approximation for the
synaptic current, we show that an increase in the transmitter release probability reduces the temporal
window for input summation and makes a neuron sensitive only to a synchronized increase in the
presynaptic firing rates. As synchronous changes in the geniculate activity are likely to be stimulus
related, this is advantageous for extracting signals in a low contrast environment. This theoretical
result also demonstrates that a change of the release probability is a better adaptation model than a
change of the synaptic weight. In section 5.4 we present numerical simulations incorporating both
fast synaptic depression and contrast adaptation by changing the transmitter release probability. The
computational results are compared with the available experimental observations. A preliminary
short report on our results has been published elsewhere (Adorja´n and Obermayer, 1999).
5.2 Model setup
5.2.1 The neural network
The model has one layer that corresponds to a cortical orientation-column with strong local recurrent
connectivity (Fig. 5.1). In the model all 30 leaky-integrator excitatory units are recurrently connected
with each other. Model neurons represent simple cells in the thalamic recipient zone of V1. The
geniculate input to cortical units is described by time modulated independent Poisson spike trains
arriving at each synapse. The time modulation of the firing rates reflects the changes of the visual
stimulus at a single point in the visual field. In order to investigate the hypothesis that adaptation of
the excitatory synapses alone can account for the saturation of the contrast response function and for
contrast adaptation, recurrent inhibition is not included in the model. In the following we describe
our model in detail.
5.2.2 Single cell and synaptic model
The model network consists of leaky integrate-and-fire neurons. Between spikes, a neuron’s mem-
brane potential increases due to its integrated excitatory synaptic input and decreases due to leakage
Cm
∂Vi

t 
∂t  Ileak  Isyn  gleak  Erest  Vi  t ] ∑j gi j  t   Esyn  Vi  t ﬀ (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: The model architecture.
where Cm  0  5nF is the membrane capacitance, gleak  31nS is the membrane leakage conductance,
Erest | 65mV is the membrane resting potential, and Esyn ¨ 5mV is the excitatory synaptic
reversal potential. When the membrane potential reaches the firing threshold of  55mV, the neuron
emits a spike and the membrane potential Vi  t  is reset to 1mV below the resting potential after an
absolute refractory period of 2 msec. The effect of a spike from neuron j on target cell i is modeled
by the alpha-function: after a presynaptic spike at time tsj the postsynaptic conductance increases
rapidly to its maximal value of gmax © pi j  tsj  © Ri j  tsj  and then decays slower
gi j  t 
gmax
τpeak ª
spikes
ª
∑
s
pi j  tsj  © Ri j  t
s
j  ©# t  t
s
j  © exp « 1 
t  tsj
τpeak ¬
 (5.2)
where gmax  7  8nS is the maximum conductance, τpeak  1ms is the rise-time of the alpha-function,
pi j the transmitter release probability, Ri j is the amount of available synaptic transmitter (synaptic
“resource”, Tsodyks and Markram, 1997), and tsj is the arrival time of spike number s from neuron j.
It is important to note that the maximum amplitude of the synaptic conductance in this model is not a
static property of a synapse, but it is proportional to the amount of synaptic transmitter pi j  tsj  © Ri j  tsj 
released after the spike. The above model parameters correspond to a membrane time constant of
16 msec (McCormick et al., 1985; Stratford et al., 1996) and an average EPSP amplitude of 1 mV
(Stratford et al., 1996) measured in regular-spiking and spiny stellate excitatory neocortical neurons.
Equations 5.1 and 5.2 constitute a basic integrate-and-fire model framework.
Fast synaptic depression is modeled by the dynamics of the synaptic transmitter or “resource”
Ri j  t  . The maximal amount of synaptic transmitter is assumed to be finite at each synapse. As long
as no presynaptic spike arrives, the amount of transmitter recovers exponentially to 1 with a time
constant τrec  200 ms. Upon each arrival of a presynaptic spike the resource is depleted propor-
tionally to the transmitter release probability pi j  t  by an amount of pi j  t  © Ri j  t  . The depletion
occurs on a millisecond time scale (much faster than τrec). The dynamics of the synaptic transmitter
Ri j

t  for the synapse between the presynaptic neuron j and the target neuron i follow the stochastic
differential equation
Ri j  T  ∆  Ri j  T  ­
T ® ∆
T
1  Ri j  t 
τrec
dt ¯­
T ® ∆
T
pi j  t  © Ri j  t  dN  t  (5.3)
where τrec  200 ms (Tsodyks and Markram, 1997) is the recovery time constant and N  t  is a spike
counter that is incremented by one at the arrival of the presynaptic spikes. The solution of this
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stochastic differential equation in the Itoˆ sense between spikes satisfies the deterministic differential
equation
dRi j  t 
dt 
1  Ri j  t 
τrec
 (5.4)
and in the neighborhood of a spike at time ts the solution is
lim
t ° ts
t ± ts
Ri j  t 	  1  p  lim
t ° ts
t ² ts
Ri j  t  (5.5)
This model of fast synaptic depression may be studied for slowly changing presynaptic firing
rates (see equation C.3) and the steady state approximation for the amount of transmitter predicts
that the synaptic transmission saturates for high presynaptic firing rates. Thus, it shows a high gain
only for a limited range of presynaptic firing rates and this range depends on the transmitter release
probability. This property is used in the derivation of the slow adaptation rule for the transmitter
release probability pi j  t  that we propose for contrast adaptation in the next section.
5.3 Slow dynamics and contrast adaptation—theoretical results
5.3.1 Adaptation rule—infomax
We now assume that a cortical neuron adapts to a new image contrast by slowly changing the trans-
mitter release probability at its feed-forward synapses. Here we follow our hypothesis that contrast
adaptation pursues the objective to maximize the information that a cortical neuron’s output conveys
about its geniculate input. In other words, the goal is to maximize the mutual information I O  f 
between a visual cortical neuron’s output firing rate O

f  p  and its geniculate input firing rate f .
Maximizing the mutual information makes optimal use of the limited neuronal bandwidth by mak-
ing each output value equally likely or, in other words, by maximizing the output entropy while
minimizing the uncertainty of the output once the input signal is fixed. In the derivation we assume
that the uncertainty in the neural mapping cannot be reduced and it is additive in nature.
A flat output probability density can be obtained by matching the neural transfer function to
the input densities. This requires an estimation of the input distribution. Image contrast is defined as
the standard deviation of the luminance values normalized by the mean luminance (RMS contrast,
Shapley and Enroth-Cugell (1984)). Light adaptation in the retina makes the retinal input to the
LGN largely invariant of the mean luminance. However, the information about the global image
contrast is preserved. This statistical property of the visual environment is reflected mainly in the
variance of the firing rates4 of the geniculate cells with different receptive field positions. Now let us
consider a sampling of the visual environment in time by fixating at different positions or saccading
around, and again consider the firing rates of a geniculate cell for each of these fixation periods. In
this scenario the global image contrast will be reflected mainly in the variance of the firing rates
over the recent fixation periods. Thus, from a statistical point of view, for a cortical neuron contrast
adaptation is “as easy” as estimating the variance of the presynaptic geniculate firing rates during
the recent fixation periods. A single cortical neuron has to adapt to the image contrast by observing
typical contrast edges in the whole environment. When looking around freely, the eyes saccade 3 to 4
4The firing rate for one fixation period.
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times a second (Viviani, 1990; Stetter et al., 1996). This means that a cortical neuron gets the chance
to sample the local contrast within its receptive field at about 25 image locations within 7sec—a
sufficient number to coarsely adapt to the global image contrast. For the upcoming simulations we
consider the experimental conditions and use grating stimuli with fixed eye position. But note that
the adaptation rule we derive below solves the more general problem of adapting the neural transfer
function to match the distribution of any type of input signals. Thus it is a proper mechanism for
pattern adaptation.
We derive an adaptation rule for the release probability p given the output firing rate O

f  p  of
a neuron in the recurrent network (estimated in equation C.4) as a function of the presynaptic firing
rate f and the release probability p. This adaptation rule is then incorporated into the integrate-and-
fire neural network model and studied by numerical simulations in section 5.4. For fast changing
presynaptic firing rates, we investigate the nature of synaptic transmission in the following section.
The mutual information (Shannon and Weaver, 1949) is defined as the difference between the
entropy H O  of the output and the conditional entropy H O £ f  of the output given the input:
I O

f  p G f ³ H O

f  p ﬃ¢ H O

f  p t£ f 	 (5.6)
This means that a coding is efficient if it has a high variability if all possible inputs are taken into
account, but shows high fidelity once the input is fixed. Maximizing equation 5.6 is equivalent to
maximizing the entropy of the output if the input-output mapping O

f  p  is deterministic or if we
assume only additive noise (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995). Thus our objective is to find the transmitter
release probability p that maximizes
H O

f  p ﬃ³  E ´ lnProb

O

f  p ﬃµ (5.7)
  E ´ ln
Prob

f 
£ ∂O

f  p 

∂ f £ µ (5.8)
 E ´ ln ¶
¶
¶
∂O

f  p 
∂ f ¶¶
¶
µﬀ E · lnProb

f ﬃ¸¹ (5.9)
where E º  denotes the expectation value over all input rates f given some image contrast and Prob

»
is the probability density function of its argument. The second term in equation 5.9, the entropy
of the presynaptic firing rate f is independent of the parameter p. Therefore the entropy of the
cortical output can be maximized by gradient ascent only on the first term of equation 5.9. Note that
this entropy depends on the probability density of the presynaptic firing rate Prob

f  that has to be
estimated in an online manner. An online adaptation rule is obtained by considering random samples
from the presynaptic firing rate distribution (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995). With the approximation
for O

f  p  from equation C.4 this yields a stochastic adaptation rule for the transmitter release
probability
τadapt
∂p
∂t 
∂
∂p ln ¶¶
¶
∂O

f  p 
∂ f ¶¶
¶
  2τrec f R  1p 
τrec

f a  1 
a  τrecp  f a  1   (5.10)
where the time constant τadapt  7sec is adjusted to the measured time constant of contrast adaptation
(Ohzawa et al., 1985) and a  α ® 1f  1f ® Θ with parameters α, Θ that are related to the description
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of the nonlinear summation of subsequent EPSC pulses (see appendix C.2). The first term in the
adaptation rule is proportional to the presynaptic firing rate f and to the available synaptic transmitter
R suggesting a local presynaptically driven non-Hebbian mechanism for adaptation. The amount of
synaptic transmitter R determines the amplitude of the EPSC that potentially could be evoked by a
presynaptic spike. The probability of the transmitter release p decreases if the presynaptic firing rate
and the EPSC that potentially could be evoked are high. The second term ensures that p is always
larger than 0 and in this model setup p also stays always below 1. The third term modulates the
adaptation slightly and increases the release probability p most if the input firing rate is close to
20Hz, that is at low image contrast.
5.3.2 Redistribution of synaptic resources—transients
The cortical neurons show transient responses following fast changes in the presynaptic firing rates
due to the fast depressing synapses. In the previous section we have derived an adaptation rule for
slowly changing inputs. In this section we analyze the contribution of the transients to the total
cortical response by investigating the dynamics of the excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC). We
will show that changes in the transmitter release probability may compensate for changes in the
variance of the geniculate inputs—an essential requirement to make contrast adaptation work. Also,
we suggest that increasing the release probability in a low contrast environment is beneficial for
signal extraction because neurons remain sensitive only to an increase in the presynaptic activity if
it is synchronous and, therefore, likely to be stimulus related. The results presented in this section
could constitute the basis of a more realistic transfer function and an adaptation rule that takes the
transient synaptic current also into account.
To study the effect of transients, we consider a free viewing scenario with fixation periods fol-
lowed by saccades. For the analysis within this framework we use the following assumptions.

i  A
cortical synapse receives an input firing rate f

t  that stays largely constant during a fixation period
and changes suddenly at each saccade.

ii  The fixation periods between two saccades (200 msec to
400 msec (Viviani, 1990; Stetter et al., 1996)) are long enough for the amount of synaptic transmitter
to reach its steady state R∞f .  iii  The duration of a saccade is short compared to the duration of a
fixation period and we neglect it. In summary, the presynaptic firing rate changes as a step function
with saccades and during a fixation period only the amount of available synaptic transmitter changes.
Other factors—the maximal conductance gmax and the transmitter release probability p—that deter-
mine the EPSC stay constant on the time scale of a fixation period. It follows, that to investigate the
dynamics of the EPSC, we need to focus on the dynamics of the available amount of transmitter.
The basis of our investigation is the differential equation that describes the dynamics of the
expected amount of transmitter ¯R

t  —equation C.1, where the expectation is calculated over differ-
ent realizations of a Poisson-process firing with a given rate. We solve equation C.1 for a fixation
period, during which the presynaptic firing rate f new is assumed to be fixed (first assumption for the
saccadic framework). Noting that a fixation period is long enough and the saccade itself is short
(second and third assumptions), it follows that the previous steady state R∞old can serve as the new
initial condition ¯R

t0  and the resource dynamics is a function of the two consecutive afferent firing
rates f old during the previous and f new during the present fixation period:
¯R

f old  f new  t  ¼ R∞old  R∞new ½ exp «i
t  t0
τrecR∞new ¬
 R∞new  (5.11)
This expression has two terms: a transient component that decays with the effective time constant
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Figure 5.2: The postsynaptic current (equation 5.12, normalized) as a function of time at high (top
panel) and low (middle panel) transmitter release probability. The presynaptic firing rate is plotted
on the bottom panel.
of τeff  f new  p  τrecR∞new and a steady state R∞new  1   1  p f newτrec  . For the EPSC we obtain the
approximation
I

f old  f new  t  ∝ gmax f new p ¯R  f old  f new  t  (5.12)
The time evolution of the synaptic current for two different transmitter release probabilities is shown
in figure 5.2. The plot demonstrates that if the presynaptic firing rate changes abruptly, the transient
part of the EPSC dominates the synaptic input. Therefore the transient current determines the neu-
ron’s activity to a large extent. The input-output relationship of a neuron can be well approximated
by considering the mean current in the first short transient phase following the jump or the saccade.
Note that this current depends on the presynaptic firing rate both before and after the saccade.
The steady state component of the current saturates at high presynaptic firing rates. The larger
the release probability is, the more the amplitude of the transient current scales with the relative
jump (

f new  f old 

f old) in the presynaptic firing. With increasing release probability the ampli-
tude of the transient current and the average current grows. At low release probability the synapse
is less sensitive to input transients, while at high release probability an increase in the input activity
rate results in large and sharp transient EPSC. Consequently, in a high contrast environment when
the presynaptic geniculate firing rate makes large jumps between fixation periods, a cell receives
approximately the same transient EPSC as at low contrast when the jumps are smaller in the presy-
naptic firing rate. It follows that changes in the transmitter release probability that compensate for
variances in the input rates could serve as a neural mechanism for contrast adaptation.
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In contrast to the overall synaptic strength gmax, the release probability does not simply scale
the amplitude of the synaptic input. The release probability also determines the effective time con-
stant τeff  f  p  of synaptic transmitter dynamics (equation C.2). This is the essential difference
between these two synaptic parameters. Increasing the release probability increases not only the
peak amplitude of the transient current but it also makes the transmitter dynamics faster (compare
the width of the transient peaks on figure 5.2 top and middle panel). This has two important conse-
quences.
First, at large release probabilities the time window for synaptic summation decreases and
the neuron becomes sensitive only to coherent transients in the presynaptic activity. In this case,
a cortical cell detects synchrony (Senn et al., 1998) among the firing of its presynaptic geniculate
cells. There is good reason to expect that novel information about the outside world is contained in
coherent transients in the converging inputs to a simple cell—induced by saccadic eye movements
or moving objects’ boundaries (c.f. Mechler et al., 1998). We conclude, that a cortical cell can
extract these signal related coherent events more efficiently from the uncorrelated background noise
if the transmitter release probability is high at its feed-forward synapses. This makes a neuron more
sensitive to signals in a low contrast environment where the signal to noise ratio is low.
Second, the release probability determines the different Fourier components of the synaptic
current in a diverse manner. The average current and higher frequency components scale with the
release probability, while lower frequency components stay intact or may even decrease. In section
5.4.4 we explore this phenomenon further in the context of the experimental observation that shows
differential adaptation of the average (DC) and the stimulus modulated (F1) component of the mem-
brane potential (Carandini and Ferster, 1997). Also the fact that the release probability modifies the
effective time constant τeff  f  p  of the transmitter dynamics will give a possible explanation of the
phase retardation after adaptation to high contrast (Saul, 1995).
5.4 Simulations of contrast response and contrast adaptation—
numerical results
We continue with simulations to test the main hypothesis of this paper that slow adaptation of the
transmitter release probability (equation 5.10) can account for contrast adaptation. The network
model is described in section 5.2 and includes dynamic processes on three different time scales.

i  The membrane potential changes fast with a time constant of τm  16ms (equation 5.1).  ii 
Fast synaptic depression due to the depletion of the synaptic transmitter is described by equation
5.3. Its effective time constant τeff  f  p  τrec   τrec f p  1  (equation C.2) lies in the range of 15
to 200 ms depending on the presynaptic firing rate and the release probability.

iii  The adaptation
of the transmitter release probability (equation 5.10) is slow with a time constant of τadapt  7sec
(Ohzawa et al., 1985).
As a first step, we explore the effect of fast synaptic depression at the feed-forward and re-
current connections on the contrast response function in the model. Then, by simulating the slow
adaptation rule for the transmitter release probability, we demonstrate that indeed our model can
explain the available experimental data describing contrast adaptation. The model predicts that slow
adaptation at the geniculo-cortical connections is sufficient to explain contrast adaptation, while
adapting the release probability at recurrent excitatory connections changes the temporal structure
of the cortical activity without significantly altering the contrast response function.
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5.4.1 Simulation protocol, data analysis
In the simulations, the contrast response functions of the model cortical units are determined accord-
ing to the experimental stimulation protocol of Carandini and Ferster (1997). The contrast response
functions are calculated using an initial adaptation period and a subsequent series of interleaved test
and re-adaptation periods. Each adaptation period was long enough that the release probabilities
at the geniculo-cortical synapses converged to their steady state. The model network represents a
small patch (an orientation-column) in the visual cortex and thus the cortical units’ receptive fields
are assumed to be perfectly overlapping. We simulate a drifting sinusoidal grating stimulus by mod-
ulating the firing rate of the geniculate input sinusoidally with identical phase for all cortical units.
Following the original experimental paradigm, the temporal frequency r of the stimulus is 2 Hz. The
geniculate firing is assumed to be a Poisson process with its firing probability pLGN as a function of
time given by
pLGN  t * ∆t © · fMod  sin  2pirt ] m  log100  c  1 ] B ¸
®
 (5.13)
where fMod  50Hz is the maximal modulation amplitude of the firing rate; m  0  2 describes
the small increase of the mean firing rate with increasing contrast; c is the stimulus contrast in
percent; B  20Hz ¾ 5Hz is the background activity drawn randomly for each geniculate spike train
from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 20Hz and a standard deviation 5Hz and kept constant
during the simulation; ∆t  0  2ms is the simulation time step that is small enough to keep the
firing probability smaller than 1. These parameters are determined such that the contrast response
function of the geniculate neurons (Fig. 5.3a) resemble the experimental data (Kaplan et al., 1987).
The Poisson distributed geniculate spike trains are determined for every geniculo-cortical synapse
independently.
To study contrast adaptation in the model, we calculate the contrast response function for dif-
ferent adaptation states. The average cortical response is determined for contrast levels of 1%, 2%,
4%, 8%, 32%, 100% and the resulting data points are connected by lines. Different aspects of the
cortical response as a function of contrast are calculated from the simulated cortical dynamics similar
to the standard experimental methods.

i  The time average of the subthreshold membrane potential
and the firing rate for one stimulus contrast presentation period (DC component);

ii  the stimulus
frequency locked modulation of the subthreshold membrane potential and the firing rate (F1 compo-
nent; the square root of the power at the temporal frequency of the stimulus) and their phase. The F1
component and its phase are calculated by performing a discrete Fourier transformation on the mem-
brane potential and the firing rate as a function of time, where negative phase values mean delayed
responses. The subthreshold membrane potential is calculated by numerically solving equation 5.1
without spikes and without a reset after spikes. The firing rate in time (defined here as the ratio of
the number of firing neurons in a time step of ∆t that is divided by ∆t) is calculated according to the
integrate-and-fire model. All contrast response functions are averages of four independent simula-
tions with different realizations of the same Poisson process for the geniculate firing. In figures 5.4a,
5.5a and 5.7a the time evolution is filtered by a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency at 10 Hz.
5.4.2 The contrast response function
The contrast response function of cortical neurons saturates faster than their geniculate input (Albrecht
and Hamilton, 1982) and the response delay decreases with stimulus contrast (e.g. Carandini, Heeger
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Figure 5.3: (a) The F1 component (top) and the DC component (bottom) of the geniculate input to
the cortical layer. The F1 component of the firing rate increases linearly with log-contrast, the DC
component changes only slightly. (b,c,d) The F1 component (top) of the cortical response and its
phase (bottom) as a function of stimulus contrast. (b) Fast synaptic depression is present neither
at the geniculo-cortical nor at the recurrent synapses. The contrast response function is almost
linear with log contrast, the response phase is constant. (c) Fast synaptic depression is present only
at the recurrent synapses. The contrast response function saturates for high contrast stimuli, but
the response phase stays constant with increasing contrast. (d) Fast synaptic depression is present
only at the geniculo-cortical synapses. The contrast response function saturates, and the response
phase advances with contrast. To avoid runaway excitation and regimes where the response would
saturate because of the refractoriness of neurons, synaptic weights are rescaled at synapses where
fast synaptic depression is omitted. The response phase is calculated relative to the maximal phase
in the presented simulations (Fig. 5.4d).
and Movshon, 1997). Here we investigate whether fast synaptic depression itself can account for
these phenomena.
Figures 5.3b–d show the F1 component (top) of the cortical response in the model and its phase
(bottom) as a function of stimulus contrast. If short term synaptic depression is present neither at the
geniculo-cortical nor at the recurrent synapses (Fig. 5.3b), the contrast response function is almost
linear as a function of log-contrast and the response phase is constant. If fast synaptic depression
is present either at the recurrent excitatory (Fig. 5.3c) or the geniculo-cortical (Fig. 5.3d) synapses,
the contrast response function saturates due to the saturation of the synaptic transmission (Abbott
et al., 1997; Tsodyks and Markram, 1997). In accordance with the experimental data (e.g. Carandini,
Heeger and Movshon, 1997) and with another modeling study (Chance et al., 1998) the model pre-
dicts a phase advance of the cortical response with contrast, but only if the geniculo-cortical synapses
exhibit fast depression (Fig. 5.3d). Fast synaptic depression at the recurrent connections has no effect
on the response phase (Fig. 5.3c) because the feed-forward connections trigger the cortical response
and thus determine the response delay. The phase of the cortical response is contrast dependent
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in the model because the effective time constant τeff  f  p  for the transmitter dynamics decreases
(synaptic depression becomes faster) with increasing geniculate firing rate and thus with increasing
contrast. More intuitively, at high contrast the geniculate firing rate is modulated with higher ampli-
tude. During the dark phase of the sinusoidal grating the ON-center geniculate cells are quiet and
there is time for the recovery of the transmitter. This is followed by an onset of strong geniculate
activity that results in a high transient postsynaptic current and a fast depletion of the vesicles. Thus
a strong rise of synaptic transmission is followed by a fast decay due to synaptic depression. The
maximal synaptic transmission occurs earlier in time as stimulus contrast grows and the phase of the
cortical response advances with contrast. We conclude that short term synaptic depression on the
feed-forward synapses is sufficient to explain contrast saturation and a phase advance with increas-
ing contrast, while fast plasticity of the recurrent excitatory connections alone can only account for
the response saturation.
5.4.3 Adaptation of the geniculo-cortical synapses
In this section we present simulation results for the slow adaptation rule for the transmitter release
probability at the geniculo-cortical synapses (equation 5.10). The results are compared with the
experimental data that demonstrate the effects of contrast adaptation on the dynamics of the cortical
response. We investigate the qualitatively different adaptation of the DC and F1 components of
the membrane potential (Carandini, Barlow, O’Keefe, Poirson and Movshon, 1997) and the phase
retardation by high contrast adaptation (Saul, 1995). In section 5.4.4 and 5.4.5 we focus on the role
of recurrent excitation.
During the presentation of high contrast stimuli the synaptic transmitter release probability de-
creases two- to three-fold according to the adaptation rule. Consequently, the input/output relation of
the model neurons also changes. Figure 5.4 shows the response of the cortical units in the model af-
ter adaptation to 1% (solid lines) and to 50% (dashed line) contrast. The simulations involved strong
recurrent excitatory amplification and slow adaptation of the release probability of the geniculo-
cortical synapses. The adaptation of the F1 component of the subthreshold membrane potential is
different from the adaptation of the average (DC) subthreshold membrane potential. This effect will
be further studied in the next section. The model predicts a 2-5 mV change in the DC subthreshold
membrane potential. This shift is smaller than was observed experimentally (Carandini, Barlow,
O’Keefe, Poirson and Movshon, 1997). Note that in the original experiment (Carandini, Barlow,
O’Keefe, Poirson and Movshon, 1997) the subthreshold synaptic modulation of the membrane po-
tential could not be measured directly and was instead determined indirectly by removing the spikes.
The ambiguity in this process could explain the observed discrepancies in the experimental data and
the simulation results: the average subthreshold membrane potential could be overestimated pro-
portionally to the firing rate if segments of the supra-threshold parts of the spikes are not removed.
The F1 component of the firing (Fig. 5.4c) adapts strongly because the average membrane potential
decreases and a smaller part of the membrane potential remains over the firing threshold.
In accordance with the experimental data obtained for simple cells in cat V1 (Saul, 1995), the
delay (defined as the phase of the F1 component) of the cortical response increases in the model after
adaptation to high contrast. After adaptation to high contrast, the transmitter release probability p at
the geniculo-cortical connections decreases and the synaptic depression becomes slower, because its
effective time constant τeff  f  p  scales with 1  p. In contrast, after adaptation to low contrast, when
the transmitter release probability is high, the synaptic depression becomes faster: a sudden rising
phase of the synaptic current at the geniculo-cortical synapses is rapidly followed by fast depression.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation results with strong recurrent excitatory connections and with slow adaptation
of the release probability of the geniculo-cortical synapses; the release probability of the recurrent
synapses is fixed to p  0  4. (a) Cortical response in the model to a sinusoidally modulated input
(dashed-dotted line, the curve is scaled to fit on the plot and shows the geniculate firing rate). (b)
The F1 component, the phase of the F1 component, and the average of the subthreshold membrane
potential (top) and the firing (bottom) are plotted as a function of stimulus contrast after adaptation
to 1% (solid lines) and to 50% (dashed lines) contrast stimuli.
The maximal cortical firing occurs earlier in time, the phase of the F1 component of the cortical firing
increases after low contrast adaptation. This observation indicates that contrast adaptation cannot be
the sole consequence of a decrease in synaptic weights or an increase of the firing threshold—e.g.
induced by a tonic hyperpolarization. All of these effects would not alter the phase of the cortical
response.
The experimental data suggest that the response amplitude and phase are not coupled to each
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other (Saul, 1995). The phases of cortical responses with the same F1 component can differ after
adaptation to different contrast levels. Our model accounts for this observation (Fig. 5.4b). As
highlighted above, different factors make the response phase dependent on the stimulus contrast
and on the contrast adaptation. In the first case, the response phase changes because the effective
time constant of the transmitter dynamics τeff  f  p  is affected by the contrast dependent presynaptic
firing rate; in the second case, τeff  f  p  is modulated by the adaptation of the release probability
p—the two factors determine the neural response and its phase in a different manner.
5.4.4 Recurrent excitation and contrast adaptation
Figure 5.5 shows simulation results for contrast adaptation with the weights of the recurrent exci-
tatory connections set to zero. Without recurrent excitation, the F1 component of the membrane
potential is independent of contrast adaptation similarly to the experimental data (Carandini and
Ferster, 1997). Modulating the transmitter release probability does not have a simple multiplica-
tive effect on the postsynaptic response, as might be expected. Both the peak amplitude of the
excitatory postsynaptic current and the rate of the transmitter dynamics scales with the release prob-
ability (τeff  f  p  decreases with increasing the release probability, see sections 5.3.2 and C.1). After
adaptation to low contrast the release probability is large, and after a fast rise the synaptic current
decreases rapidly because the synaptic depression is faster. After adaptation to high contrast the
release probability is small, and the peak current is lower but the synaptic depression is slower too.
Changing the amplitude of the current is compensated by increasing its width in time. It follows
that the low frequency components of the membrane potential do not change with the release prob-
ability, while the high frequency components scale with the release probability (compare the solid
and dashed lines in figure 5.6). It depends on the temporal frequency of the stimulus whether the F1
component of the membrane potential changes strongly or not. The model predicts stronger adap-
tation of the F1 component of the membrane potential if the temporal frequency of the stimulus is
increased. Adaptation of the release probability of the feed-forward synapses affects the DC com-
ponent of the membrane potential in the absence of recurrent excitation. With modulating the DC
membrane potential, smaller or larger part of the membrane potential remains over the firing thresh-
old and the F1 component of the firing rate adapts even if there is no adaptation in the F1 component
of the membrane potential. If strong recurrent excitation is present (as in section 5.4.3) the adapta-
tion in the F1 component of the cortical firing is projected back to the cortical neurons modulating
the F1 component of the membrane potential. Based on these predictions we can conclude that for a
stimulus with low temporal frequency, the contrast adaptation of the F1 component of the membrane
potential scales with the strength of the recurrent excitation. The adaptation of the F1 component of
the firing rate could therefore be used to measure the effective strength of the recurrent excitatory
input to a simple cell in V1.
5.4.5 Modifying the release probability of the recurrent excitatory synapses
In a next step, we study whether contrast adaptation can be evoked by changing the transmitter
release probability of the recurrent excitatory synapses alone (figure 5.7). The model predicts that the
contrast response function is largely independent of the release probability at the recurrent excitatory
connections. Interestingly, we find that increasing the release probability (from 0  2 to 0  7) of the
recurrent excitatory synapses—in contrast to the geniculo-cortical synapses—does not alter or may
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Figure 5.5: Simulation results without recurrent excitation and with slow adaptation of the release
probability of the geniculo-cortical synapses. (a) Cortical response in the model to a sinusoidally
modulated input (dashed-dotted line, the curve is scaled to fit on the plot and shows the geniculate
firing rate). (b) The F1 component, the phase of the F1 component, and the average of the subthresh-
old membrane potential (top) and the firing (bottom) are plotted as a function of stimulus contrast
after adaptation to 1% (solid lines) and to 50% (dashed lines) contrast stimuli.
slightly decrease the F1 component of the firing rate of the cortical units. In that case, the model
predicts a change in the time structure of the cortical activity, as we will show.
In Fig. 5.8a the geniculate (dashed-dotted line) and cortical (solid and dashed lines) firing
probability for 30 model cortical units at high (solid line) and at low (dashed line) transmitter re-
lease probability are plotted as a function of time for 100% stimulus contrast. The autocorrelation
functions of the cortical activity are shown in figure 5.8b. If the release probability is high at the
recurrent excitatory connections, synchronized oscillations emerge at approximately 50 Hz. Note
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Figure 5.6: The Fourier-spectra of the membrane potential for the model configuration without re-
current excitation (the same simulation as in figure 5.5) after adaptation to 1% (solid lines) and to
50% (dashed lines) contrast stimuli.
that the oscillation remains stable even in the presence of strong, Poisson distributed irregular genic-
ulate input. Oscillatory activity emerges because of the following reasons. Increasing the release
probability of the recurrent connections leads to a more reliable synaptic transmission and to larger
EPSP amplitudes. Active cells initiate a burst of highly synchronous firing in the cortical layer via
the strong recurrent connections. As a trade off, at high release probability, most of the available
synaptic transmitter is released after a presynaptic firing event such that efficient recurrent excitation
can occur only after some recovery time for the transmitter. Thus after a period of high cortical ac-
tivity, the recurrent reamplification fades away because only a small amount of transmitter remains
available. This leads to oscillatory behavior. The frequency of oscillation depends on the effective
time constant τeff  f  p  of the transmitter dynamics. The phenomenon of emergent oscillations due
to depressing synapses in a purely excitatory network has been explored by Senn et al. (1996) and
it is similar in nature to emergent oscillations due to slow adapting currents (Crook, Ermentrout
and Bower, 1998) or delayed inhibition (e.g. Ko¨nig and Schillen, 1991). For low synaptic transmit-
ter release probability, the autocorrelogram is flatter and oscillatory firing is not as prominent any
more. The frequency of the oscillation decreases because the effective time constant τeff  f  p  for the
synaptic transmission grows with decreasing the release probability. In parallel, the F1 component
of the cortical firing becomes slightly stronger because the synaptic transmitter is utilized in a more
“economic” way.
We conclude that adaptation of the transmitter release probability of the geniculo-cortical
synapses is sufficient for contrast adaptation. In contrast, plasticity of the release probability at the
recurrent excitatory connections cannot induce adaptation of the contrast response function. This
model prediction differs from predictions of a previous modeling study (Todorov, Siapas, Somers
and Nelson, 1997) that assumed plasticity of the strength of both the geniculo-cortical and the re-
current excitatory synapses and also recurrent inhibition to achieve contrast adaptation. Our simula-
tions reveal that modifying the transmitter release probability of the recurrent excitatory connections
changes the time structure of the cortical response. Increasing the release probability of the recur-
rent excitatory synapses leads to oscillatory activity. These results suggest an efficient functional
segregation of synaptic plasticity at the geniculo-cortical and the recurrent excitatory connections.
Adapting the release probability at the geniculo-cortical synapses may play a key role in contrast
adaptation, while—without affecting the contrast response function—increasing the release proba-
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Figure 5.7: Simulation results with strong recurrent excitation. The release probability of the recur-
rent excitatory connections is set to 0  7 (solid lines) and 0  2 (dashed lines). Slow adaptation of the
release probability of the geniculo-cortical synapses is not present, the release probability is fixed to
0  5. (a) Cortical response in the model to a sinusoidally modulated input (dashed-dotted line, the
curve is scaled to fit on the plot and shows the geniculate firing rate). (b) The F1 component, the
phase of the F1 component, and the average of the subthreshold membrane potential (top) and the
firing (bottom) are plotted as a function of stimulus contrast.
bility can shift the cortical network to a regime of prominent oscillatory activity. Modulation of the
release probability of the recurrent excitatory synapses could thus play a key role in dynamic fea-
ture binding and segregation in the visual cortex (e.g. von der Malsburg and Buhmann, 1992; Engel
et al., 1997).
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Figure 5.8: (a) The cortical response of the model (not low-pass filtered in this case) if the transmitter
release probability is changed only at the recurrent excitatory connections (the same simulation as
in figure 5.7). The average firing probability of 30 model cortical units is calculated for 2 msec
time bins at high (solid line) and at low (dashed line) release probabilities. The geniculate activity
(modulated sinusoidally with 2Hz, dashed-dotted line) is in its rising phase and corresponds to 100%
contrast stimulus. (b) The autocorrelation function of the firing probability at high (solid line) and
at low (dashed line) release probability. The autocorrelation is normalized to 1.
5.5 Possible physiological indications of the transmitter release
probability adaptation
In this section we endetail the model predictions to support experimental tests of our hypothesis.
Specifically we focus on possible physiological effects of changing the transmitter release proba-
bility. We simulate membrane potential dynamics and synaptic behavior based on the model de-
scribed in section 5.2.2. This computational model is really simplified compared to the complexity
of a single synapse or a dendrite. It follows, that these simulations describe general tendencies,
and they cannot be interpreted literally. Probably the most important factors, that the model lacks
are the mechanisms that underly fast synaptic facilitation, and active dendritic summation. These
mechanisms are not included in the model, because the currently available physiological data are
insufficient.
The model predicts, that the geniculo-cortical synapses are involved in contrast adaptation (see
sections 5.4.3, 5.4.5). The experimental setup should involve full cell recording in V1 simple cells
and electrical stimulation of the geniculate axons that innervate the recorded cell. This setup could
make it possible to explore geniculo-cortical synapses in vivo. The EPSP trains evoked by certain
geniculate stimulation patterns should be recorded after adaptation to different contrast levels. The
experiment, therefore, involves a long adaptation period with visual stimulus followed by a test
period to estimate the transmitter release probability on the geniculo-cortical synapses that connect
the stimulated axon with the recorded cell. Naturally, one has to be careful to minimize adaptation
by the testing presynaptic electrical pulses.
The number of free parameters should be limited if it is possible. In our description there are
three important parameters of the synapses: the recovery time constant τrec, the transmitter release
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Figure 5.9: Determining the recovery time constant τrec of the transmitter. The simulations illustrate
the experimental protocol and the EPSP trains predicted by the model (solid line). The dynamics of
the mean EPSP averaged over different realizations of a Poisson distributed presynaptic spike train
with a frequency of 20 Hz is represented by the dashed line.
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Figure 5.10: The relative increase of the steady state EPSP amplitude if the release probability is
increased from p=0.2 to p=0.5 (solid line) and to p=1.0 (dashed line). Note that the difference is
more pronounced at low presynaptic rates.
probability p, and maximal synaptic conductance gmax. This latter parameter scales the strength of
the synaptic transmission without modifying its dynamic behavior. In contrast, the recovery time
constant and the release probability both modifies the dynamics of the the fast synaptic depression.
These two parameters should determined independently.
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Figure 5.11: The membrane potential dynamics (solid line) for different release probabilities p at
a presynaptic stimulation of 5 Hz. The expected membrane potential for Poisson distributed presy-
naptic spike trains with the same mean is depicted by the dashed line.
5.5.1 Determining the recovery time constant τrec
The time course of the transmitter recovery could be explored by the following stimulation protocol:
1. Apply a high frequency (10-20 Hz) presynaptic stimulation for a long enough period (∆T ) that
the available amount of transmitter is depleted to its steady state level (∆T § 3τeff  f  p  ).
2. After this period of presynaptic stimulation leave a gap of silence. For different trials the
duration of this gap should be increased step by step.
3. After the silence period apply a short electrical pulse that evokes an EPSP. In the case of a
purely fast depressing synapse the EPSP amplitude should recover approximately exponen-
tially with a time constant of τrec. If there is facilitation, then at a certain (long enough) period
of silence the amplitude of the evoked EPSP could be bigger than the very first EPSP in the
train.
5.5.2 Determining the transmitter release probability p
Our model predicts that the after adaptation to high contrast, the release probability decreases. The
release probability could be estimated experimentally by applying a train of three-four presynaptic
pulses and investigate the rate of decrease in the EPSP amplitudes. The ratio of the steady state EPSP
amplitudes in the model is shown in Fig. 5.10 if the release probability is increased from p=0.2 to
p=0.5 and to p=1.0. The effect is largest at low presynaptic firing rates. However, note that at low
presynaptic firing rates the EPSP amplitude converges to its steady slower. Therefore, there is trade
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Figure 5.12: The membrane potential dynamics (solid line) for different time at a presynaptic stim-
ulation of 5 Hz. The expected membrane potential for Poisson distributed presynaptic spike trains
with the same mean is depicted by the dashed line.
off between the magnitude of the effect and the speed of convergence. Simulation results for the
EPSP trains evoked by a presynaptic spike train with a frequency of 5 Hz are presented in Fig. 5.11.
Note that the rate of depression increases with both increasing the release probability and the
increasing the recovery time constant of the synaptic transmitter. However there is an important
difference. The amplitude of the first EPSP decreases with the release probability but it is invariant
of the recovery time constant (compare Figs. 5.11 and 5.12).
5.6 Discussion
We have shown that fast synaptic depression of the geniculo-cortical synapses can explain the sat-
uration of the contrast response function and the phase advance of the visual cortical response with
increasing contrast. We have tested our hypothesis that a slow adaptation of the transmitter re-
lease probability at the geniculo-cortical synapses can account for contrast adaptation. Assuming
a slowly changing input from the LGN, an adaptation rule was derived for the release probability
to maximize mutual information between a visual cortical neuron’s input and output firing rates.
The synaptic dynamics for abruptly changing presynaptic firing rates was investigated separately in
section 5.3.2. Results show that the peak amplitude of the transient synaptic current scales with the
release probability. Increasing the release probability also increases the rate of synaptic depression.
As a consequence, the temporal window for synaptic input summation decreases and a neuron be-
comes sensitive only to a synchronous increase in its afferent activity. This synchronous firing is
likely to be signal related and therefore a cortical cell could extract the signal related component of
the geniculate input more efficiently if the release probability at the geniculo-cortical connections
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is high. In the subsequent numerical simulations the dynamics of the release probability obey an
adaptation rule which maximizes the mutual information between the neurons’ input and output in
the case of slowly changing input. The simulation results indicate that the slow adaptation of the
transmitter release probability of the geniculo-cortical synapses can be the underlying neural mech-
anism for contrast adaptation. The most important point of our investigation is that in contrast to
the synaptic weight, the release probability modifies the effective time constant of the transmitter
dynamics too. Based on this property of the release probability, we can explain all experimental ob-
servations indicating that contrast adaptation alters the dynamic properties of the cortical response.
Changing the release probability of the recurrent excitatory synapses, however, has only a weak ef-
fect on the contrast response function. Within the model framework we found that after increasing
the transmitter release probability of the recurrent excitatory connections, synchronous oscillatory
activity emerges. We therefore propose that slow adaptation of the transmitter release probability
of the geniculo-cortical and the recurrent synapses have independent functional roles in the primary
visual cortex.
5.6.1 Model predictions
The good agreement between our simulation results and the currently available data gives an indirect
verification for our hypothesis that changing the transmitter release probability or, in other words,
redistribution of the available amount of synaptic transmitter accounts for contrast adaptation. The
modulation of the transmitter release probability changes the frequency dependent fast synaptic de-
pression. Our hypothesis, that adaptation of the transmitter release probability accounts for contrast
adaptation, could be directly justified experimentally by intracellular measurements of EPSP series
evoked by stimulating the geniculo-cortical axons. Possible experimental steps illustrated with the
model predictions are described in detail in section 5.5. An alternative and simpler physiological
indication of the modulation of the transmitter release probability could be the paired pulse facili-
tation ratio (PPF). The model predicts that after adaptation to low contrast, the release probability
increases, consequently the PPF ratio decreases and vice versa.
Simulations revealed that the contrast adaptation of the F1 component of the subthreshold
membrane potential depends on two factors, (i) the strength of the recurrent excitatory connections
and (ii) the temporal frequency of the grating stimulus. (i) The adaptation of the cortical firing is
fed back by the recurrent excitatory connections. Therefore the adaptation of the F1 component of
the subthreshold membrane potential increases with the effective strength of the recurrent excitatory
feedback. This observation could provide a new experimental technique to estimate the strength
of the recurrent excitatory coupling. As several computational models predict that strong recurrent
excitation is required for establishing sharp orientation tuning, it would be very interesting to explore
how adaptation of the F1 component of the membrane potential and the sharpness of orientation
tuning are correlated to each other. (ii) Adaptation of the transmitter release probability effects
mainly the average and the higher frequency components of the synaptic transmission. As a natural
consequence, the model predicts that the F1 component of the membrane potential adapts stronger
for high temporal frequency grating due to the synaptic adaptation at the geniculo-cortical synapses.
The model predicts that the slow adaptation of synaptic transmission is local to the presynaptic
side of the geniculo-cortical synapses. Contrast adaptation thus the adaptation depends on the firing
rate of the presynaptic geniculate cells targeting a simple cell in V1. Induced by adapting stimuli with
different orientations, the reduction of the short latency EPSPs—presumably of geniculate origin—
could therefore constitute the geniculate origin orientation bias to a simple cell. However, a model
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of a hypercolumn with full recurrent circuitry should give more exact predictions in this respect.
5.6.2 Model assumptions
In order to investigate the hypothesis that synaptic plasticity of the excitatory connections is suffi-
cient to explain contrast adaptation we studied a model without recurrent inhibition. Even though
the simulation results account well for the phenomenology of contrast adaptation—given the contro-
versial data regarding the quality and role of recurrent inhibition—we cannot exclude the possibility
that adaptation in V1 is a cooperative phenomenon which involves modulation by recurrent inhibi-
tion of network origin as speculated by (Vidyasagar, 1990; Ahmed et al., 1997). But even under
the assumption that recurrent inhibition plays a role in contrast adaptation or lateral gain control,
the neural mechanism that modulates inhibition remains unresolved. Based on the available experi-
mental data and our computational study we suggest that plasticity of the geniculo-cortical synapses
could be a good candidate.
For the derivation of the adaptation rule (Eq. 5.10) we used the steady state approximation
for the synaptic transmitter (Eq. C.3). Our investigation on the dynamics of depressing synapses
in the presence of abruptly changing input (section 5.3.2) showed that at faster modulation of the
presynaptic firing rate the transient postsynaptic current is significantly different from the steady
state current. Thus for studying the cortical response to more realistic stimuli—in which transient
changes carry most of the novel information—it is essential to incorporate the dynamic behavior of
the synapses into the learning rule. An extended learning rule would account for the transients in
the EPSC induced by the sharp moving edges in the visual environment and by the saccadic eye
movements.
Exploring contrast adaptation in the visual cortex we focused on synaptic mechanisms and de-
rived an adaptation rule for a presynaptic parameter with the objective to maximize the mutual infor-
mation between a neuron’s input and output. In agreement with experimental studies (DeBruyn and
Bonds, 1986; Vidyasagar, 1990) we assumed that adaptation of active ion channels is not involved
in contrast adaptation and we kept the single cell model as simple as possible using the integrate-
and-fire model framework. However, on a slower time scale and in different regions of the nervous
system, adaptation of active channel properties could also be a powerful mechanism for maximizing
the information content of a neuron’s output about its input (Stemmler and Koch, 1999). It may be
possible that adaptation of synaptic transmission and active channel properties act in a cooperative
manner on different time scales.
5.6.3 Contrast adaptation and the receptive field profile
In this paper we proposed that contrast adaptation serves for maximizing the mutual information
between a single V1 neuron’s input and output. The global image contrast in the visual environment
changes on the scale of several seconds and therefore contrast adaptation should follow this time
scale too. We argued that an adaptation mechanism with a time constant of 7 sec would make it
possible to estimate the global image contrast, that is mainly reflected in the variance of the firing
rates of the geniculate cells calculated for several subsequent fixation periods. We also proposed
that plasticity of the synaptic transmitter release probability accounts for contrast adaptation. It is
widely accepted that the development of receptive field structures of neurons is also related to synap-
tic plasticity, but on a much longer time scale. Receptive field profiles are thought to be determined
by the higher order moments (than the variance) of the visual world statistics that express patterns
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or structure. This higher order structure is rather static and its estimation also requires longer time,
therefore receptive field profiles should be determined and constrained by another less plastic synap-
tic parameter than the release probability. One possible candidate for this would be the postsynaptic
maximal conductance gmax.
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Appendix A
Parameters for the feed-forward
model in chapter 2
Some of the measured properties of the geniculate cells cannot be applied directly in the model.
Here we calculate some parameters based on the experimentally measured data.
A.1 Receptive-field parameters of the LGN M cells in the model
Here we calculate the parameters for the receptive fields used in the rate model for the intracortical
generation of orientation selectivity (chapter 2). Data from (Spear et al., 1994) and (Croner and
Kaplan, 1995) showed that rc and rs depend roughly linearly on eccentricity, hence the value r at 5 
eccentricity is approximately equal to the average r¯ over the interval 0  10  provided by (Spear
et al., 1994).
(Croner and Kaplan, 1995) showed for retinal ganglion cells that the integrated sensitivity of
the ON and OFF subfields is constant regardless of the eccentricity, i.e. the peak sensitivity k is
approximately proportional to 1

r2. Hence peak sensitivities kc ¿ s can be obtained via
k  a

r2  (A.1)
The constant a can be calculated from the average value ¯k
log

¯k * 1
r

0

 r

10


­
r À 10 ÁÃÂ
r À 0
Á
Â
dr log

a
r2
r (A.2)
which is given in (Spear et al., 1994).
A.2 Parameters of the Geniculate Transfer Function
The parameters of the transfer function gM  R  , eq. 2.3, were determined as follows. The threshold
TM was set equal to the afferent activity which a geniculate M-cell receives for a grating stimulus of
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optimal spatial frequency at the contrast threshold cminM :
TM  kcpir2c  kspir2s  cminM F  fopt  (A.3)
where
F

fopt * kcpir2c exp    pi foptrc  2  kspir2s exp    pi foptrs  2  (A.4)
In order to determine b we assume that a grating stimulus is presented whose positive half is centered
on the cell’s receptive-field. The transfer function, eq. (2.3), can then be rewritten as a function of
the contrast c of the grating,
gM  c *IÄ
Å Æ 0 if c Ç cminM
c È cminM
c È cminM ®
b
F É fopt Ê
otherwise  (A.5)
from which we can obtain b via the averaged contrast gain normalized to the maximal geniculate
activity Mmax
Mmax
G 
b
F

fopt   (A.6)
Appendix B
Empirical entropy
manipulation—derivations for
chapter 4
Here we describe the numerical procedure used in chapter 4 to estimate and maximize mutual in-
formation w. r. t. input-output mapping parameters. We consider two models for the output noise:
additive Gaussian and multiplicative Poisson. For the additive output noise case, following (Viola
et al., 1996), we obtain a Parzen-estimation for the empirical entropy and we maximize the mutual
information based on this estimate. For the Poisson-spiking model, the output entropy is estimated
directly from the spike count histograms.
B.1 Estimating the mutual information
In this section some basic properties of the mutual information is recalled. We consider the following
stochastic input-output relation
y  g

x ] n .u  n

u  (B.1)
where the mapping g : X  Y is assumed to be deterministic (not necessarily invertible) and n

x  is
an additive/multiplicative noise process. The input variable x can be interpreted as the feed-forward
input to cortical neurons, the mapping g

x  refers to the transformation of the input by the recurrent
network and n

x  is the inherent noise on the cortical neurons’ activity. The task is to estimate the
mutual information between input vector X and the output vector Y of the network. For this, first,
we need to consider an important theorem about the mutual information.
It has been shown (Nadal et al., 1998) that if the mapping is deterministic, then the mutual
information between the signal X and the neural output Y is the same as the mutual information
between the deterministic output U and the stochastic output Y :
I  X  Y ] I U  Y r (B.2)
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The mutual information between the continuous variables X and Y is
I

X  Y  ­ d x p

x 	­ d y p

y £ x  ln p  y £ x 
p

y 
 ­ d x p

x  ­ d uδ Ë4u Ì f Ë3x ÍÍ
Î Ï#Ð Ñ
1
­ d y p Ë3y £ x Í ln p Ë)y £ x Í
p Ë)y ÍÓÒ
(B.3)
Changing the integration order and noting that p Ë4Ôu Í*Õ×Ö d Ôxδ Ë4Ôu Ì f Ë)Ôx ÍÍ and p Ë3Ôy Ø Ôx ÍiÕ p Ë3Ôy ØÔu Í we get
finally
I Ù X Ú Y ÛÜÕ ­ d Ôu p Ë4Ôu Í ­ d Ôy p Ë3Ôy ØÔu Í ln p Ë3Ôy ØÔu Í
p Ë)Ôy Í
Õ I Ë U Ú Y Í (B.4)
If the noise is additive, then
H ÙY ØU ÛxÕ H ÙN Û
Ò
(B.5)
Because I Ù X Ú Y ÛÝÕ I ÙU Ú Y Û	Õ H ÙY ÛÞÌ H ÙY ØU Û as proven above, the estimation of the mutual infor-
mation I Ù X Ú Y Û simplifies to the estimation of the output entropy only. If the noise is not additive,
then one must estimate both the entropy of the output H ÙY Û and the conditional entropy H ÙY ØU Û .
This latter is clearly more complex computationally because a higher dimensional (input + output
dimensions) density function has to be estimated.
B.2 Empirical entropy manipulation—Additive noise
Here we assume that the neural code is the firing rate of the neurons, that is corrupted by an additive
Gaussian noise. In this framework the output variable is continuous. Optimizing the input-output
mapping g : X ß Y involves to steps. First, the empirical entropy is estimated. The output probability
distribution of the network is estimated by a maximum-likelihood approach by stochastic gradient
ascend. The input-output mapping function g : X ß Y is modified based on this estimate such that
the mapping maximizes the output entropy and therefore the mutual information. Modifying the
mapping function changes the entropy of the output. It follows that after a learning step for g, the
entropy has to be re-estimated. The algorithm for the empirical entropy manipulation is then
loop while I àáÙ X Ú Y Û < max
loop while p àMË y Í is not converged
learning step to obtain p àMË y Í	â p Ë y Í
(gradient ascend on the model parameter likelihood)
end
learning step for g Ë)Ôx Í to maximize I àMÙ X Ú Y Û
(gradient ascend on the estimated entropy w.r.t. g Ë3Ôx Í )
end
where p àuË y Í is the estimate for the probability density p Ë y Í of the output and I àáÙ X Ú Y Û is the estimate
for the mutual information based on p àMË y Í . In the following we describe the two learning steps
involved in this iterative algorithm.
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B.2.1 Parzen estimate for the empirical entropy
Here we outline a procedure for estimating the entropy of the continuous random variable Y . Es-
timating the entropy requires the estimation of the whole probability distribution function of the
random variable. A solution for this generally really complex problem has been suggested by Vi-
ola et al. (1996), who introduced a Parzen estimator for the density function. Based on a sample
A ã Y , the density at y ä Y is estimated as a sum of Gaussian basis functions GΣ with zero mean and
covariance matrix Σ
p à Ë y ØA Ú Σ Í*Õ
1
N ∑yA å B GΣ Ë y Ì yA Íiæ (B.6)
The model parameters, that is the covariance matrix Σ is obtained by maximizing the model’s likeli-
hood w. r. t. to the parameters. This is equivalent to minimizing the empirical entropy h àΣ Ë A Í given
sample A. Using the “one leave out cross-validation” one can avoid the trivial solution of Gaussian
kernels centered at the data points with zero variances. The empirical entropy is based on the Parzen
estimation for the distribution
h àΣ Ë A ÍÕ Ì
1
NA ∑yA å A log Ë p à Ë yA ØA çÞè yA é Ú Σ ÍÍ
Õ Ì
1
NA ∑yA å A log êë
1
NA ì 1 ∑y íA å A îï yA ð
GΣ ñ yA ì y òA ó4ôõ
Õ
ì
EA ö logEA îï yA ð ö GΣ ñ yA ì y òA ó)÷÷
Õ
ì
l
ñ
A; A çxè yA é Ú Σ
ó
æ (B.7)
where, EA is the expectation over the sample set A. Each Gaussian basis function has the same
covariance matrix Σ that is assumed to be diagonal with the elements of Σii Õ σi. The variances of
the Gaussian basis functions that account best for the real data are obtained by gradient descend on
the empirical entropy (Eq. B.7). Then the learning rule for the model parameters is
∆σi ∝ ì
∂
∂ σi
h àΣ Ù A ÛÜÕ EyA
å
A øùú
1
NB ∑yB å B GΣ ñ yB ì yA ó
1
σi û*ü
yB ý yA þ 2i
σ2i
ì
1 ß
1
NB ∑yB å B GΣ ñ yB ì yA ó  

(B.8)
Õ EyA å A  ∑
yB
å
B
GΣ ñ yB ì yA
ó
∑y íB å B GΣ ñ y òB ì yA ó
1
σi 
ñ
yB ì yA
ó
2
i
σ2i
ì
1  (B.9)
Õ EyA
å
A  ∑
yB
å
B
WΣ ñ yB Ú yA
ó
1
σi

ñ
yB ì yA
ó
2
i
σ2i
ì
1


Ú (B.10)
where for every yA ä A : B Õ A çxè yA é and W ñ yB Ú yA
ó
Õ
GΣ
ü
yB
ý
yA þ
∑y
íB 	 B
GΣ
ü
y íB ý yA þ
. W
ñ
yB Ú yA
ó
shows, that eval-
uating the empirical entropy on sample points from set A the most nearby points from set B give the
highest weighted information about the density. In the derivation from equation B.8 to B.9 we used
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the simple result that
∂
∂ σGσ ñ x ó Õ
∂
∂ σ

1
σ
exp

ì
x2
2σ2 

Õ
x2
σ3
Gσ ñ x
ó
ì
1
σ
Gσ ñ x
ó
Õ
1
σ
Gσ ñ x
ó

x2
σ2
ì
1
 æ
(B.11)
The convergence criteria for the Parzen estimate in our simulations was ∑Di  1 ∆σi  0 æ 05 averaged
over the last 40 learning steps.
Note that it is essential for the stochastic learning that the data sample A reflects the real dis-
tribution of the random variable. The correct convergence of the learning is assured by re-sampling
a large enough A for each learning step. The size of A scales with the dimensionality of the ran-
dom variable. The probability that one sample falls into a d dimensional sphere with radius of σ
scales with  σR 
d (R is the approximate radius of the area where the data points are distributed). It
is “reasonable” to say that σ  R and therefore the probability decreases exponentially. This means
that the estimation for the density becomes highly inaccurate with increasing dimensions unless the
number of sample points is not increased exponentially with the number of dimensions. This limits
the dimensionality that is still computationally accessible. The computational cost for a learning
step is proportional to d  NA  NB.
B.2.2 Estimation of the optimal competition parameter
Here we describe the procedure for maximizing the information transfer of the input-output mapping
g
ñ
Ôx
ó
for a given output noise level n
ñ
t
ó
. Note that every learning step for the input-output mapping is
based on the Parzen estimate for the output distribution (see the chart of the estimation algorithm).
This estimate is determined as it is described in the previous section.
Our original problem in section 4.3 was to estimate the optimal recurrent cortical competition
strength. We argued that the “soft-max” function accounts well for the nature of visual cortical
processing (see section 4.3.1). The firing rate of a cortical unit i is
ui Õ gi ñ Ôx Ú β
ó
Õ
exp
ñ
βxi
ó
∑ j exp ñ βx j
ó
Ú (B.12)
where β can be interpreted as a competition parameter. Here the mean firing rate in the entire
network is assumed to be constant one for a fixation period. Our objective is to find the optimal
competition parameter β that maximizes the mutual information between input and output for a
given noise level. Because the noise here is assumed to be additive, this is equivalent to maximizing
entropy of the output.
The entropy of the output Ôy Õ g
ñ
Ôx Ú β
ó
n is maximized by stochastic gradient ascend on the
estimated empirical entropy h àΣ Ù A Û w. r. t. β
∆β ∝ ∂∂ βh àΣ Ù A ÛxÕ ì EyA å A 
1
NB ∑yB å B
∂
∂β GΣ ñ yB ì yA ó
1
NB ∑yB å B GΣ ñ yB ì yA ó

Õ EyA
å
A 
∑yB
å
B GΣ ñ yB ì yA
ó

ñ
yB ì yA
ó
T
 Σ ý 1  ∂∂β ñ yB ì yA ó
∑yB
å
B GΣ ñ yB ì yA
ó

Ú (B.13)
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where A is a large enough sample from the output. In our simulations the sample size was ØA ØGÕ 300.
The gradient on an output component yi Õ gi ñ Ôx Ú β
ó
ni (Eq. B.12) is
∂
∂β yi Õ
∂
∂β
exp
ñ
βxi
ó
∑ j exp ñ βx j
ó
Õ
xi exp ñ βxi
ó
∑ j exp ñ βx j
ó
ì
exp
ñ
βxi
ó
∑ j x j exp ñ βx j
ó
 ∑ j exp ñ βx j
ó

2
Õ
exp
ñ
βxi
ó
 xi ∑ j exp ñ βx j
ó
ì
∑ j x j exp ñ βx j
ó

 ∑ j exp ñ βx j
ó

2 æ (B.14)
The gradient of the mapping w. r. t. β (Eq. B.14) is independent of the noise because of its additive
nature. However, the learning rule (Eq. B.13) depends on the noise reflected in the output y. To
avoid the calculation of large exponentials in Eq. B.14, for the implementation we take the following
equivalent form by dividing both the numerator and denominator by
ñ
exp
ñ
βxi
óó
2
∂
∂β
exp
ñ
βxi
ó
∑ j exp ñ βx j
ó
Õ
ì
∑ j ñ x j ì xi
ó
exp
ñ
β
ñ
x j ì xi
óó
 ∑ j exp ñ β ñ x j ì xi
óó

2 æ (B.15)
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Now we consider a more realistic Poisson spiking model. We assume that the spike count in in-
creasing intervals beginning with the start of the fixation periods forms the neuronal code. As in
the previous section, the visual cortical mapping is modeled by the soft-max function. The expected
spike count of a cortical unit i at time t after the beginning of a fixation period is
ui Õ gi ñ Ôx Ú β
ó
Õ µ
ñ
t
ó
exp
ñ
βxi
ó
∑ j exp ñ βx j
ó
Ú (B.16)
where β can be interpreted as the competition parameter and the expected spike count µ
ñ
t
ó
Õ r  t
increases proportionally to the average firing rate r in the entire network.
Here we describe the procedure to determine the competition parameter β of the soft-max
mapping (Eq. B.12) that maximizes the information transfer for Poisson distributed output noise
with a given mean µ
ñ
t
ó
. The Poisson noise is multiplicative, therefore we need to maximize the
entropy of the output and minimize the conditional uncertainty of the mapping
I Ù X Ú Y ÛÜÕ H ÙY Û
ì
H ÙY ØX Û !Õ max æ (B.17)
The realistic mean spike counts within the maximal 200
ì
300 ms long time window are relatively
low, with a maximal firing rate of 50 Hz. It follows, that the Poisson distributed output spike count
can take only a few values with a considerable probability (we consider less than 15). This allows
us to use a direct estimation of the output entropy H
ñ
Y
ó
based on the relative frequencies of the
different spike counts. Thus, compared to the algorithm for Gaussian distributed output noise, here
the outer loop for obtaining a maximum likelihood estimation for the output distribution is omitted
(cf. Appendix B.2).
The conditional entropy of the output units for a given input H
ñ
Y Ø Ôx
ó
is
H ÙY Ø Ôx ÛxÕ H ÙY Ø g
ñ
Ôx Ú β
ó
Û]Õ
D
∑
i  1
H ÙY Ø gi ñ Ôx Ú β
ó
ÛxÕ
D
∑
i  1
H ÙY Ø ui Û (B.18)
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because the input-output mapping g
ñ
Ôx (Eq. B.16) is deterministic and the noise on the output units is
statistically independent. The number of dimensions is denoted by D. The conditional uncertainty
for Poisson noise, given the mean u, is (Stein, 1967)
H ÙY Ø ui ÛxÕ ì ui log2
û
ui
e
ß

e ý ui
∞
∑
j  2
log2 ñ j!
ó
j! u
j
i æ (B.19)
The central limit theorem allows us to approximate the conditional uncertainty of the Poisson process
with the uncertainty of the normal distribution with standard deviation  ui if the expected value is
large enough (ui  4) (Stein, 1967)
H ÙY Ø ui Ûxâ log2
û
2pieui ß æ (B.20)
Using the above approximation for large enough mean values (u

4), we can avoid the calculation
of large factorials. The expected uncertainty is
H Y X ﬀ E ﬁx
å
X 
D
∑
i  1
H Yi  gi ñﬃﬂx  β
ó
  ﬀ D  E ﬁx
å
X öH Y1  g1 ñﬃﬂx  β
ó

÷
 (B.21)
because the output distribution is similar for each dimensions i.
The mutual information between input X and output Y (Eq. B.17) is maximized by stochastic
gradient ascend on the estimated mutual information I à  X  Y  . The learning rule for β is
∆β ∝ ∂∂β I à  X  Y Üâ
H àβ ! ∆β Y  ì H àβ Y 
∆β ì
∂
∂β E ﬁx å W 
D
∑
i  1
H Yi  gi ñﬃﬂx  β
ó


ﬀ
H àβ ! ∆β Y  ì H àβ Y 
∆β ì D  E ﬁx å W "
∂
∂β H Y1  g1 ñﬃﬂx  β ó$#  (B.22)
where W ã X is a large enough sample of the input values X and H àβ Y  is the output entropy at the
mapping parameter β estimated on the input sample W using the relative frequencies of the different
spike counts. The step size ∆β for approximating the derivative of the output entropy must not be too
small, because on the fine scale the empirical entropy fluctuates due to the finiteness of the sample.
The derivative of the conditional uncertainty of the Poisson distributed spiking (Eq. B.18) w. r.
t. β is
∂
∂β H Y  gi ñﬃﬂx  β ó %ﬀ ì g òi ñﬃﬂx  β ó log2

gi ñﬃﬂx  β
ó
e

ì
g
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log
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2
ó

∞
∑
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 2
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j! g òi ñ$ﬂx  β ó exp ñ4ì gi ñﬃﬂx  β óó gi ñﬃﬂx  β ó
j
ý
1
ñ
j
ì
gi ñﬃﬂx  β
óó
ﬀ g òi ñ$ﬂx  β ó'& ì log2

gi ñ$ﬂx  β
ó
e

ì
1
log
ñ
2
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
exp
ñì
gi ñ$ﬂx  β
óó
∞
∑
j  2
log2 ñ j! ó
j! gi ñ$ﬂx  β ó
j
ý
1
ñ
j
ì
gi ñﬃﬂx  β
óó)(
 (B.23)
where g
òi ñﬃﬂx ó is the derivative of the soft-max mapping w. r. t. β (Eq. B.14). For large expected spike
counts (ui  4) the derivative of the approximation (Eq. B.20) of the conditional uncertainty w. r. t.
β is used.
Appendix C
Derivations for the contrast
adaptation model in chapter 5
C.1 Effective transfer function
Here we derive an analytically tractable approximation of the effective transfer function of the model
neurons. This transfer function is used only for the derivation of the adaptation rule in section 5.3.1
but not in the simulations. In the following, we omit the indexes i and j.
First, instead of determining R
ñ
t
ó
for a particular spike train, we assume that the presynaptic
spikes are generated by a Poisson process and compute (see appendix C.2) the expected amount of
synaptic transmitter ¯R
ñ
t
ó
given an average presynaptic firing rate f
ñ
t
ó
(Tsodyks et al., 1998),
d ¯R
ñ
t
ó
dt ﬀ
1
ì
¯R
ñ
t
ó
τrec
ì
f
ñ
t
ó
p
ñ
t
ó
¯R
ñ
t
ó
ﬀ
ì
¯R
ñ
t
ó
τeff ñ f ñ t
ó
 p
ñ
t
óó

1
τrec
æ (C.1)
This differential equation describes the evolution of the expected synaptic transmitter with the re-
covery time constant of τrec ﬀ 200 ms. The effective time constant
τeff ñ f  p
ó
ﬀ τrec ç ñ τrec f p

1
ó
(C.2)
for the transmitter dynamics scales inversely with the presynaptic rate and the transmitter release
probability. In the derivation of the effective transfer function O
ñ
f  p
ó
we assume that the genicu-
late firing rate f and the release probability p are constant, because the modulation of the genic-
ulate activity (2Hz drifting grating stimuli that are generally used in experiments exploring con-
trast adaptation) and the adaptation of the release probability (τadapt ﬀ 7sec) are slow compared
to the transmitter dynamics. The amount of synaptic transmitter changes on a fast time scale of
τeff ñ f  p
ó
â 10 to200 ms. In this case we can neglect transient terms and approximate the amount of
synaptic transmitter for a given presynaptic firing rate and release probability with the steady state
solution of equation C.1
R∞
ñ
f  p
ó
ﬀ
1
1

f pτrec æ (C.3)
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The stationary EPSC I∞
ñ
f  p
ó
∝ f p R∞
ñ
f  p
ó
is proportional to the presynaptic firing frequency f
and the amount of released transmitter. It describes the mean excitatory input to a cortical neuron
after an initial transient phase of a few input spikes. This mean current saturates for high input rates
f and scales with the transmitter release probability p.
To obtain an expression for the output firing rate O
ñ
f  p
ó
, we have simulated an integrate-and-
fire neuron according to equations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 driven by Poisson input spike trains. The output
rate can be fitted by an effective transfer function
O
ñ
f  p
ó
∝ S
ñ
f
ó
I∞
ñ
f  p
ó
ﬀ
S
ñ
f
ó
f p
1

f pτrec  (C.4)
where the function S
ñ
f
ó
ﬀ
f α
f ! Θ accounts for the frequency dependent summation of EPSC pulses
with parameter values α ﬀ 0 æ 8 and Θ ﬀ 15Hz. Equation C.4 is the approximation for the input-
output mapping realized by a neuron in the homogenous recurrent excitatory network that is used in
section 5.3.1 for the derivation of the slow adaptation rule.
C.2 Mean-field derivation for the synaptic transmitter
Here we derive the dynamics for the expected value of the transmitter R. Assuming Poisson presy-
naptic firing statistics, the expectation E ºæ  over different realizations of the presynaptic spike train
is calculated. From equation 5.3 we obtain
E  R
ñ
T

∆
ó
ì
R
ñ
T
ó
%ﬀ E
"+*
T ! ∆
T
1
ì
R
ñ
t
ó
τrec
dt
#
ì
E
",*
T ! ∆
T
p
ñ
t
ó
R
ñ
t
ó
dN
ñ
t
ó
#
æ (C.5)
For the derivation three key observations are used. First, the arrival of a spike in the time interval
 t  t

∆  is independent of p
ñ
t
ó
R
ñ
t
ó
. Second, the dynamics of p
ñ
t
ó
is slow compared to R
ñ
t
ó
such
that E  p
ñ
t
ó
¢â p
ñ
t
ó
, thus p
ñ
t
ó
is approximately independent of R
ñ
t
ó
. It follows that E  p
ñ
t
ó
R
ñ
t
ó
dN
ñ
t
ó

factorizes. Third, the expectation of the change in the Poisson spike counter is proportional to the
presynaptic firing rate: E  dN
ñ
t
ó
)ﬀ f
ñ
t
ó
dt. Equation C.1 is then obtained by dividing both sides of
equation C.5 with ∆ and taking the limit ∆ ß 0.
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